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'111 H7 participants, representing all areas of home
e;:onomic%;, ittonloa a i-day National workshop on th:! training and
utilization of auxiliary workers within the field of hon, economics.
Worksnop stivities included a symposium of auxiliary personnel
eNployea as arses in home economics-reiatel occupations and group
lis:ussions followed these major presentations: (1) "New Job
.tevolution" ny J. Farmer, (2) "Legislation Affecting Auxiliary
Personnel" ny J. F. Jennings, (3) "Stresses, Strains, and Joys of
Utilizing Auxiliary Personnel" by S. S. Steih"Jorg, (4) "6uide11ovs
for Designing New Carers" by S. A. Line, (5) "Some Aspects of
Lealership" Oy M. F. Clark, (b) "New Concepts for :{ousehold
Occipation" by U. S. A. Bowen, and (7) "Societal Needs to be Served
Through Auxiliary Personnel" by F. A. Scnwicaer. Evaluations made

at t:,e end 01 the workshop, and 6 months later revealed that
the oojectives had been fret to some degree Ly the ens of the workshop
and that a few studies, surveys, and programs had been implemented by
the 6-month fcllowup. Lists of uarticipants, preparatory materials,
texts of .major presentations, evaluation inst.Alrents, and packet
materials are appended. (SB)
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Summary

Auxiliary personnel are being utilized increasingly in such a way as to
modify the traditional roles of the professional home economist in some
of the various occupational settings in which their competencies are
applied. As a means of extending the impact and reach of home economics
in all areas of its application, the American Home Economics Association
conducted a national workshop on the training and utilization of auxiliary
workers at the University of Nebraska Continuing Education Center October
19 to 22, 1969. The workshop was, in part, sponsored by a grant received
from the Office of Education, United States Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfare, One hundred and ninety-seven participants and speakers
registered for the conference and represented all areas of home economics
including education, welfare, business, health, and institutional
management,

Mrs, Clio S. Reinwald, workshop d'airm?q, in an opening session quoted
from a position paper of the committee to plan the workshop. She said,
"Home economics as a field of endeavor devoted to the concept of service
to and welfare of human beings, needs to remain flexible and experimental
in its orientation and approach in order to provide a bridge between the
knowledge of the processional and the application of this knowledge in
the family- The efficient use of auxiliary personnel in the field will
be a step in this direction," Mrs. Reinwald also stated the objectives
of the workshop as outlined by the committee. (1) to increase the under-
standing of the philosophy, preparation, and use of auxiliary personnel,
(?) to explore ways of extending the r.,.ach of home economics by utiliz-
ing hmian resources more efficiently, (3) to examine existing job respon-
sibilities in various professional home economics careers, and to identify
those tasks which can be assumed by and are more attractive to auxiliary
personnel in home economics, the utilization of which will be predicated
upon societal needs, (4) to consider existing legislation related to aux-
iliary personnel and to explore the need for initiating new legislation
at local, state, and national levels, and (5) to provide direction for
conferees in assuming leadership at regional, state, and local levels in
the utilization and training of auxiliary personnel in the various areas
of home economics.
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Participants were selected on the basis of their willingness: (1) to

instigate and give leadership to some type cf followup from the work-
shop in their respective state or region, (2) to report to the American
Home Economics Association the action taken in their state or region as
a result of the workshop, and (3) to remain as participants during the
entire conference

One day of the workshop was devoted to identifying tasks now performed
by auxiliary personnel iii home economics and to identifying tasks which
could be assumed by and are more attrr.ctive to Auxiliary personnel. Dr.

Sidney Fine, Staff Psychologist, 14, E. Upjohn, Institute for Employment
Research, gave a major presentation on "Guidelines for Designing New
Careers." Dr. Fine gave these considerations to keep in mind when design-
ing new careers: (1) tasks must have a purpose which contributes to the
overall purpose of the agency and must be clearly understood by the pro-
fessional and those performing the tasks, (2) organization of tasks must
provide a range of response in the individual so that he can see the
opportunity for growth and for contribution to the agency, (3) the organi-
zation must provide for onthe-job training And off-thejob training,
(4) tasks must be resigned so Oat performance standards are clearly
evident, and (5) selection criteria for the tasks should be immediately
evident,

Another major day's presentation at the workshop included a symposium
of auxiliary personnel in home economics employed as aides in education,
welfare, extension, health, and institutional management in local com-
munities, As each of these presentations was made it was avident that
similarities existed in the types of tasks being performed by aides
representing various agencies in community programs, and that various
agencies were involved in training aides for similar tasks, A need for
coordination of community efforts in service to families was evident.

The workshop can best he described as a workshop of involveme-,t. Parti-
cipants were involved as discussion leaders in groups representing all
disciplines, as regional discussion leaders, as members of 3 listening
team, committee members, speakers, panel members, role players, and other
group involvement techniques. Eighty-eight participants were involved
in one or wire of these group involvement techniques.

Regional reports listed these recommendations for follow-up: (1) survey
all agencies training and/or using paraprofessionals in home economics
related programs, (2) study the common concerns of training auxiliary
personnel, (3) communicate information vined at the workshop to others
through a home economics state meeting, (4) analyze professional jobs to
determine what can be donF. by M paraprofessional, (5) investigate legis-
lation relative to paraprofessionals, (b) ask the State Home economics
Association to appoint a working committee on auxiliary personnel, (7)
circulate among other states in the region the state's plan of action
and printed materials, (8) encourage home economists in Local areas to
seek out and work with agencies that have auxiliary personnel,

Suggestions made to the American Home Economics Association for active
follow-up were: (1) appoint a task forcP to develop specific ladder
"terminology" for each home economics centered occupational group, list-
ing actual job specifications for specific jobs, (2) exhibit at the
national meeting materials being used (films, slides, etc.) for training
and utilization of auxiliary personnel, (3) facilitate professionals
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getting further training in worker functions and systems approach to job
development, (4) facilitate professionals keeping up-to-date on programs
which utilize and train auxiliary workers through a newsletter or other
printed information, (5) centralize on the subject of auxiliary workers
at a general meeting of the American. Home Economics Association Annual
Meeting.

Mrs. Ethel Washington, evaluation chairman, in a report to the work-
shop participants indicated that personal commitment to the goals of
the workshop were demonstrated through the professional manner in which
the conferees engaged in the various p- gram activities. The multi-
disciplined composition of the workshop provided opportunities for
interaction on a broad base for common concerns. Mrs, Washington further
stated, "as the competence of auxiliary personnel makes it possible to
achieve upward mobility on the career ladder, ultimately the major func-
tion of the home economist may become supervisory. She may require
additional education and experience in this area In order for the home
economist to embrace and implement the goals of the workshop the speakers
left no doubt that the attitudes of many of the professionals toward the
use of auxiliary personnel would require change."
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Chaptc:r I Introduction

An issue with which many professions have had to deal in a world that is
becoming more and more specialized, is one of identifying and delegating
the tasks that can be accomplished by paraprofessionals, Delegation of
the less specialized ..nd complex tasks has m;,de it possible for profes-
sionals to extend their talents and at the same time to provide for the
more routine and supportive tasks associated with their occupational roles.
Such professional areas as medicine, nursing, and education have begun to
develop the team concept in task performance in a way that combines the
efforts of the professional and paraprofessional in a complimentary and
productive fashion.

,Vixiliary personnel are being utilized increasingly in such a way as to
modify the traditional roles of the professional home economist in some
of the various occupational settings in which their competencies are
applied

In order to utilize L'oct effectively and efficiently the professional
training of home economists in the various areas, and in order to cover
the broad expanse of relatd and essential tasks, there is a need for an
integrated but differentiated work role structure in each of the areas of
home economics Dr. Earl McGrath (1968) suggested that the existing sup-
ply of home economists could unquestionably be multiplied several times
over and yet not meet the perspective demand. Were the work roles to be
functionally differentiated, however, into tasks for which the professional
home economist is trained and into tasks which could be assumed by persons
with less than professional training, provided appropriate preparation
were available, the demand for the services of home economists at present
and in the projected future could very likely be met more adequately, with
more efficient utilization of training and skills, with greater economy,
and 1,1th the advantage of having provided rewarding and neaningful jobs
for a substantial number of par'qr:Ifessicnal workers who can be classified
as auxiliary workers.

With this in mind, H,,me Economics Association planned to
offer a workshop on Auxiliary personnel The special emphasis was on
the utilization and training of s,ich personnel in the various areas of
specialization and occupation within tEc field of home economics.

Specific objectives of the workshop w,,re

1 To intro's: U und,.Nt-riding of ti-( philosophy. preparation, and use
of Auxiliary petsnnel,

2 To explore was of exterding the reach of home economics by utilizing
human resources more efficiently.

3. To examine existinz job recponsiblities in the various professional
home economics careers. And to identify those tasks which can be as-
sumed by and At- more attractiv,,. to auxiliary personnel in home eco-
nomics, IA-1E utilization of vich will be predicated upon societal needs.
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4. To consider ',xisting legislation related to auxililry personnel and
to e> )lore the need fn. initia'ing new legit. ration at local, state,

and niti,nal levels.

5. To provide direction for conferees in assuming leadership at regional,
state, and local levels in the utilization and training of auxiliary
personnel in the various areas of home economics.

The workshop agenda or program was designed to accomplish each of the stated

objectives. Speakers were identified whose knowledge and experience pro-
vided those in attendance with orientation, knowledge and stimulation nec-
essary in order to maximize the likelihood of successful follow-up and con-
tinuation in the various states. Ample time was provided in the program
for content presentations dealing with the utilization of human resources
in work situations, job description and analysis techniques, use of aux-
iliary workers in home economics occupations, related legislation, and so-
cietal needs with regard to differentiated work roles. In addition, time
was provided for group discussion and work sessions. A symposium was pre-
sented of employers and auxiliary workers.

The institute was held at the University of Nebraska, Continuing Education
Center, Lincoln, Nebraska, October 19 to 22, 1959. Total attendance in-
cluding speakers and staff was 197. Eighty-eight persons were involved
either as discussion leaders, listening teams, committee members, or speak-

ers.

In terms of the objectives the workshop accomplished what it was designed
to accomplish. Ninety-four of the 99 participants who completed evalua-
tion forms said the workshop increased their understanding of the philosophy,
preparation, and use of auxiliary personnel much or some. Ninety partici-
pants said the workshop helped them (much or some) to explore ways of ex-
tending the reach of home economics by utilizing human resources more ef-
ficiently. Ninety-one participants said the workshop helped them (much
or soma) to consider existing legislation related to auxiliary personnel
and to explore the need for initiating new legislation at local, state
and national levels. Eighty-one of the 101 participants completing eval-
uations said the workshop had provided (much or some) direction for them
in assuming leadership at regional, state and local levels in the utiliza-
tion and training of auxiliary personnel. Sixty-nine of the 101 participants
completing evaluation forms said the workshop helped them (much or some)
to examine existing job responsibilities in the various professional home
economics careers.
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Chpter II - Methods and Procedures

The criteria for selection of participants for the workshop were identified
for both members of the American Home Economics Association and non-members

of the Association.

Participants were re-.!ommended by each state association, by the AHEA board
of directors including subject.. matter and professional"sections and by state

directors of vocational education. Fi'mal selection of participants was made
by a subcommittee represeng thf. overall ptanning commictee for the work-

shop. Selection was made in order to ke,T a balance between subject matter
areas of interest, agencies represented, and various job levels within a-

gencies. State quotas were based on membership in the Association. Pres-

idents of state associations were invited to parer ipate if they so desired.

Participants were invited to the Workshop by a letter of invitation from
the President of the American Home Economics Association. If they declined

the invitation the AHEA reserved the right to select an alternate.

The workshop was conducted in a manner to melt effectively use outside
resources for major presentations followed by discussion groups. The

workshop also provided for audience inveivement in presentations such as
questions and answers from the floor, panels, symposiums, role playing and
other group involvement techniques. A listening team provided for oppor-
tunity Cor feedback from the workshop at the e-,c1 of the three days.

The distribution of participants was approximately one non member to every
five members. Attention ws given to see that young professionals and stu-
dents in home economics were included. The opportunity to select non-AHEA
members made possible the attendance of teams of home economists, adminis-
trators and/or employers at the wcrl.shop.

Participants selected from. membership in AHEA were ti-,ose who actively work
with or were identified with AHEA and/or their scats associations. Student

member groups in home economics were a resource for youth included at the
workshop.

Participants were leaders who would be willing: (1) to instigate and give

leadership to some type of follow-up from the workshop in their respective
state or region, (2) to report to AHEA. Cr.e action taken in their state or
region as a result of the worksh,:p, and (3) to remain as participants during
the entire conference.

Participants who were members of AHEA represented the following job respon
sr.ilities or affiliations:

1. State or local supervisors of cduoation.

2. Federal, State, local workers and educators

(a) Health

(b) Welfare

10



(c) Home Economics

3. Deans of Schools of Home Economics and Chairmen of Home Economics
Departments including representatives from Land-Grant and non-Land-
Grant institutions.

4. Extension home economists, specialists, leaders, directors

5. AREA representatives

(a) State Presidents

(b) Representatives from AHEA Frofez.,,sional and Subject Matter Sections

6. Researchers

7. Home Economics Educators, U.S. Office of Education

(a) Area Specialists

(b) Chief and/or Assistant chief

Participants who were non-members of AHEA were employers or potential
employers of home economists and/or home economics trained, auxiliary
personnel. Persons represented the following groups or organizations:

1. Business

2. Labor Unions

3. Organizations such as National Education Association, American Voca-
tional Association, Future Teachers of America, student member groups,
youth groups, Chamber of Commerce.

4. Education: college, elementary, secondary, sAoolboard, Extension
Service, Research.

5, Government. Office of Equal Opportunity, Job Corps, U.S. Departments
of Commerce; Labor; Health, Education and Welfare; and Agriculture.

6. Auxiliary personnel

7. Volunteer

8. Other interested professions, disciplines or organizations that work
with home economics.

Content of the Conference

Dr. Sidney Fine, Staff Psychologist, W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment
Research gave a major presentation c " 'Guidelines for Designing New Careers".
Dr. Fine gave five considerations to keep in mind for designing new careers.
They were:

7
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1. Tasks described must have a purpose which contributes to the overall
purpose of the ageni:y and must be clearly understood by the profes-

sional and those performing the tasks.

2. The organization of tasks must provide .
range of response in the in-

dividual so that he can see the opportunity for growth and for contri-

bution tc the agency.

3. The organization must provide far on-t_e-job training and off-the-job
training.

4. The teeks must be designed so that performance standards are clearly

evident.

5. Selection criteria for the teaks sheuId be irriediately evident.

Dr. Fine reminded the group that if we really intend to hire paraprofes-
sionals and deal with them, as Teuman heirs who can help us and from whom

we can leara az well as to whem we can teach, then the jobs that they will

do, will tend ta emerge fairly naturally. It is the career situation that

should concern each cf. us, training, stpervision, performance standards,
and eveleatien.

Mrs. Margaret F. Clark, Consultant, Short -Term Training, Division If Train-

ing, Rehabilitation Services Administration, United States Department of

H.E.W., Washington, D.C. gave a major presentation on "Ways of Working with
People". The purpose cf this session was to explore some aspects of the

helping process. Certein basic things needed in the helping process are:

(I) the skill of listeeirg (2) atmoephare cr climate of trust, and (3)

a mutal enterprise er faint pr:blem solvieg endeavor. Gae of the tricks

of the helping ptecoes te M-TE" yourself from f'ie stetus role to the mu-

tual learner reie.

A secord majer preseecetin b7 Mrs. Clsrk was "Ways and Means of Coinuni-

cation". Part of whet happens in c,-mmJnication is that the message we send
is not necessarily the message that ee intend to send, that is to say,
it is rct received, as we had ieteeded. The respenee that comes out of
the receiver i6 whet is flirt, he did get; which was subject to my distor-

tion, end his distcrtion. When ycl rel.:11y went to know what your information

is worth, yce need te knee "whc said it". Ice/ else need to know "what he

said', "what. did 'ne mean" end finsily "hew did he know".

John F. Jennings, Counsel General *.1:bzommittee ca Education, United States
House of RepteezetsAves, cetlined e.ajer pieces of legislation which en-

courage the use ei pareprefeesioeele. They were

1. Ecceomic Cpportunit7 A :: cf 1964

(e) New Careers Program
(h) He Start Program

2. Elementary and Sec:rier; Educetion Act
(a) Tiele I
(t) Title 11 bi lingua. edecati.ee Act

3. Heeitt. Manpee-ur Act of 198

8
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4. Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1968

5. Housing ict of 1968

6. Higher Education Act of 1968

7. Social Security Amendments of 1967

8. Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968

9. Juvenile Delinquency Act of 1968

10. Handicapped Children's Early Education Act of 1968

11. Vocational Education Amendments of 1968

All of these acts have been primarily concerned with the problem of the
disadvantaged in communities, of trying to bring the disadvantaged into
the mainstream and all have sought to tie the disadvantaged into our in-
stitutions, mostly through the use of paraprofessionals and through programs
aimed specifically for the disadvantaged. The Federal government is now
beginning to fend programs in some of these acts; for the use of non-poor

paraprofessionals.

Dialogue:Societal Needs

A major presentation in the form of a dialogue was given on the second day,
by Mt. C.O. Tower, Assistant Director of Vocational Education, State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, Columbus, Ohio, Dr. Elmer W. Schwieder, Associate

Professor, Department of Family Environment, Iowa State University, Ames,
Iowa and Mrs. Uvelia Bowen, Executive Director, Household Employment Asso-
ciation for Evaluation and Training (HEART), Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Tower
outlined provisions in the 1968 agreements of the Vocational Act for job
training in home economics for the disadvantaged. Mr. Tower further re-
ported on how far Ohio(state)had progressed in job training and disadvan-
taged programs where home economics skills are the basis for the program.
He indicated that Ohio has programs at the high school vocational level
in five areas. These areas are child care, tnstitutional and home ser-
vice aides, homemaking aides for nursing homes and rest homes, food ser-
vice workers, and clothing service workers. He also further indicated
'hat at the adult vocational level Ohio had training programs for child
care aides, clothing service workers, slip cover or upholstery workere,
food service workers, institutional and home service assistants, hotel
and motel housekeeping aides, homemaking aides for nursing and rest homes,
end teacher aides.

Mr. Tower further commented on the homemaking programs for disadvantaged
in Ohio. He indicated that Ohio had homemaking programs for disadvantaged
girls in grades 7 and 8. Some of the characteristics of these programs
are that five hours per week are spent with the homemaking teacher in the
school and ten hours per wEek are spent coordinating class work with the
home. This might include home visits of the teacher, having the mother
come to the school, having the mother involved in the girl's project or
th home becoming a laboratory for the girl. These programs are in oper-

ation in four cities in Ohio with about 20 classes and 350 girls enrolled.

9
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The only way Mr. Tower believes new instructional programs can be developed
is to make a job analysis of the profession and then to determine at what
level each task will be taught. He further stated that he believed that
operational staff at the state level, teachers of home economics, college
professors and administrators are too busy with operational details to study
and research activities of the profession. It is believed that we need to
employ personnel through grants who can leave their present positions and
who can work full-time in job analysis and assigning the task the proper
level of instruction.

Dr. Elmer Schwieder applauded home economics for the generally effective,
wide-spread and innovative programs launched in the deprived sector of
our economy. He also totelly supported the endeavors to feed, to clothe
and to ether ise sustain our citizens. A caution mentioned was that we
may bs, looking at the wccld and its family in segmented portions and in
many wys may not be willing to broaden our horizon. to include as much
cf the total scene ,s we might. Dr. Schwieder stated that home economics
wschs to be pulling together what wa are doing under an overall umbrella.

Dr. c.Tchwieder recognized OA the paraprofessional or the auxiliary worker
reeds the keow-how that home economics has. Home economics has something
to give the auxiliary worker but we must look, with them, about whe-0we
are going.

Dr. Schwieder gave three main points: (1) there must be a bridge built
between the professional and the auxiliary worker in the arena of objec-
tives and goals; (2) assumin3 that agreement can be reached on purpose 'or
goals, then how do wa get on with the job (a sharing relation'ship); (3)
hcmie economics professionals and those with whom we work. must be willing
to stare knowledge with some projection toward the future.

Dr. Schwieder urged that if we meet these three points, that the profession
would be down the road in what he would call "the utilization of societal
needs for the discipline of home economics".

Mts. Uvelia Bowen indicated that household employment is the third largest
occupation for women in America but that it also is the poorest paid. There
is no significant blueprint for upgrading this occupation to an economic
level of decency and dignity. Her remarks covered s.r.x concepts that she

believes important for improving this occupation: (1) there must be new
concepts for the evaluating of the occupatioL in cur society; (2) a new
concept of the total econemic upgrading for those working in the occupation;
(3) new concepts in recruiting, selection and training of household employ-
ees; (4) new ideas around who shall be the trainers; (5) new concepts sur-
roundit.g job development, placement and follow-up.

A universal, low status attitude exists toward the occupation of household
employment and the persons working in it, whether conscious or unconscious.
A major step must be taken to overhaul and dignify all labor, especially
the service occupations. There ars millions of people who are more secure
in jobs which require manual labor skills snd Mrs. Bowen hoped that we would
hasten the day when these citizens would feel that they belonged really
in the main stream of society. The value rating must be changed for this
occupation if we are going to attract young people, in the future, and
looking into the future, we must. There must be a new value rating of

10



the citizens who are already employed in the occupation. One way of com-
bating this situation is to create an atmosphere where people can feel that
their services are needed and appreciated and are of value.

The economic upgrading of the household occupation was stressed. Mrs. Bowen
indicated that in the selection process this has been one of the chief de-
tarrents of women with small children who cannot find proper care in order
that they might first train and second work. She indicated that HEART has
women working three days a week permanently who would work five days if
there were proper care for their children. She pleaded for household employ-

ees to be included is the Federal Minimum Wage Law, Workman's Compensation,
various Health Insurances, overtime pay, sick pay, paid vacations, and
holidays, and a steppedup effort toward providing day-care services for
children. It was indicated that a apecial emphasis be given by the Bureau
of Internal Revenue to make sure that programs are launched to assist house-
old employees in paying their Social Security and their Income Tax.

Mrs. Bowen indicated that recruitment had been a very tough job in Phil-
adelphia and in some of the ether household training projects. She indi-
cated that if we intended to promise employment then we must train the
amplayable so that the occupation does not become a dumping ground for per-
sona who have failed at every type of manpower training or even for per-
sons who can do other kinds of things but have not been motivated or helped
to move on into these areas.

A plea was made for training employers. Most housewives do not know how to
operate their home appliances and ara unprepared to train employees.

A need for training of a very individualized and creative nature was
stressed by Mrs. Bowen. She asked "who shall be the trainers?" She
indicated that academic degrees do not qualify one to work in a training
program. Training of household workers calls for persons with specific
skills and know-how. Training also calls for the ability to relate to
the trainees.

Mrs. Bowen pleaded for a strong health component in the household tra-im-
ing project. A strong ;a development program was also stressed because
every graduate from the program who wishes to go to work must have a
job. There are many joys and sorrows in attempts to upgrade the occupa-
tion of household employment.

Symposium! Auxiliary Personnel

A major portion of one day was devoted to a symposium on auxiliary personnel
in Home Economics. Miss Mary Kennington, Program Leader, Federal Extension
Service, Washington, D.C. introduced various agency personnel and the aux-
iliary workers representing the agencies. Mr. Donald Schmid, Director of
Community Placement, North Dakota Public Welfare Department introduced
Homemaker Service operated by a county welfare office. He described the
service as a program designed to telp keep families together and individ-
uals liviag in their own homes during times of stress. In addition, home-
makers go into other people's homes tc demonst:ate skills in child care
and budgeting and meal planning as requested by a family. Mrs. Elizabeth
Hayward, a homemaker, from the P..blic Welfare Homemaker Service in North
Dakota told about her experience as a homemaker for the last 2 years.
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She indicated that she had worked with fourteen different families and was
now working with five elderly families. She has taught mothers new recipes
using commodity foods, cooked meals for seven children while the mother
was in the hospital, done the work needed to be done for an elderly woman,
and has even taught a sewing class for ADC mothers.

Miss Martha Artist, Supervisor of Homemaking Education, Omaha Public Schools
in Omaha, Nebraska introduced a program to train nutrition and consumer
education aides in that city. Fte 1968 Amendments to the Vocational Educa-
tion Act of 1963 opened up new a'ielm:eA to develop an innovative program.
A staff homemaking instructor, lived in one of the black communities and
had experience in working with PTA groups, Head Start groups and Mothers
for Adequate Welfare. She was contacted and asked to assist in identifying
some of the potential leade-s in fte various Neighborhood Head Start groups.
With Mrs. Geraldine Harris, the Adult Homemaking Instructor, a program
was planned to orient and train t'::esc people in order that they could help
with nutrition education, and consumer education in the neighborhoods in
cond:xting group meetings and in discussions in the homes of the people.
In Mrs. Harris' first class, ten ladies enrolled. They met in one of the
large grade schools twice a week t7,1- several weeks. Five of the ladies
decided that they would rather Er.i accept empl,vment in the community as
re.:trition and consumer aides bit did continue tha classes. Mrs. Kay Lue,
Nutrition and Consumer Education Aide was one of the five who did accept
employment and now because of that experience is a teacher aide this year.

Mrs. Elizabeth Grant, Extension Home Economist, Lincoln, Nebraska pre-
sented the expanded nutrition program in the Extension Service and intro-
duced Mrs. Sarah Andrade, an Extension Program Aide. Mrs. Andrade explained
her job of contacting low-income families and helping them with food, food
budgeting, and even with taking them to the food stamp office. Mrs. Andrade
is bi-lingual and thus her Spanish is very helpful. She is of Mexican her-
itage and works with quite an assortment of families that could not be
reached otherwise. Mrs. Mary Hall, Douglas County Extension Home Economist,
explained the program as a three-way program of going only to the homes who
have need, trying to help them feed themselves more nutritiously, and pre-
pare food more economically after purchasing food as economically as possible.

Miss Marie Penner, Head, Department of Institution Management, University
of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska told about a curriculum for accreditation
of school lunch people, especially managers. She explained the three year
curriculum which was planned by representatives from the State Department
of Education, both home economists and school lunch personnel, representa-
tives from the Health Department, local school systems, and the University
departments. Each class receives each year a certificate that they have
attended the class and at the end of tree years, the State Department of
Education gives them their accreditation. The short course lasts two weeks
each summer. Mrs. Donna Parker, Manager, East High School cafeteria in
.,Iricoln and a graduate of this program told about her work in the cafeteria.
As a manager she is responsible fur training the ladies who work with her.
Many of them are housewives that ha-ve returned to work after children are
in school. They do not have kno.fladge of the equipment and quantity cooking
and large recipes.

Miss Betty Jean Yapp, Dietitian, Lincoln General Hospital, introduced a
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food service supervisor and a food service worker from a hospital in Lincoln.
Miss Mary McGinpsey told about her work as a Food Service Worker at Lincoln
General. Hospital. Mrs. Erma Sharp, Food Service Supervisor at Bryan Mmor-
ial Hospital told about her work as a food service supervisor. She indica-
ted she did her own hiriag, firing, ordering of food from the menu, and
indicated menus are written on a two week cycle.

Mrs. Donna Kennedy, teaching coordinator, Homemaker Service Demonstration
project at Kanias State University told about the training program devel-
oped at that University. This project is directed toward the mature woman -
35 years and over, particularly women 45 to 65 years of age. Women of this
age have had many experiences raising their own family, have developed many
homemaking skills and understand human relationships but are in need of
retraining for some homemaking skills, for home management and some personal
care to others. Fifty-nine women were trained during the first year of
this project. The four week training program consists of the first two weeks
spent in-resident instruction on the campus. The third week is spent in field
experience within a social agency somewhere in the state. This is followed
by the fourth week back on campus in-resi,ient instruction. Mrs. Juanita
Herman, a graduate of this program reported briefly on her work as a home-
maker.

Steinberg Presentations

Two major presentations were made by Dr. Sheldon S. Steinberg, Executive
Vice President of University Research Corporation, Washington, D.C. The

first presentation vas "Stresses, Strains, and Joys of Utilizing Auxiliary
Personnel". Dr. Steinberg opened his presentation by telling the group
something about the University Research Corporation. He indicated that the
corporation had experience in working with human service aides-auxiliary
personnel-in more than 500 cities and rural communities in all 50 states.
The corporation has worked for the Department of Labor as a prime contrac-
tor in implementing the 1966 Amendment to the Economic Opportunity Act.
The corporation is now involved with the OC:ike of Economic Opportunity
in over 300 community action programs to assist in career development for
all their staff.

These programs bring staff of the Research Corporation into daily and direct
attack with every aspect of federal, state and local programs that focus
on utilization of auxiliary personnel at all levels. This ranges from de-
sign of program to evaluation of results. Included are negotiations concern-
ing job and career development and functional occupational analysis.

The Research Corporation is also involved in the design of training programs,
the preparation of curriculum, and the negotiations with colleges and univer-
sities to develop realistic and relevar educational and training models
to back up the kinds of activities Oa: are going on in these individual
service agencies.

In his speech, Dr. Steinberg identified some common areas of stress and
strain in utilizing auxiliary personnel and pointed out some of the kinds
of things that happen that represent positive changes in delivery systems.
Areas of stress and strain identified w re: (1) acceptance of the idea
of the new careers concept; (2) anxiety on the part of professionals about
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auxiliary workers in relation to their own job roles, salaries, and status
in the organization; (3) the idea of the magical quality about using aides
that automatically will solve all the service delivery problems; (4) the a-
gency agrees to accept aides and then when the aides arrive, somebody who
has the responsibility does not know what to do with them; (5) the attitude
that if you are going to focus efforts on the recruitment and selection
of poor people that this, in effect, has a way of providing charity for
the poor; (6) some agencies are absolutely resistant to change of any kind;
(7) some agencies feel that there is not enough proof that the utilization
of preprofessiomls will, in fact, improve service.

Problems related to recruitment and selection identified by Dr. Steinberg

were: (1) the need to focus on recruitment and selection, from what popu-
lation to recruit; (2) the need to establish some policy of getting a better
cross-section of recruitment and selection from the population that needs
desperately to increase its' income level; (3) use of traditional sources
and methods of recruitment; (4) the setting of unrealistic qualifications;
(5) the establishment of salaries.

Another area discussed by Dr. Steinberg was job development. Main points

of this discussion were: (1) a relevant and realistic role of the first
person in a career lattice affects everyone else in that system and what
they should be doing; (2) the agency must define', specifically, the tasks
to be performed by the aide; (3) there is a lack of clarity of function
of professionals, a lot of functions that people with less formal training
and education could perform under proper supervision; (4) no provision
is made in the budget for the utilization of preprofessionals.

A final area of concern identified by Dr. Steinberg was staff development
and training. For example, how do you design a relevant program? What

is a relevant program? Do you train first and employ later? Should employ-

ees receive released time for continued career development as part of an
opportunity system? These are critical questions that agencies faceevery
day.

Dr. Steinberg concluded his presentation by asking some ci.uestions to keep
in mind when working with paraprofessionals:

1. Mist. specific contributions can the non-professional make to the iden-
tification of client reed, improved service, and its delivery?

2. What new delivery systems have to be structured which take into account
maximum use of community residents and institutions as the primary resource?

3. To what degree should and can social service agencies accept respon-
sibility, not only for reacting to client need but to take on responsibility
for social action leading to the elimination of that need?

4. What attitudinal and transitional support must the agency have, or the
system itself provide, to help the professional accept the trainee into full
staff status, once the training period is over?

5. Does training the nonprofessional, itself, constitute a new service
entity requiring its own epistemology?
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Dr. Steinberg in his second speech - "A Look at Research" talked from
slides of a University Research Cooperation publication called "Generic
Issues in Human Services". Common areas of knowledge and skill that
relate to all human service areas were identified as generic to every-
thing that all professionals do aAd that all paraprofessionals ultimately
are going to be doing. For example, interviewing, confidentiality of
the information, the world of work, the individual and his relationship
to other people, group process, perspectives on poverty, the history
of minority groups in the United States, and the organization of human
service delivery sy,tems. He.indicated there should be some rationality
for curriculum progressionehatstarts with generic issues in the human ser-
vices. There are then some additional, in depth, understandings and in-
formaticn that follow from the generic issues. For example, in the health
field, the various categories of occupations in the health field, some
basic understanding of anatomy, of physiology, communicable disease, chronic
and degenerative disease, attrition and of course 311 at an elementary
level. This would be true as far as any otner areas of human service.

Finally, the specific job title and cluster of tasks is the next focus
for curriculum development. What is it th.'t you expect people to knew and

to do? This would be very clearly defined End laid out in the curriculum.

Dr. Steinberg indicated an underlying concept is that before you bring
people in for training at the first level, very serious throughts should
be given as to what's going to happen at the second level and the third
level. If you are going to build any rationality into what you do, and
if you train people for first level jobs, then you have to give consider-
ation to what happens to them in preparation for second level jobs.
Dr. Steinberg indicated that we are facing now a most critical problem
in the second year programs, those that have been involved in train4_:.g
for first level positions. The problem involves how do we help the agencies
think through what has to happen as far as the structure of jobs at the
second level and then help them understand and accomodate for this change,
redefine and restructure what has to happen to the other roles of pro-
fessionals working in that agency. In addition, how do you develop within
the community the institutionalization of this kind of capability so
that when federal money no longer is available, you have the kind of
opportunity system operating with4n community that is not dependent
on oltside money.

Closing Address

The last major presentation of :he conference was made by Mr. James Farmer,
Assistant Secretary for Administration, U.S. Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare, Washington, D.C. Mr. Farmer indicated that he believed
our nation had learned a great deal in the past few years. He indicated
we have learned that there is poverty in our midst and that our services
have not eliminated that poverty. We are aware now, he indicated, that
there is hunger in our midst. Most Americans until recently thought
that if there was hunger, it was in India, or elsewhere in Asia, or in
Africa, or perhaps some place ia the Middle East but not in our affluent,
wealthy, and happy country. Now we are are that there is hunger, mal-
nutrition and sometimes virtual starvation.
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Mr. Farmer believes that we need to emphasize and be able to walk in the
shoes of the poor, to believe in their capacity, and to understand the
great waste that is now taking place in the great reservoir of talent,
real and potential, and to understand how the poor feel. This has been
the greatest hang-up for professionals or those who are lucky enough to
be in the middle classes.

Mr. Farmer indicated the need for more job training, more skills training
and indeed wider use of the skills which are available. He indicated
that oae of oer problems has been the shortage of professional personnel.
There are not enough professionally trained home economists to do the
job. That'e one reason that the job has not been done so far as the
poor families of the country, in diet and nutrition, in health, and in
managing the budget of the household. We do not have enough professionals
to go around.

Thera is a need to find jobs now for pacple who have minimum skills.
If Olare is one tragedy in the nation which is greater than any, it has
been the failure to provide upward mobility for people of limited formal
education, limited skills aad limited training. In the last decade suc-
cess has been made in improving the upward mobility of those who already
have mobility, who have education, who have money and skills.

To begin recruiting and training auxiliary personnel, Mr. Farmer relieves
that we an st have career attitudes and training built in so that those
with th Aivation, with the talent and with the potential can move up.
In other words, teacher aides can become teachers.

In new careers the delivery of service is improving. The delivery of
various services wtil improve by using p,raprofessionals. In addition
there is a real need for coordination of the various services through-
out the country. Mr. Farmer would like to see coordination of various
servicez3 of eduretioe, of health, of welfare, of nutrition, and of home-
making so that the problems that affect the communities of the poor can
he effective 1:ecause they are coordinated and interrelated.

Mr. Farmer stated that paraprofessionals who can make it, if we provide
enough training, then can become colleagues in the ranks of professionals
and others then can become the paraprofessionals. Ultimately, this will
give the people who have not had a steke in society, a stake in it.
By using paraprofessionals, we ultimately then can make a significant
contribution to the nation's viability and its future because all people
then can come into the family. The poor can move up the career ladder
and then will consider democracy theirs, too.

Content of Groff Discussions

On the first day of the conference considerable time was allowed for
grew discussion following the presentation by Dr. Sidney A. Fine. As

a part of the preparetion for the conference, participants had been asked
to identify semi tasks which were now performed by paraprofessionals in
their stete. This material provided a common departure point for discus-
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sion groups. Discussion groups were organized with representatives from
all the various disciplines of home economics in each group. Various groups
concentrated on different aspects of the paraprofessional program. Topics
for the various groups were: para-professional curriculum, professional
curriculum, standards and credentializing, implementation, core tasks,
meanings of new career programs, and developing career ladders and lattices.

Participants shared tasks now being done by paraprofessionals, reflecting
a broad spectrum of activities including paraprofessionals for low-income
housing programs, health aides, food aides in an expanded nutrition pro-
gram, teacher aides, homemaker/home health aides, management aides, di-
etary aides, and food service: supervisor.

Group discussions indicated that it was impossible to list a core of tasks
for a paraprofessional in the same 'lay that it is impossible to list the
core tasks for home economists in general. In other words, tasks cotld
not be generalized for a paraprofessional but in terms of specifics for
a particular job.

This does not say that there ere not commonalities among some of these
specific jobs but that the tasks need to be thought of in a very detailed
way in order to establish a standard for performance.

There appears to be little information available at present regarding
standards used for hiring and promoting paraprofessionals. Standards must
be based on the tasks expected of the paraprofessional in each specific
career area.

Since many professional home economists have not had training in uper-
vision and personnel management, it was strongly recommended that the
home economist: (1) be provided training in the effective utilization
of the resources of the auxiliary worker; (2) be provided the training
necessary to help her understand the work of the auxiliary worker; (3)
be provided the training necessary to help her understand the work of the
auxiliary worker and its relationshi? to the total job, and (4) be pro-
vided training opportunities in supervision and human relations.

Some common ground rules covering group thinking in the discussions were:
(1) some kinds of paraprofessionals can be used in the hierarchy within
which each of us operates; (2) budgets and staffing schedules are tightly
controlled by government and business for tle particular function within
which we operate; (3) with thought and effort, meaningful rewarding jobs
for paraprofessionals can be developed in a wide variety of home economics
positions or in its programs; (41 it is our duty as professionals both
to find positions where paraprofessionals can work succes3fully and to
train them for these positions; (5) !Jbs within a discipline might wisely
be structured so that each worker could, with understanding, stay within
a specifically designed group of tasks or, with training, move to a job
with more responsibility; (6) education comes through experience, aca-
demic classwork, or a combination of both; (7) home economists have a
responsibility to see that the people who have the ability to riza within
their chosen field are allowed to do so and to train them toward promo-
tion commensurate with their abilities and wishes; (8) careers which have
effective built-in ladders and lattices require market research on the
part of the home economists and time for successful implementation;
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(9) as we relinquish tasks to the paraprofessionals we can assume the re-
sponsibility for their welfare: in the areas of monetary compensation
and personal reward; (10) the professional can work as a salesman for
a group of paraprofessionals; (11) flexibility is a prerequisite of the
professional.

Content of Regional Discussions

As with all AREA sponsored conferences the Workshop on Utilization and Train-
ing of Auxiliary Personnel in home economics was conceived as something
more than a one exposure, self-contained experience for the participants.
Each conferee was expected to give leadership at local and state levels
in expanding the learning and orientation received at the workshop into
a netv:rk of activities which could inspire training and utilization pro-
grams. The workshop committee, therefore, planned for two regional dis-
cussion group meetings at the conference. From these meetings, came the
following recommendations for follow-up activities: (1) survey all a-
gencies, training and/or using paraprofessionals in home economics related
programs; (2) study the common concerns of training auxiliary personnel;
(3) communicate information gained at the workshop to others through home
economics state ms,etiogs; (4) analyze professional jobs to determine what
can be dote by paraprfessionals; (5) investisate legislation relative to
paraprofessionals; (6) ask state home economics associations to appoint
workiag committees on auxiliary personnel; (7) c,rculate among other states
in the reg,.on each state's plan of action and copies of printiJ matcriats;
(8) encourage home economises in local areas to seek out and work with
agencies that have auxiliary personnel.

Evaluation

The workshop was evaluated in several ways. First of all, daily evalua-
tions were made cf thr workshop as it progresses'.. In addition, an eval-
uation was made at the end of the workshop to indicate the degree to which
the objectives were mrtt. Also, six months after the workshop an evalua-
tion frm ws.s sent to the participants to indicate the kinds of followup
rEat had occurred following t'-a. workshop.
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Chapter III - Rr.:1clts

Enthusiasm, interest and motivation was maintained throughout the accel-
erated tempo of the workshop. Personal commitment to the goals of the
worksho? were demonstrated through the professional manner in which the
conferees engaged in the various program activities. The multi-disci-
plined composition of the workshop provided opportunities for interacti-n
on a broad base for common concerns.

Comments reviewed on the evaluation forms confirm the quality of the
speakers, both as to personality and content of presentations. Discus-
sions, demonstrations and exhibits all evidenced that the program com-
mittee carried out its assignments in the true manner of a home economist's
commitment, the knowledge and understanding of the use of available
resources.

Presentations acquainted home economists with the possibilities the home
economics profession can offer through the participation in training of
auxiliary personnel. All of the speakers stressed 01'7 need for delinea-
tion of tasks in order to prepare job specifications for auxiliary work-
ers. Speakers also pointed up the need for home economists to prepare,
in detail, the task of her position in order to determine which ones could
be delegated to auxiliary personnel.

In order for the home economist to embrace and implement the goals of
the workshop, the speakers left no doubt that the attitudes of many of
the professionals toward the use of auxiliary personnel would require
change.

Many examples were given to illustrate that working with auxiliary workers
provides a two way street for an interchange of experiences, ideas, cre-
ative abilities, respect and appreciation of the competence of each, that
need not be predica'zed or formal education.

Su:estions made for f(.11(rwup by the American Home Economics Associa-
tion were:

(1) Appoint a task force to o.velop specific terminology to describe
each home economics related occupational group, listing actual job
specifications for each job.

(2) Exhibit at the AHEA annual meeting materials being used such as
films, slides, publications, etc. in the training of auxiliary per-
sonnel.

(3) Help professionals keep up-to-date on programs which utilize and
train auxiliary workers through a newsletter or other printed in-
fcrmation.

(4) Focus on the subject of auxiliary workers at a general snssion of
the 61st AREA annual meeting.

Following Ole workshop, nine of the active planning committee members
for the. Auxiliary Workshop very emphatically approved the move to re-
quest the AHEA board to take further steps in exploring and implementing
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recommendations which came during the workshop and as a part of the evalu-
ation. Committee members were asked if a National. Task Force should be
appointed to further study and explore the training and utilization of
auxiliary personnel in home economics. The following points were identified
in supvrt of this request:

(1) New careers in relation to home economics professi-ns need to be
explored and developed.

(2) In depth consideration of many aspects of auxiliary personnel is
needed.

(3) Priorities need to be established so that Leadership can be given to
orderly and effective next steps.

(4) Career ladders and lattices in the various subject matter sections
need to be developed and presented to the public (non-home economics).

(3) Ways are needed of assisting professional home economists to accept
and assume leadership in the expansion of their profession.

(6) A means of exchange needs to be planned so that duplication of ser-
-.ices may be avoided, so that services may be provided to people.

(7) Home economists need to recognize that as they learn to delegate
minutia to appropriate auxiliary personnel they become truly a profes-
sional.

(8) Reliable information on career levels and educational programs for
preparing auxiliary personnel needs to be disseminated to appropriate
institutions and agencies under the professional label of AREA.

(9) Considerable thought will also need to be given as to how auxiliary
personnel in home economics fit into the structure of the American Home
Economics Association.

As a result of these suggestions from the planning committee the AHEA
boars at its January, 1970 meeting received a recommendation from the
committee on the auxiliary personnel workshop to continue efforts in this
line by appointing a task force of representatives in the Washington area.
The task force was appointed to identify possible follow-up and procedure
and the kind of commitment that would be required both financially and
staffvise. This task force will report back to the AREA board before
their June, 1970 meeting.

At the suggestion of one of the home economists in business who attended
the auxiliary workers conference, the chairman of consumer services for the
Caq Manufacturers Association has set aside a half hour at the April
meeting of this association to devote to a report of the auxiliary workers
conference. A member of AREA in the Washington area who attended the
conference 1.,i11 report to this group.

Evaluation

An end of the workshop evaluation was conducted to determine the degree
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to which the objectives had been met. A summary of this evaluation is
reported below:

This workshop has:

1. Increased my understanding of the philosophy,
preparation, and use of auxiliary personnel

2. Helped me explore ways of extending the reach
of home economics by utilizing human resources
more efficiently

3. Helped me to examine existing job resporsibi-
lities in the various professional home eco-
nomics careers, and to identify those tasks
whiCh can be assumed and are attractive to
auxiliary personnel in home economics

4. To consider existing legislation relatee to
auxiliary personnel and to explore the need
for initiating new legislation at local,
state and national levels

5. Has provided direction for me in assuming
leadership at regional, state and local
levels in the utilization and training of
auxiliary personnel in the various areas
of home economics

Much Some Little

50 44 2

31 59 9

27 42 26

46 45 7

23 58 15

At the end of six months a post-evaluation questionnaire was sent to
166 participants of the workshop to determine
or programs had been implemented as a result
one questionnaires were returned.

The results indicated:

Surv( :ed agencies using paraprofessionals in
my state

Studied common concerns of training for
auxiliary personnel in my state

Communicated information to others through a
state, regional or local meeting

Analyzed professional job to determine what
could lie done by paraprofessionals

Investigated legislation relative to para-
professionals in my state

State Home Economics Association appointed
a committee on auxiliary personnel

25

if any studies,
of the workshop.

Yes

25

surveys,

Eighty-

No

18 54

63 16

26 49

10 62

33 38
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Encouraged home economists in local areas to 50 22
seek out and work with agencies that have
auxiliary personnel

Additional action taken by me or my state
association

28 39

A few ccmments from the post-evaluation questionnaire are as follows:

'A "New Careers Task Force" is being organized at state level. All agen-
cies using aides are working together to (1) prepare directory of agencies
using aides, (2) explain possibilities of joint or cooperative efforts
in training, (3) compile job descriptions for all aide positions, (4)
provide means for mobility of aides among agencies.

Action Committee his been appointed to plan fall workshop or other state
actitivites.(Reported numerous times)

Represeutetives from community colleges are meeting to develop a pro-
gr4m for training aides in child development, food service, teaching.

Have a better idea of many agencies in state using auxiliary personnel
and will work toward joint effc,t in training auxiliary worker.

Advised master candidates doing research on this subject.

Information used to enrich and expand on-going program of developing
personnel, many of whom might be classified as paraprofessionals.

Investigated with other agencies possibilities of common training for
auxiliary personnel.

A questionnaire was circulated at the state home economics meeting to
determine interest. This established so much interest that a workshop
is planned for fall. (approximated ten states)

Volunteers in home economics subject matter have made themselves avail-
able to serve on state and city plasninj, committees.

'Have a better idea of the extent to which auxiliary workers are being
used by different agencies.

'Re-directed thinking in that paraprofessionals must not be segregated
as being different from professionals in aims and goals. They need more
help and direction.

'The information gained from the workshop 'aas been used extensively.
The materials have been helpful in training home economists who supervise
paraprofessionals.

State home economics association has appointed a committee on the para-
professional to develop guidelines and certification. If this Ad-Hoc
Committee is successful it is expected that legislative effort will be
made to ensure salaries and training programs.
22
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The results of a state home economics association survey taken after the
Workshop on paraprofessionals in home economics indicated that 51 out of
a possible 53 reporting, stated that paraprofessionals would be helpful
to them in their professional jobs, Extension Agent, and 64 out of a
possible 66 indicated they would be helpful in teaching.

Ideas received at the workshop were useful in the establishment of the
state special consumer and homemaking program of the state department
of vocational education division. This program was organized after the
national workshop.

'Members of the si.:.te home economics association have informed their
state legislators of the need to establish minimum standards for the educa-
tion of teachers, assistant teachers, and aides in early childhood educa-
tion programs.

In summary, it is anticipated that the follow-up of the national workshop
will have a far reaching effect through state workshops and conferences;
training programs; cooperative efforts cf agencies; curriculum develop-
ment; and research.
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Report of Discussion Groups

Group I

1. If we want other people to change, we must also change.

2. Must be willing to relinquish some cherished activities of our own.

3. Many types of persons could be used to extend the wo :k of the home
economist.

4. The professional and the nonprofessional:

-- There are over-lappings cannot fully or completely separate these.
-- Why not think, rather, in terms of a team concept in which each

makes his contribution to human needs.
-- What are the tasks to be performed?
--Home economists needto look at the needs of people, what the home

economist is doing and should but can't do - then describe the task
for the paraprofessional and recruit and train them for the tasks
which they are capable of perfcrming.

-- The paraprofessional may also help the professional define problems
and find solutions to them

-- The paraprofessional will have boundaries regarding responsibilities
and tasks based on knowledge and skills.

Group II

Discussion pointed up the need for definition of terms - paraprofessional -
which to some meant any sub-professional or aide and to others meant a
two-year college graduate in a home economics program. What does the
term "aide" actually define in terms of the home economics employment
field?

There was concensus that a coordination of programs for the training
of aides for both volunteer services and for remunerative positions was
necessary.

A clearing house to coordinate programs both of training and of employing
of auxiliary workers was highly desirable.

A basic curriculum could be built around how to work with people; the
acceptance of others at their level; and knowledge of community resources.
A need for common core training, regardless of the specific field in
which the auxiliary worker is to be employed seemed to evolve from the
following list:

human relationships
flexibility
reality
creativity
decision making
conscicus use of self

The assurance a job must go hand in hand with the training of the aides.
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Group III

College and University Staff may, in the future, train persons in colleges
and Junior Colleges, or at the vocational level, who, in turn, will train
the paraprofessionals.

One of the trainings that may need to be included in home economics curricula
at college level, is sensitivity training. This should include training
to develop both self-awareness, and awareness of attitudes, and reasons
for reactions of paraprofessional trainees. By self-awareness, it is
meant that instructors of paraprofessionals must understand our own pre-
judices and attitudes that might limit our ability to promote our goals.

A responsibility we have is to more clearly define both the professional
job as well as the auxiliary workers job. Are we selling ourselves, as
professional home economists short, by doing "busy work" which could be
done by others, and which could be a waste of our professional training?
Should we set higher goals for ourselves? Have we clung to some of the
old routines because they are easier, and we feel more secure in them?

Times are changing. We will either rise to meet the challenge and grow
in our profession - and our profession will grow through us, or we will
all fail together.

Group IV

We in Group IV did not discuss each of the questions on the list, but
rather directed our discussion more specifically to the concern related
to training and its implication for setting standards and credentials.
The discussion led to five summary points:

1. The tasks the auxiliary workers are expected to perform in each
career area must be determined by the employer.

2. TI-ere appears to be little information available at present re-
ga.dirg standards used for hiring and promoting paraprofessionals.
Sta..aards must be based on the tasks expected of the paraprofes-
sional in each specific career area.

3. The training needed, both pre-service and in-service, should be
determined by the tasks and the standards set.

4. Since many professional home economists have not had training
in supervision and personnel management, it was strongly recom-
mended that the home economist (1) be provided training in the
effective utilization of the resources of the auxiliary worker,
(2) be provided the training necessory to help her understand
the work of the auxiliary worker and its relationship to the
total job, and (3) be provided training opportunities in super-
vision and human relations.

5. The concept of credentializing of paraprofessionals or auxiliary
workers was touched only briefly in the discussion. However, one
recomend tion was forcefully made by the group: that creden-
tials not become so rigid as to preclude development of the
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individual within the career. This would appear to be a vote in favor
of credentializing experience.

Group V

Standards for hiring and promoting

In all areas, there is lack of job development: - so many jobs are dead
ended; the opportunity to advance must be available.

Comments regarding hiring standards:

- Some reading and writing ability; formal schooling not asked for
- Personal interviews; some in applicant homes and some in offices
It appeared that the place of interview varied according to rural-
urban location.
Staff not adequately trained to interview

- Several people indicated they attempted to employ auxiliary personnel
who were different than the person doing interview. Was felt that they
served the "audience" betier.

A major concern centered around the fact that the demand for the jobs
may be greater than the number of positions open. What happens to the
people who are not employed? They may be referred to employment or other
local agencies. Not much appeared to be done in this year. One person
indicated that the great number of applicants helped change attitudes of
community people who felt that "poor" people didn't want to work.

Job performance was tied to promotion. There does not appear to be standards
for job performance (other than judgmental).

Standards used in hiring aides:

1. Level of skills already acquired

2. Body of knowledge = school or experience

3. Ability to communicate (ma, be included in training).

4. Maybe in-training entry levels need to be lower.

Need standards for person doing hiring.

We are not employing people whc have no skills. How can we credentialize
the body of skills and knowledge they have (before or after formal training
programs, on-the-job experience, etc.)?

We might work toward career ladders starting earlier (for youth) as pre-
ventative measure.

Person-to-person service is one of the most t ,oly skilled jobs, yet lowest_
on pay ladder.

What are we doing to help "hird core unemployed" become prepared t , get

into some of these programs.
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Should home economists be thinking about training Home Economics teacher
aides?

What is scope of auxiliary personnel we are concerned with?

business
education
public service

Does accomplishment of a status position need to be tied to credit-awarding
training?

We need to set performance standards for ourselves. We also receive no
training in supervision.

What might teacher education institutions do better to help students,
many of whom are now going into community service agency positions?

I) In-service with community agency during college

2) Better preparation for working with people

Group VI

Implementation

1. Need to consult people for whom we are making plans - include in planning

2. Look at purposes of total programs to see possibilities of jobs for
paraprofessionals

3. Look at our own job tasks with help of objective outsiders.

4. Factors for consideration

a) administration
b) social structure
c) attitudes
d) frustrations
e) finances

Need to concentrate more on task than training

Needs heard

1. Curriculum changes needed

2. Need to be equipped to hear and teach others to teach

3. Field service for home economists

4. Need help to supervise others

5. College credit for experience

6. How much credit as aide
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7. Explore meaningful standards

8. Establish programs woven into existing organizations not applied from
top with limited federal funds or legiulation.

9. Programs tailored to locale and subject matter broad enough not to
be limiting.

10. Establish association for paraprofessionals.

Group VII

The term paraprofessional was considered, and it was agreed that this
was not a job title in itself. Some of the characteristics mentioned
for a paraprofessional were as follow:

1) May not have formal training in a particular area of pursuit

2) Less than a B.S. degree in the professional area under consideration

3) Actively concerned in a wage earning capacity

4) Works under a professional

5) Can best be defined by the task which she performs

The following ideas were expressed:

a) It is impossible to list the core task for paraprofessionals.
We need to know the task for a particular job, first.

b) It was suggested that groups of simitar interest work together
to do task analysis.

c) Specific tasks for one particular auxiliary worker were identified:

Visited the home assigned to her
Gained entry to the home
Talked
Used judgment in winning cooperation
Identified herself and why she was there
Followed very explicitly stated questionnaire
Assessed obvious needs and made referrals.

Group VIII

We lack identification of tasks on the job As ' we confusing paraprofes-
sional training and training for jobs using home economics knowledge and
skills?

There is no threat to the professional if the professional knows what she
wants to do when a paraprofessional can take over certain defined tasks.

There are many opportunities for paraprofessionals in home economics but
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not every home economist will have the need.

The home economics field is so broad that each discipline or specialized
area needs to develop their training programs. Consider seriously the
qualifications. Is a high school diploma really necessary?

What commitments does a new career program impose on the employing or-
ganization?

- Take leadership in identifying programs rather than permitting need
to be filled at random.

- Who is responsible for establishing career ladder?

Each area in home economics oeeds to determine own paraprofessiona jobs
and programs, then have AHEA set committee composed of members from each
area to combine, integrate, etc. In other words, start at local level
and move to national level.

There must be well defined limits to auxiliary workers and professionals'
jobs. Otherwise limits become grey, overlap, may be dissatisfaction on
part of auxiliary worker and Professional.

Group IX

Because of the wide range of experience and positions held by group mem-
bers, specifics were hard to develop. However, some common ground rules
covering group thinking were established. They included the following:

1. We can use some kinds of paraprofessionals in the hierarchy within
which each of us operates.

2. Budgets and staffing schedules are tightly controlled by government,
business, or the particular structure within which we function.

3. We can develop meaningful, rewarding jobs for paraprofessionals in a
wide variety of home economics oriented programs.

4. It is our duty as professionals both to find positions where para-
professionals can work successfully and to train them for [hese positions.

Jobs within a discipline might wisely be structured so that each worker
could, with understanding, stay yithin a specifically designed group of
tasks, or with training move to a job with more responsibility.

6. Education comes through experience, academic class work, or a combina-
tion of both.

7. Home Economists have a responsibility to see that the people who have
the ability to rise within their chosen field are allowed to do so, and
to trait them toward promotion commensurate with their abilities and
wishes.

8. Careers which have effective built-in ladders and lattices require
market research on the part of the home economists and time for success-
ful implementation.
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9. As we relinquish tasks to the paraprofessional, we can assume the
responsibility for their welfare in the are of monetary compensation
and personal reward.

10. The professional can work as the salesman for a group of paraprofes-
sionals

11. Flexibility is a prerequisite of the professional

Group X

The discussion centered on problems and other aspects of keeping programs
in operation more permanently. A usual situation is after gaining exper-
tise and demonstrating a successful program, all ceases with the end of
funding. Suggestions given were:

1. Multiple funding
2. Know agencies in, your state and region who

can help you
3. Top volunteer resources

Other points of discussion:

1. Must make career ladder :lear. People are not satisfied with a lack
of opportunity to progress. All may not aspire to climb the ladder, but
the important thing is that the ladder is there.

2. Gaining self-satisfaction is rewarding to auxiliary workers

3, Need to identify leadership from within the target group

4. Difficulty involved in keeping an effort going

5. Volunteers can help solve the budget problem

6. College courses for the auxiliary worker should be relevant to the
work, rractical, feasible and adaptable to the level of the participants:

7. Auxiliary personnel can feedb::ck from the target community what prl-
fessionals cou7.d never get from the community.
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SUMMARY OF REGIONAL REPORTS

Region 1

It was generally agreed that each state within this region needs to do a
status-type study of what actually is being done in the training and use
of auxiliary workers -- what agencies are doing this and in what aspects
of home economics, subject matter and skills. Such a study could facili-
tate communications among agencies involved with auxiliary personnel and
coordinate training programs and bring about better utilization of trained
workers. The representatives from each state made a commitment to in-
itiate this through the respective state home economics associations.
All further action would evolve from these findings.

A further step would be using the auxiliary worker as the theme for state
association meetings in the very near future to increase the awareness
of the total membership.

At least two of the st.Aes recognized implications for the development of
career programs to be offered at the community college level with possible
movement into the four year college program for the student showing moti-
vation and potential.

There appears to be a definite need for standards to be developed for
various types of positions -- and possibly legislation.

Region 2

Action Taken by Chairman

Challenged group to think in terms (1) of words frequently used in two
days such as task, system analysis, para-professional, professional re-
lationship, communication, etc. and (2) their present positions and
familiarity with C ?. workings of other agencies.

Then asked to present a tentative plan of action that could be imple-
mented in state-given adequate personnel and funds. The group was di-
vided -- New York and New Jersey.

The final plan evolved after the two groups rejoined forces for final
report, We feel the following needs to be done:

1. Survey of all agencies using and/or training paraprofessionals
in home economics related areas.

a. Soules of funding - State, federal (wage scale)

b. Define para-professional, delineate training, task assign-
ments and promotion procedures.

2. Develop a core curriculum for all programs and pursue the de-
velopment of geographic training centers.

The group suggestt.] that AhEA pursue the following topics:
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1. Investigate the development of unions for paraprofessional concerns
raised: (a) how unions will influence an agency's control over
aides - training, wages, etc., (b) what joining unions can mean to
the paraprofessional financially, advancement (c) what can we
expect when unions mare contact with paraprofessionals.

2. AHEA Legislative Committee pursue z.A) contracts - the wording
of a contract for paraprofessionals -- legal bounds that re-
strict action, (b) matter of welfare payment and males and fe-
males on job (while each state has its own guidelines what should
we know from the Federal legislative aspect).

Region 3

What action each state will take

Maryland

1. Report to State President recommending

A. Immediate appointment of Task Force to:

(1) Assess current status of paraprofessional programs in-
cluding population being served.

(2) Report to Association at Spring Meeting to inform mem-
bership re: auxiliary workers in the state

B. Second Task Force to spearhead efforts for studying standards
for licensing child care workers and supporting appropriate
agencies in initiating standards change..

Virginia and West Virginia

1. Find an interdisciplinary approach at the state legal to work
as a task force to identify jobs that are using or may use auxiliary
workers including such disciplines as:
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Social Welfare
Health
Extension

Education
Child Welfare

2. The task force should spell oJt the job at hand and develop its
own approach:

Examples listed are:

1. What is being done
2. Where
3. How it is done
4. When it is done
5. Who will do this

3. AHEA to develop some method or means of disseminating informa-
tion to other members of the state associations.
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Pennsylvania

Report to state president and give recommendations including follow-up
action.

District of Columbia

Develop task force to explore how and what are the common concerns of
training auxiliary worker and teport back t] Association.

1. Explore commonaliiii_s of tiaining

2. Involve other agencies

3. Report to sxcutive board and association

4. Association sponsor training for professionals - job analysis or
supervision skills.

Region 4

Participants felt tl7e first step was te ccaounicate information gained
at workshop wit::: exscutivs board of each state association. They felt
plans for initiatiug aueion would have to be developed with each state
board. Participa's felt that a ^:.e -page summary of suggestions for
ways of implementing of workshop as suggested by various regions
(as outlined at the worksh,op) be sent to participants and state presi-
dents as soon as I. -;sible since some time will elapse before the pro-
ceedings are published. An article in the Journal of Roma Economics
might also be hC:rul in coirunicating ideas about training and use of
paraprofession,41r nambership.

Some Suggested Activities

1. (.:ommuni:ate understanlinga gained in the workshr'p to other home
ecnomists C.-Trough:

Portion of program at stat-.2., meeting

h. Arse workshops within a state

c. State workshop

d. ,t.sep combining several states

e. F )iish information in state newsletter

2. WoC.: toward ccurdination with other professions training pare-
ptc4essi)nals through:

a. 14ccu5sions with leaders in other professions probably be-
ginning in local community

3. Each participant work an analysis of her on job to determine
wha.. work could be taken ovsr by a pataprofessional
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4. Collect informa.tion about .kb opportunities in various areas
cf work. Some inf-rmati:.1, t..s air-:,ady been collected for the

five -year plans. for State Department for Vocational Education.

5. Encourage staring information already developed in various states
regarding job analyses., caretq 1Adars, etc. through state pres-
id' -nts,

6. In7etigat type ef f.:.1 certification or

licu-nsing in certain occo4-ti:!n: rt(A-.s.,,in,41 level.

7. Ds',/e1,-.Jp t-. informAion about contri-
buturt of prg,esi.nak_ c g-!(tral public.

8. SuggIst t.t-i?t go-21s oi futter implemen:ed by
including pinning fcr p,rpr.',fe.i.:icnal in the AREA program.

Region 6

There is a need to ctandardiz,. ),13s on the career

ladder. f7a exampl=:, and c-lre ,at t'os. tAgn scudl level and child
care assistant at t're pc2.-.c,na-Ary

High scro.l teachers ca.1 'help id,otif-v end rtcruit td:Anti.;1 3tudents for

training programs,

The group will upon return tc vari....138 agency leaders

and members If Etat:: home; ccunerdc le-eders of business

organizations is either initiate r fbrtt.er d,vel,-p the .s,bov ideas.

Since there ar-. c-rm.:nalitit in f- d wurk,r, nutrition aide,
dietitian aide, firrie -cistant score research
could be cd.ne: f m.:st ,fficint tr.-A:mg prugrvi.,
t ions.

Region 7

Ideas on how we h-,pc use g,:%ed Ii o Cr;nter.incet

1. W.:rk on minimum lsks. oteer :If legislation
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2, Investigatio of legislatiun ref .tic to t.iring paraprotesicnals;
scrawl fcud ,ervice pettonnel.etc.

3. investigate m:,re tb-r.ughly w't-./t is ir.g ;.n within the state.

4, One stete tu met wit= of home economics
specialies in c:rt-id:rtng .t-tprcfessi;nals,

5. Reprt to member-nip f kOlat r= p-ing cr ,n the arcs of profes-
sicnelisrl.

6. ln-,eFtig.ete f-r f.,rupt withln tne scate

7. Consider the rcquirrs t.r vsiti.ns. Is high
school grados.cirtn 1-edee vtentials?
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8. Recommend clarification of term - Aide level worker - the entire
semantic hang-up cr misconceptions.

9. Recommend that the Amerir,an Home Economics Association determine
a structural framework on job titles, ladders, or levels, job
analysis for work of the auxiliary personnel. Cover all subject
matter areas.

ex. Aide might always refer to entry level, top person might
be called supervisor.
What education or training might be requited?
Other terms suggesteck semi-skilled, skilled, technician,
professional
Should AHEA do these things for us before some outside
gency steps in and does it as is the case of the social

workers,

10. AREA should be complimented for giving the opportunity for serious
consideration of a vital problem.

11. Need to set standards for inclu,;idu,21s to adhere to consider train-
ing for advancement up the ladder,

12. One individual felt family economics aid could be used to cover
a vatiecy of aides. One name less confusing.

13. In Exension two levels of pataprofessionals. Examples of defin-
ition and levels were given for the field of dietetics.

14. Is revision of definitions of aides as established by federal
agencies needed now? Term "assist" used too extensively.

15. Some guidelines cannot be established at national level because
of difference in state laws.

16. Perhaps we need to label persons in area of home economics in
order to keep our field in business.

17. Recommend that AHEA establish guidelines in position labels
to avoid confusion.

18. Consider the problem: hign school gtaduatcs to only be consid-
ered? or those with potential? (if measurable)

19. Recommend exploration at state and national level in particular
subject matter area in order to set titles, standards, level
ladders.

Program of Attack - Next Stop

1. Relay recommendations to AREA f,:r follow -up by Dr. Beavers and
appointees whom she designates.

2. Develop job titles, dascriptions, ladders at national level.
Persons from each subject matter field would need to assist.
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3. Establish qualifications based on

A. Training in hours
B. Experience
C. Supervision

4. Group 7 recommends that AREA appoint persons to establish broad
levels, titles, or framework for aide level workers. Bring area
(subject matter) specialists into Washington for consultations.
Could also work on broad diJinitions for paraprofessionals.

5, Work on acceptance of paraprofessionals by professionals

Region 8

Each state association will develop its own plan fot working with auxiliary
personnel.

Our group discuss,A the following:
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I. Try to get state agenciei toga.:ther to combine efforts and avoid
duplication,

2. Representatives At this varkscp will take leadership along with
State r.ome tconomics association officers in developing a working
committee comoosed of all .i,gencies concerned with auxiliary per-
sonnel.

3. Publicize our efforts thrugr. newsletter to members and through
newspaper articles,

4. Hold workshops or a state home economics association meeting.
Report plans and accomplishments to meet deadline dates of Jan-
uary 1, April 1, and Jane 1,

5. Each state association will circulate among other states in the
region, its plan of action and printed materials.

6. Encourage home economists in their local areas to seek out and
work with agencies who rave auxiliary personnel. (This hopefully
will lead to homa econcmiats being invited to the state meeting
of Social Welfare)

7. We want to continue to think abaut what other auxiliary personnel
positions can be developed.

8, Consider sate home economics associations developing a list of
auxiliary workers being available to assist with in-service train-
ing of professionals who plan to work with auxiliary workers,

9, Develop job descriptions for side programs,

10, Consider two-man college programs as a source of training for
auxiliary personnel,
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Suggestions for AHEA consideration

1. Upgrade occupations done with your hands,

2. Can housekeeper be put on same basis as a secretary, i,e,, can
her salary be subtracted before income tax is computed, The
same question can be directed to cost of child care when pro-
fessional or volunteer woman is working,

Justify the cost of nomemaking regardless of what the voman is
doing. Xuble check with IRS so worker gets social security,
unemplevment insurance,

3, Can AREA use its Legal advisor to present the above ideas to
national political leaders. When action is tak.t,n, all AHEA mem-
bers need to be informed,

4. Can industry provide household care as s, fringe benefit for its
employees?

5, Can industry give political and pers...4ra1 suppert to programa like

Mrs. Bowen's scholarships to adults and new career programs.

6, Can AREA set up committees from colleges and universities to work
on career Lattic.s and new career training programs? How shall
higher education programs be adapted to these needs?

7, is it possible to grant proficiency credit fcr previous on-the-
job experience?

Region 9

This region wishes to emphasize that suggestions and ideas presented herein
are tentative and subject to approval and assistance of others for imple-
mentation,

Possibilities for followthrougn that seem feasIble on the rational and/or
regional level:

Circulate, as working papers, findings and conclusions from this
conference to inform the home economics constituency of current
changes in the fikld end to provide a basis or future develop-
ments,

-- Center interest at the AREA annual meeting on the paraprofessional
movement.

-- Define specific responsibilities for :tale home eonomics associa-
tion presidents for followbp procedures from Ftotes,

Provide help in structuring new careers in the home economics
field, bringing in experts in functional job analysis.

Help states to explore motivational factors related to recruitment
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and selection of paraprofessionals and to examine other pertinent
areas of research.

Consultant services from AHEA in establishment of workable organ-
izational patterns for horizontal and/or vertical career progression.

Possibilities for follow through on state, county and/or local level:

Identify opportunities for employent of auxiliary workers.

-- Establish pathways for articulation between states, within states,
from program to program and school to school.

-- Identify the core curriculum needed by all auxiliary workers in
home economics related jobs.

Attempt to integrate efforts of various agencies in training of
auxiliary personnel to avoiu duplication and to assign various
facets of training to the appropriate agency.

Regii.h

A major Ts:estin cinsidered during the discussion was c:' shruld take

leadership either state or regional followup of the AHEA wurkshop. A

secondary question disc_ssed was whether follow up shoi:ld be: or a regional
basis or a state-wide basis.

Growing c-:t of t- discussion el who st:old take leadership in trio follow-
up program was a re:ognition tt.at those participating in the discussion
did rut. f:11 k!in.wledge of 311 auxiliary workers nnw being utilized within

our state. It theretore recommended that the states in this region
s./31-1( with ttAr state economics association to plr..n a study or survey
to ids:m.11i axilidry workers who are working under the supervisien of the
homF: econnmists r:tose who are working to improve family lite hilt under
the supervi.sicl of 7ther professionals. Persons and agancie5 utiot were
s'.:ggestad as Frn.1 of information in condixting the s..rey wera state
leaders -of t- u.perative Extension service, state departments cf co.blic
assista7,c, state F,:tool lunch supervisors, state supervisors of home e-
conomics xducatizt, vscatie-lal directors for read of homs economics L.C.
comm.hity and colleges, and stab: departments of instir.qtiuss.
Information that w to be sectxed in the survey were the ro..mbar of aides
or avxilis.ry workets that are presently employed, the name of tte emplcver,
the kind of supervision given to the auxiliary worker and fhe typs: cf train-
ing availatle fsf e.:yiliary workers.

State fa regicnal work -tops similar to the AHEA workshop were si:ggested
as on psait,1,, followup. Persuns patticipating in th.e regiona. discussion
did r.cr. feel C.--st tt-:y es-Ad make specific recommendations without chscking
futt,er with their agelutes atsd with their state time ecor.omics associa-
tion. It was s-:ggsted that tie patticipaht ftlm eaa state. c)ntact the
preiidant cr ex calve tom,:ittfe cf their state home ecor.:rici =scciation

prasant Fey,,tal %Iterrata plPls fct follow1,p within Ft:tte.
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CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS

Both members* and non-members cf the American Home Economics Association
were eligible. It was recommended that the ratio be one non-member to
every five members of AHEA. (The admission of non-members made it possi-
ble for working units of people, such as a home economist, an administrator
and/or an employer from the same organization to attend as a team.)
Officers of state home economics associations affiliated with AHEA were
invited to submit lists of eligible persons, with a minimum of two from
each state and prnportionatel larger representation from larger states.
It was emphasized that special attention should be given to inclusion of
young professionals and students of home economics.

I. Specific Resuirements

AHEA participants were required to hold active membership in the
association-

All state associations affiliated with AREA were expected to be
represented

Student home economics associations affiliated with AHEA were mentioned
particularly as sources for potential registrants.

A. Member participants

AHEA participants were to be selected from among the following
job responsibilit;es or affiliations:

1. State or local supervisors
2. Federal, state or local workers and educators in

a. Health
b. Welfare
c. home Economic

3, Administrator: of Home Economics Departments in Higher
Education

4. Extension home economists, specialists, leaders, directors
5. AHEA representatives

a. State presidents
b. Representatives from AHEA Professional and Subject

Matter sections
6. Reseaccters
7. Home Economics educators, U. S. Office of Education

a. Area specialists
b, Chiefs and/or Assistant Chiefs

B. Non-memberparticipany:_

Auxiliary personnel in home economics were eligible

',Membership in AHEA. is limited to persons with a bachelor's or advanced
degree in home cunQmics rr a specialized areaofit or with a degree in
an area related to it and two year :olperience in home economics.
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Employers or potential employers of (1) home economists and
(2) home economics-trained auxiliary personnel were eligible
from among the following:

I. Business
2. Labor Unions

3. Organizations such as NEA, AVA, FHA, Youth Groups,
Chamber of Commerce

4. Education: College, elementary, secondary, school board,
Extension Service, Research

5. Government: Office of Equal Opportunity, Job Corps,
Department of Labor, Commerce, HEW, USDA, Others

6. Auxiliary personnel
7. Volunteer
8. Other interested professions, disciplines or organiza-

tions that may work with home economists

II. General Requirements

AHEA stated that participants "should be leaders" who would be able
and willing to:

I. Instigate and give leadership to a follow-up workshop with
similar objectives to the national one

2. Report to the AHEA Foundation on action taken in their home
states toward implementation of workshop recomnendations

3. Remain as participants throughout the entire conference
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SPECIMEN LETTER OF INVITATION

You are invited to participate it the national workshop on the "Utiliza-
tion and Training of Auxiliary Personnel in Home Economics" to be held
at the University of Nebraska Center for Continuing Education, Lincoln,
Nebraska, October 19-22, 1969.

Although there are 100,000 professional home economists employed in the
United States today, the need for expertise in meeting individual and
family needs far exceeds this supply. To consider ways of filling this
gap, the American Home Economics Association is sponsoring a national
workshop to explore the use of auxiliary personael.

The specific objectives of the workshop are:

To increase the understanding of the philosophy, preparation
and use of auxiliary personnel

To explore ways of extending the reach of home economics by
utilizing human resources more efficiently

To examine existing job responsibilities in the various pro-
fessional home economics careers, and to identify those tasks
which can be assumed by and are attractive to auxiliary personnel
in home economics, the utilization of which will be predicated
upon societal needs

To explore existing legislation related to auxiliary personnel
and to consider the need for initiating new legislation at local,
state and national Levels

To provide directio for conferees in assuming leadership at
regional, state and local levels in the utilization and training
of auxiliary personnel in the various areas of home economics

Highlights of the iorkshop program are enclosed. Approximately 200 key
home economists and oCrJers will attend this important meeting. Partici-
pants will include mrn and women working in home economics teaching,
research, administration, extension, business, health, welfare and other
fields A limited number of participants will be employers or potential
employers of home Economists and home economics trained auxiliary
personnel,

The AHEA workshop is partially funded under a grant from the United States
Office of Education but a registration fee of $10.00 is necessary to cover
additional e>.penses. Rooms and meals and transportation will be at the
expense of the workshop participant.

A copy of the workshop proceedings will be mailed to each participant
following tte workshop.

Those who accept tt.e invitation will be expected to attend the entire
workshop, from October 19-22 and assist with any follow-up at the state
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level. The planning committee asks for the privilege of selecting an
alternate in case you are linable to accept.

Enclosed are two registration forms. We ask that one of them be returned
to AREA by September 26, 1969.

Also enclosed is a housing form. If you plan to attend the workshop
will you please fill this out and return with your registration form.
In addition we are seeding the names of those persons invited from
your state so you may make travel and living arrangements.
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LISTS OF PARTICIPANTS, SPEAKERS,
PLANNING COMMITTEE AND STAFF

A. Participants

Mrs. Margaret Alexander
District Extension Home Economist
Agriculture Extension Service
P. O. Box 391
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203

Mrs. Phyllis Alvey
WIN Program Coordinator
Arizona State Department Vocational

Education
412 State Office Building
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Mr. William M. Anderson
Academic Dean
John A. Logan College
111 East Cherry Street
Herrin, Illinois 62948

Miss Agnes L. Arthaud
Assistant Director
Agricultural Extension Service

Home Economics
University of Nebraska
213 Agriculture Hall
East Campus
Lincoln, Nebraska 68503

Miss Lynn Auten
Manager, Consumer Foods Services
General Mills, Inc.
Betty Crocker Department
9200 Wayzata Boulevard
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55440

Miss Diane Ball
Louisiana Cooperative Extension

Service
Louisiana State University
Knapp Hall
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803

Mrs. Marie Bannon
Home Economics Coordination
North Central Technical institute
Wausau, Wisconsin 54402
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Dr. Margaret V. Barkley
Teacher Educe or
Department of Home Economics
Arizona State University
Tempe, Ariona 85281

Mrs. Betty Bay
Extension Assistant
Extension. Service

Professor, Nutrition
Colorado State University
Room 13, E Wing, Rockwell Hall
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521

Dr. Alma :entley
State Supervisor of Home

Economics Education
State Department of Education
Room 901, Rutledge Building
Columbia, South Carolina 29201

Mrs. Elizabeth B. Berry
Associate District Agent
Clemson University Extension

Service
146 Long Hall
Clemson University
Clemson, South Carolina 29631

Mrs. Zeldabt '1 Bertsch

Extension lloo Agent
Navajo Reservation
New *'exico Cooperative Extension
Service

Box 1418
Shiproci-- New Mexico 87420

Miss Sara B. 'well
Chairman, Dei , mew of Community
Service Ed ,caL,

New Yorl, StaL College )f Human

Ecology
Cornell University
l'haca, New York 14850



Mrs. Mary Louise Bopp
Director of Training
Household Management, Inc.
131 East 23rd Street
New York, New York 10010

Miss Lois Borgmann
Public Health Nutritionist
San Francisco Health Department
1525 Silver Avenue
San Francisco, California 94124

Mrs. Mildred S. Bradsher
Extension Foods and Nutrition

Specialist
University of Missouri
111 Gwynn Hall
Columbia, Missouri 65201

Mrs. Charlotte Brainerd
Home Economics Coordinahr
Southwest Wisconsin Vocational

and Technical School
1170 Lincoln Avenue
Fennimore, Wisconsin 53809

Mrs. Helen Branford
District Home Economics Agent
A & T State University
Greensboro, North Carolina 27411

Mrs, M. Jeanne Brinkley
Occupational Consultant
Florida State Department of
Education

Knott Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Mrs. Annie B. Brown
Extension Specialist
Suffolk County Extension
20 C,-,ne.rd Avenue

Cdmbridga, Massachusetts 02138

Miss Marion H. Brown
Teacher Educator, Home Economics
University of Vermont
Terrill Hall
Burlington, Vermont 05401

Miss Audrey C- Burkart
Extension Specialist in Foods

and Nutrition
New Jersey CoJperative Extension
Service

Rutgers - the State University
New Brunswick, N'-.w Jersey 08903

Miss MarieL Caldwell
Director
Bureau of Nutrition Services
Missouri Division of Health
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Miss Margaret S. Callsen
Assistant Professor
Home Economics Education Department
Oklahoma State University
Division of Home Economics
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074

Mrs, Orin B, Captain
Chief Project Nutritionist
Omaha-Douglas County Health

Department
Children and Youth Project #644
Omaha, Nebraska 68108

Mrs Dorcas Carter
Teacher Educator
Cheyney State College
Cheyney, Pennsylvania 19319

Mrs. Margaret N. Chickering
Assistant Professor
Keene State College
627 West Street
Keene, New Hampshire 03431

Mrs Elsie K Clark
County Extension Agent
H'_ s. Economics

Polk C.unty Extension Service
F. 0 Box 348
Dallas, Oregon 97338

is Charlotte Conaway
St--11e. Supervisor, Home Economics

Maryl=and State Depa..iment of
Education

60G Wyndhurst Avenue
B4Itimore, Maryland 21210

Mrs. Marian B. Conaway
Assistant Director
Lepartment of Home Economics
D)strict of Columbi=a Public Schools
412 lwelith Street, N, W,, #1103
Wastlington, D. C 20004

Miss S-Ir:Ah A Connors
leac!-.er

183 I't -dstock Lane

troistcn, Rh de island 02920
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Dr, Burt E, Goody
Acting Chairman of Home Economics

Extension Programs
University of Kentucky
Agriculture Science Center
Lexington, Kentucky 40506

Miss Loretta V, Cowden
Acting Assistant Director
Federal Extension Service
Division of Home Economics
United States Department of
Agriculture

Washington, D, C. 20250

Mrs Elizabeth W. Crichlow
Home Guidance Specialist
BRA 72 Warren Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02116

Mrs Effie B. Crockett
Supervisor, Urban Extension and

Consumer Needs
Department of Home Economics
Howard University
Washington, D. C. 20011

Mrs. Jeanne P. Dabney
Home Economics Teacher
Valley High School
1505 Candelaria, N. W.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87107

Mrs Nancy Demer
flome Eccnomics Specialist
Office of Family Services
Department of Public Welfare
Room 433
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

Mrs Ca,mira D, DiScipio
Supervisor, Home Economics
Cleveland Board of Education
1380 E:.st Sixth Street
Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Mr& Gcc,igia Elam
leacfer
South Carolina State College
Oramgcborg, South Carolina 29115
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Miss Esther Everett
Associate Professor
Advisor, Community Service Major
College of Home Economics
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Mrs. iris Farone
Chairman
Department of Home Economics
Phoenix College
1202 W. Thomas Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85013

Mrs, Betty Fitzgerald
Supervisor, Hc...,e Economist

New York City Housing Authority
Community Services Division
250 Broadway
New York, New York 10007

Dr. Clinita A. Ford
Head, Department of Home Economics
Florida A 6 M University
Box A84
Tall..hassee, Florida 32307

Miss Heidi E. Ford
Extension Specialist
Home Economics
Cooperative Extension Service
Virginia State College
Box 540
Petersburg, Virginia 23803

Dr. Roxana R. Ford

Associate Director
SchoJ1 of Home Economics
University of Minnesota.
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Mrs LaVonne Fritz
Nutrition Coordinator
Community University Health Service
Universit, of Minnesota
2016 Sixteenth Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnes:ta 55404

Dr enna Carol Fults
C!-.airman, Home F.con'rnics Education

st.ut,,lern Illinois University

Cerb,,ndalf., Illinois 62901



Miss Barbara Gaylor
Supervisor, Home Economics Education
Division of Vocational Education
Michigan Department of Education
Box 928
Lanaing, Michigan 48904

Mrs. Ardyce Gilbert
Acting Head
Home Economics Education
South Dakota State University
Brookings, South Dakota 57006

Mrs. Rubye B, Goode
Nutritionist
New York City Department of Health
Central Harlem Health Center
140 West 125 Street
New York, New York 10027

Miss Ida M. Gray
Assistant. Supervisor
Vocational Technical Education
State Department of Education
Box 771
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Dr. Kinsey Bass Green
Assistant Professor
Secondary Education
College of Education
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742

Dr. Joan Gritzmacher
Teacher Educator
Home Economics Fclucation
Purdue University
SCC-F
Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Miss Anita Gundlach
Associate State Leader
Center for Women's and Family

Living Education
The University of Wisconsin
501 Extension Building
432 N. Lake Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Miss Nellie Gushee
Nutrition Specialist
Cooperative Extension
University of Maine
25 Merrill Hall
Orono, Maine 04473

Miss Barbara Gutheil
State Consultant
Home Economics Education
State Department of Education
Vocational Technical Division
Montpelier, Vermont 05602

Mrs. Ruth Hadden
Director, Dietary Services
Douglas County Hospital
4102 Woolworth
Omaha, Nebraska 68105

Dr. Cleo A. Hal
State Leader, Human Resources
Extension Service
Washington State University
106 Wilson Hall
Pullman, Washington 99163

Miss Mary E, Hall
Nutrition Education Specialist
University of California, Berkeley
Room 325 Morgan Hall
Berkeley, California 94720

Mrs. Jean Ham
President
Kentucky Home Economics Association
University of Kentucky Extension

Agent
369 Waller Avenue
Lexington, Kentucky 40504

Mrs. Mary Jo Harbour
Graduate Research Assistant
Homemaker Service Denonstration

Training Project
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 66502

Miss Virginia F. Harger
Head, Institution Management

Department
School of Home Economics
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

Miss Marie Hendershot
Associate State Leader
Home Economics Extension
123 Agricultural Hall
South Dakota State University
Brookings, South Dakota 57006
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Miss Ruth Highberger
Professor, Child Development and
Family Relationships

College of Home Economics
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916

Dr. Alberta D. Hill
Professor
Home Fconomics Education
White Hall
Washington State University
Pullman, Washington 99163

Dr. Roberta B. Hill
Chairman, Home Economics Department
Burrier Hall
Eastern Kentucky University
Richmond, Kentucky 40475

Mrs. Jewel Blackburn Hoglen
President
Missouri Home Economics Association
1009 Dougherty Ferry Road
St. Louis, Missouri 63122

Mrs. Frances D. Horton
Adnini3trative Assistant -

Extension Service
Polk County Extension Service
P. O. Box 348
Dallas, Oregon 97338

Mrs. Lois Humphrey
Program Director
Family Living Education
Cooperative Extension Service
Michigan State University
108 Agricultural Hall
East Lansing, plichigan 48823

Dr. Mary Lee Hurt
Senior Program Officer
Division of Vocational and

Technical Education
Office of Education
U. S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare
Washington, D. C. 20202

Miss Helen Hutchison
President
Tennessee Home Economics Association
203 Park Century Building
Jackson, Tennessee 38301
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Mrs. Mary E. Jacobson
Extension Home Economist
New Haven County
322 North Main Street
Wallingford, Connecticut 06492

Miss Marge S. Jennings
Home Economics Editor
McGraw-Hill Book Company
Webster Division
Manchester, Missouri 63011

Miss Dawn Johnson
Home Economics Teacher
Oshkosh Senior High School
1119 Wisconsin Avenue
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54501

Mrs. Mary Rose Jones
Associate Professor and Coordinator

of Student Affairs
College of Human Resources and

Education
Division of Family Resources
West Virginia University
Morgantown, West Virginia 26506

Dr. Mildred N. Jordan
Director
School of Home Economics
Virginia State College
Petersburg, Virginia 23803

Mrs. Shirley M. Kendall
Extension Home Economist
Extension Service
40 Mechanic
Keene, N1w Hampshire 03431

Mrs. Donna R. Kennedy
Teaching Coordinator
Homemaker Service Demonstration

Training Project
Department of Family Economics
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas 66502

Miss Mary C. Kennington
Program Leader
Federal Extension Service
United States Department of

Agriculture
Washington, D. C. 20250



Miss Betty M. Ketcham
Program Leader
Family Living Education
Expanded Nutrition Program
Cooperative Extension Service
108 Agriculture Hall
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48823

Dr, Julia Kilpatrick
Director
Division of Home Economics
State Universicy College
Oneonta, New York 13820

Mrs, Ina G Kir,ibrough

Extension Food and Nutrition
Specialist

Extension Building
Mississippi State University
State College, Mississippi 39762

Miss Bertha G. King
State Supervisor
Adult, Post-Secondary Home Economics
Area Vocational and Technical Schools
338 State Office Building
Atlanta, Georgia 30334

Miss Frances Labash
Lecturer - Home Economics
Douglass College
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08903

Mrs Abner Lewis
Home Economics Instructor
Webster High School
Box 857
Minden, Louisiana 71055

Miss Gertrude lotwin
Chief, Assistant Standards Branch
United States Department of Health,

Education and Welfare
330 C Street, N. W., #4314
Washington, D. C. 20201

Miss Alice H. Lutkus
Vocational and Technical Education
The American Dietetic Association
620 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Mrs, Mary Ellen McFarland
Homemaker
3254 Sandeen Road
St. Paul, Minnesota 55112

Miss Velma McGaugh
State Leader
Extension Home Economics
University of Wyoming
University Station, Box 3354
Laramie, Wyoming 82070

Mrs, Constance McKenna
Instructor
Technical, Higher and Adult Education
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06268

Mrs Maude H. Malick, OTR
Director, Occupational Therapy
Harmarville Rehabilitation Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15238

Miss Irma Manning
Extension Home Economist
2203 West Ninth
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074

Miss Lelia Massey
Home Economics Educator
Ohio Wesleyan University
123 N Franklin Street
Delaware, Onto 43015

Miss Suzanne. Matsen
Assistant Director, Training Service
Cornell 0E0 Project
185 Nevins, Apt. 18E
Brooklyn, New York 11217

Miss Marjorie M. Merchant
Assistant Professor
Management and Family Economics
Skinner Hall
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

MI6 Marjorie G- Micha7:1
Hume Advisor
University of California Agricultural
Extension Service

420 South Wilson Way
Stcckten, ',alifornia 95205
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Mrs, Jessie R. Middlemast
Acting Assistant Director
New York State College of
Humar Ecology

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York 14850

Miss Helen C. Miller
President

Wyoming Home Economics Association
Extension Home Management Specialist
University of Wyoming
University Station, Box 3354
Laramie, Wyoming 82070

Dr, Miriam B. Moore
Dein, School of Home Economics
East Carolina University
Box 2743
Greenville, North Carolina 27834

Mrs. Madeline E. Moos
Home Economics Programs Coordinator
Extension Service
Colorado Sate University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80521

Dr, Virginia Norris
Assistant Director of Home

Economics for Extension
University of Missouri
119 Gwynn flail

Columbia, Missouri 65201

1,irs .1911C U Norwood
Chief Hrmemaker Services Section
North Carolina State Department
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APPENDIX B

PREPARATORY MATERIALS
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Introduction to Appendix B

The following entries are brief descriptions of some of the detailed
communications sent to participants in the months preceding the workshop.
They are included here to illustrate (1) the general structure of the
workshop and (2) highlights of preparatory work requested of registrants.

The workshop WAS structured to include the following principal components:

Seven major discussion groups each assigned a topic

Ten special discussion groups orgarized around the concerns of
geographic regions

Listening teams to gather and report findings from all proceedings
on a number of specific subjects

A one-half day symposium involving participation by auxiliary
personnel along with professlorah

Also included in Appendix B are preparatory assignmerts r .giscrants.
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September 1969

MAJOR WORKSHOP DISCUSSION GROUPS
AND QUESTIONS FOR INCLUSION UNDER EACH

Purpose: At a pre-workshop planning session specific topics were assigned
to each of the seven major discussion groups comprising the workshop.
Each group leader subsequently received a preparatory list of questions
to be covered under her topic in order to enable the workshop to
its maximum potential within the time limits.

The seven topics were:

Paraprofessional curriculum
Professional Curriculum
Standards and Credentializing
Implementation
CORE Tasks
Meanings of New Careers Program
Developing Career Ladders and Lattices

Each leader received all seven sets of questions for reference and
guidance.

The questions assigned under each topic were as follows:

Paraprofessional Curriculum

What tasks are now being done by paraprofessionals?

What skills are needed by paraprofessionals?

Where can paraprofessionals get training now? At vocational schools?
Community Colleges?

What charges in secondary school curriculums would give more employable
skills? What courses should be added?

At what stage in education should Cley be added? What is each course
supposed to do?

How can your organization see that its needs are reflected in courses
given in other institutions?

What work-study programs would you recommend? At what levels - high
school? post high school?

Where can apprenticeships fit in? In which subject matter area can
experimentation begin in the apprenticeship approach? Does it already
exist in food service? in child care? in textiles or clothing? design?

Can you suggest procedure for credentializing on the job training and
experience so that standards for trainees are comparable?
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Professional Curriculum

What tasks are now being done by paraprofessionals?

What will professionals be giving up? What will be gained?

What skills are needed by professiunals for working with para-
professionals?

Ido present curriculums build these skills? What courses should be
added? Why recommend that course? When should the courses be taken?

Should any present courses be eliminated? Which ones? Why should
they be eliminated?

What courses should students get from departments other than home
economics?

Psychology?
Sociology?
Anthropology?
Business Administration?
Political Science?
Physical sciences and biological sciences?

How can we satisfy students' demands for relevancy?

Is it practical to tailor training to the expected population to be
served?

What practicums are advisable for persons intending to work in inner-
cities?

What practicums are advisable for persons intending to work in rural
areas?

Is there a need for continuing on-the-job training and formal education
after the Bachelor's Degree?

Where and how can the professional get continuing training?
Is this something that should be provided by his employer?
Purchased on a contract basis by his employer from some other
agency?

By professional association?

Standards and CredentializinA

What tasks are now being done by paraprofessionals?

What will employing paraprofessionals enable you to do that you
couldn't do without them?

What will you give up? What will be gained?
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What standards are used for hiring and promoting New Careers para-
professionals through career lattices?

Who sets worker standards?

Who enforces these standards?

:n the absence of objective standards what do we rely on?

Is work experience valued and given "credit" when promotions are
concerned?

In view of high worker mo'lility, can work experiences become recognizable,
transferable credentials?

What agencies or organizations are credentializing experience now? How
have they doae this?

What budgetary implications does credentializing (2xperience have?

Is training a necessary part of credentializing experience?

Who provide:4 training?

Who makes policy regarding provision of training, worker selection for
training, educational stipends, and released time?

Who assures that training is integrated with job openings, worker needs,
and standards for progression through career lattices?

Implementation:

What tasks are now being done by paraprofessionals?

What is the rationale for New Careers lattices? Why bother?

What will employing paraprofessionals enable you to do that couldn't be
done without the-/?

Can total services be expanded through .1mployment of paraprofessionals?
In what specific ways?

Will services shrink in any r:ea when paraprofessionals are employed?

Will shape of services or goals he changed?

What will be the gains - for the employing agency? for the professionals
as persons? for the paraprofessionals as persons?

What do professionals give up?

What do paraprofessionals expect of their employing agency', Of their
professional supervisor?

Where does one start?
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CORE Tasks in Human Services

What tasks are now being done by paraprofessionals?

What will employing paraprofessionals enable you to do that you couldn't
do without them?

L!_st some "human services."

We see greater use of inter-disciplinary service teams in a variety of
organizations. That implications has this upon roles of paraprofessionals?

That tasks are imposed automatically upon professionals in an inter-
disciplinary team who employ paraprofessionfls?

That tasks does the need for inter-disciplinary approaches impose on
paraprofessionals? For example, what tasks and relationships are posed
in extension work? in community health programs?

How great a range of tasks should the paraprofessional perform?

Leanings of New Careers

What tasks are now being done by paraprofessionals?

What will employing paraprofessionals enable you to do that you couldn't
do without them?

Will New Careerists really benefit the organization or is hiring them
just an appeasement of community demands?

What will the professionals be giving up? What will they gain?

What commitments does a New Careers Program impose on the employing
organization?

Hov dos New Careers affect present staff?

Is it perceived as a set of benefits or threats?

Are all staff eligible for same advantages which New Careerists will
receive?

Can a New Careers Program succeed if present staff are not included in
extended fringe benefits given to New Cateerists?

That does a successful New Careerist Program require from its planner?
From its immediate supervisor?

Ghat happens to the status of the professional when paraprofessionals
do what used to be done by the professional?
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Developing Career Lattices

What tasks are now being done by paraprofessionals?

What will employing paraprofessionals enable you to do that you
couldn't do without them?

Who in your organization is responsible for staff development and
new programs?

Who sets up and budgets for staffing schedules?

Can hiring be done without line items?

How are career ladders or lattices developed?

How do New Career ladders affect existing job structure?
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September 1969

SPECIAL DISCUSSION CROUPS
BY REGION

Purpose: These meetings were designed to provide opportunity for dis-
cussion of questions more appropriate to the concerns of a region. They
were to prepare the ground for regional, state and local follow-up action
on recommendations of the workshop.

Two sessions were called for, one on opening day of the workshop, and
written reports on the results were submitted by leaders.

A leader was named and invited to head each of the ten regions grouped by
states as follows:

Region I Region IV Region VII,

Connecticut Alabaina- Iowa

Maine Florida Kansas
Massachuset4.3 Georgia Missouri
New Hampshire Kentucky Nebraska

Rhode Island Mississippi
Vermont North Carolina Region VIII

Tennessee Colorado

Region Il Montana

New Jersey Region V North Dakota
New York Illinois South Dakota
Puerto Rico Indiana Utah

Virgin Islands Minnesota Wyoming
Michigan

Region I Ohio Region IX

Delaware Wisconsin Arizona
District of Columbia California
Maryland Region VI Hawaii
Pennsylvania Arkansas Nevada

Virginia Louisiana
West Virginia New Mexico Region X

Oklahoma Alaska
Texas Idaho

Oregon
Washington
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September 1969

ASSIGNMENT AND FUNCTION OF LISTENING TEAMS

Purpose: Six listening teams were appointed prior to the workshop, each
composed of registrants from a variety of fields. Each team was assigned
a general subject on which to material from all workshop proceed-
ings, then present the findings to a summarizing session of the workshop,

The six listening subjects were education, extension service, health,
welfare, business and ins'itutional management.

All the listeners ',Jere asked to keep in mind the following questions:

What have I heard which has implications for the total career
development of my area of concern?

What is needed as far as the development of careers in my own
area of concern? (Be specific.)

What could be done in my area of concern as next steps in the
identification, use, and/or training of auxiliary workers?

What can AllEA do to assist in the implementation of any of the
needed changes you see?
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September 1969

SYMPOSIUM INVOLVING AUXILIARY PERSC1NEL

STRUCTURE FOR PARTICIPATION
AND

GUIDELINES FOR DISCUSSION

Purpose: To involve auxiliary workers themselves in active participation
in the workshop. Symposium participants included auxiliary workers from
various fields and different job levels. This exchange of views with
professionals of similar fields was designed to "make the whole concept
come alive and have meaning to the conferees; to make them want to go and
do likewise or even better,"

The symposium was a major component of the f.'ur -day workshop. It consisted
of 17- to 20-minute presentations from each of six groups. These groups
included two to five persons each with at leas,: one professional and one or
more paraprofessionals from the same field. The six areas represented were

Education
E,:tension Service
School Food Service
Institutional Administration
Social Service Agency
Household Aide Training Project

* * *

Purpose: Guidelines for content of discussions among each symposium group
were sent to the six leaders to assist them in preparing to put forward their
most important ideas and suggestions for successful training and utilization
of auxiliary personnel in home economics. These guidelines had been
developed in prior discussions among the leaders and planners of the
workshop. They were as follows:

Have you actually defined the responsibilities of the auxiliary
employee as supportive to a pr)fessional home economist or a
related field?

Do the training and the job responsibilities contribute to the
career ladder concept?

How does the professional make tta7' most advanta3eous use of
auxiliary employee?

What measures are advisable for the successful introduction of
the use of auxiliary personnel?

What ways did you find worked well it organizing working patterns
so that each level complemented other levels of responsibilities?

What stumbling blocks did you discover and how did you overcome
them in the implementation of the program?

What words of wisdom can you give to others interested in
developing similar programs?

What kinds of people and outside agencies were involved and
make a valuable contribution to the program?
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September 1969

PREPARATORY ASSIGNMENT FOR ALL REGISTRANTS

QUESTIONNAIRE ON CURRENT EMPLOYMENT
OF AUXILIARY PERSMEL

EXAMPTES OF RESPONSES

Purpose,: The pre-workshop questionnaire requested registrants to identify
some tasks being performed currently by paraprofessionals in their home
states, the answers to be utilized in workshop discuobions,

Data from any type of organization was acceptable. However, AHEL listed
the following fields as examples: Extension, health, welfare, nursing,
medical, business and education.

The questionnaire form provided space for answers under the following
headings

List of Tasks Performed by the Paraprofessional
Type of Training Given
Type of Supervision
Name of Agency

Answers were received from approximately sixty percent of the registrants,
A represettative sampling of those answers follows:

Example I - Extension Aides

List of Tasks Performed by the Paraprofessional:

Visit homemakers and attempt to involve theta in individual and
group learning experiences; provide individual and group learning
experiences for low-income homemakers and youth; become aware of
community resources and encourage families to utilize appropriate
ones; recognize interest needs of low-income families and attempt
to guide homemaking into actin- which will meet these needs;
collect and record information about families and their living
conditions; to keep daily logs of visits as well as progress of
families,

Type of Training Given:

Three weeks orientation including: basic nutrition and sanitaion,
human relations, education methods and principles, use of community
resources; weekly training conferences (5 hours) - applied subject
matter, teaching ideas, sharing of experiences and discussion of
problems; familiarize program assistants with educational responsi-
bilities of Extension Service; to prepare and conduct orientation
and weekly training conferences; read and check program assistant's
reports; supervise visits, group meetings and other activities;
guide the evaluation and effectiveness of the program effort; assist
program assistants to keep a well-organized up-to-date file of
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reference materials, materials used directly with families, as well
as the family records; assist program assistants in recruiting home-
makers to participate in the program.

Name of Agency: Clemson University Extension

Example II - Dietary Aides

List of Tasks Performed by the Paraprofessional:

Patient contact; distributes menus; helps patients check menus
correctly; checks and serves trays; distributes special modified
diets.

Type of Training Given:

Basic orientation program given all employees; on-job-training for
v.eek or more, depending on need) with an experienced aide; on-job-
training in a unit with supervision of the dietitian of that unit;
additional training depends on progress; (job requires high school
graduation or past experience in food services plus basic literacy
to write well).

Type of Supervision:

A threemonth trial period by unit dietitian. Dietitian makes spot
visits to patients tw Lneck meals and patients' satisfaction with
meals and help from aide.

Name of Agency: Dietary Department - Beth Israel Hospital, Boston.

Example III - Homemaker-Home Health Aides

List of Tasks performed the Pararrofessional:

Personal core; light housekeeping; planning, purchasing, and pre-
paring meals; shopping; teaching better methods of homemaking;
transportation to doctor, etc.

Type of Training Given:

Most attend Homemaker Service Demonstration Training Project at
Kansas State University, between 165 and 175 hours on all phases
of work including work orientation, home health care, human rela-
tionships, time and money management, nutrition, housekeeping.

Type of Supervision:

Depends on the county. Some use welfare workers as supervisors,
others have a special homemaker supervisor who has worked up to
the position. Usually have group and individual conferences with
homemakers as well as clients.

Name of Agency; County welfare departments.
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Example IV - Teacher Aides

List of Tasks Performed by the Paraprofessional:

Limited teaching under master teacher; tutoring slow learners;
use of all visual aid materials; assist in development of overhead
visual materials; staffs with master teachers and employment
service counselors; prepares room and daily handouts.

Type of Training Given:

160 hours - by master teacher and WIN Coordinator.

Type of Supervision:

Master teacher; state coordinator..

Name of Agency:

Arizona State Department of Vocational Education, through Arizona
State University, Department of Home Economics. Contracted by
Arizona State Employment Services for the "WIN' Program.

Example V - Home Guidance Assistants

List of Tasks Performed by the Paraprofessional:

Assisting families to increase their competence in home management
skills including cleaning and laundry techniques, meal planning and
food preparation (of donated foods), shopping tips and spending
pans, home furnishing; helping families secure the necessities of
life to which they are entitled, such as decent living accommodations,
adequate furnishings and sufficient clothing; making families aware
of available community resources; giving psychological support when
needed, also taking surveys, holding group meetings and organizing
resident association.

Type of Training Given:

Seven to twelve weeks with agencies such as the Women's Educational
and Industrial Union and the In-Migrant Training Program, combined
with work experience field service; 4 hours c'assroom, 3 hours field
service; backup in service training program annually.

Type of Supervision:

The Assistants receive weekly supervision by social worker and home
guidance specialist.

Name of Agen-y: Boston Redevelopment Authority.
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Example VI - Health and Nutrition Aides

List of Tasks Performed by the Paraprofessional:

Informs individuals or groups about the Maternity and Infant Care
Project; organizes groups of mothers to attend sessions at the
Centers; provides follow-up services to the mothers to see that they
use the services; visits patients in their homes; determines cooking
and sto-age facilities, environment, etc.; obtains dietary histories;
helps M....ernity and Infant Care Project mothers with budgeting; plans
shopping (food) trips with mothers; follows up delinquent clinic
patients; brings back relevant information from her contacts to the
home economist; assists the home economists at the neighborhood
centers with the home economics programs, including food demonstra-
tions, sewing sessions, budgeting sessions, preparing bulletin
boards for various sessions, setting up new programs with the patients
and preparing the monthly report; assists in planning community
nutrition programs and in developing materials such as receipt booklets
for the M& I patients; assists patients in applying for food stamps.

Type of Training Given:

Center team meetings and in-service training sessions conducted by
staff. Qualifications required: 10th - 12th grade of high school.

Type of Supervision:

Nutrition aiees were supervised by the home economist assigned to
each center.

Name of Agency:

Maternity and Infant Care Project, Cleveland Metroplitan General
Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio.

Example VII - Homemaker-Home Health Aides

List of Tasks Performed by the Paraprofessional:

Home Aides: Do whatever the person assigned is unable to do
her/himself due to age Or failing health: cleaning, washing 'And

ironing, shopping, prepare meals, escort ix' the hospital, etc.,
arrange furuiturc. write letters.
Nutrition Aides: Hot balanced meals at noontime, assist with planning
meals, serve and prepare meals for delivery (meal on wheels), assist
in delivery of me,..ls to sick and shut-ins.

Type of Training Given:

Five weeks - basics in nutrition under dirertions of nutritionist and
nurse,
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Type of Supervision:

By full-time nutritionist; part-time nurse; weekly conferences for
nutrition aides; monthly conferences for home aides.

Outreach:

Part-time workers, age 50 up who try to reach shut-ins and isolated
persons and involve chem in community affairs.

Name of Agency: Council of Elders

I

1
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September 1969

READING REFERENCES

Purpose; The following list of reading references was recommended to all
registrants as further useful preparation for participation in the workshop:
(see questionnaire on preceding pages)

Beavers: Irene and Karen Carpenter, Competencies Needed in Three Home
Economics Related Occupations, Journal of Home Economics, Vol, 61,
No, 6, June 1969.

Fine, Sidney A., Guidelines for the Design of New Careers, W. E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research, Kalamazoo, Michigan, September 1967.

Fine, Sidney A , Guidelines for the Employment of the Culturally
Disadvantaged, W, E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research,
Kalamazoo, Michigan, June 1969.

Mallory, Berenice, Auxiliar Workers, Ke' to Enlar in Our Potential,
Journal of Home Economics, Vol, 60, No 8, October 1968.

Riessman, Frank and Arthur Pearl, New Careers for the Poor. Free Press,
New York, N. Y., 1965,

Riessman, Frank, The Challenge: New Careers for the Poor, Workshop Report,
Vorking with Low-Income Families, American Home Economics Association,
Washington, D.C,, March 1965.

Silverman, Saul A., Subprofessionals in Extension, Journal of Cooperative
Extension, Vol. VII, No, 1, Spring 1969.

Spindler, Evelyn B "Program Aides" for Work with Low-Income Families,
Journal of the American Dietetic Association, Vol. 50, June 1967.
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Sunday, October 19

4:00 to 7:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Monday, October 20

8:30 a.m.

9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
12:00 m.

PROGRAM

Registration
Meetings of: Discussion Leaders and Evaluation

Committee with Regional Chairmen
Social Hour
Buffet Supper
Opening Session

Presiding: Dr. Paoiucci
Welcome from the University, Dr. Trotter
The World at Work, Mr. Elert

Morning Session
Presiding: Mrs. Barney

Objectives and Overview of Workshop, Mrs. Reinwald
Guidelines for Designing New Careers, Dr. Fine
Coffee Break: Curbstone Chats
Group Discussions and Explorations
Luncheon (by groups)

1:15 p.m. Afternoon Session
Group Discussions Continue

2:15 p.m. Reporting
2:45 p.m. Summary
3:00 p.m. Coffee Break: Curbstone Chats
3:30 p.m. Presiding: Dr. Hanson

Ways of Working with People, Mrs. Clark
5.00 p.m. Regional Group Meetings
8:30 p.m. Films and Exhibits

Tuesday, October 21

8:00 a.m. Morning Session
Presiding: Dr. Christopherson
Dialogue: Societal Needs to Be Served Through
Auxiliary Personnel, Dr. Schwieder, Mr. Tower,
Mrs. Bowen

9:45 a.m. Ways and Means of Communications, Mrs. Clark
10:30 a.m. Coffee Break
10:45 a.m. Symposium: Auxiliary Personnel in Home Economics,

Moderator: Mrs. Kennington
Presentations by Representatives of Business,
Eduation, Extension Service

12:00 m. Luncheon
1:15 p.m. Afternor, Session

Symposium Continued
Presentations by Representatives of Health, Insti-

tutioa Management, Office of Economic Opportunity,
and Walfare
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Tuesday, October 21 (continued)

2:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m.
3:45 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

9:00 p.m.

Wednesday, October 22

8:00 a.m.

Presiding: Mrs. Ghee
Stresses, Strains, and Joys of Utilizing Auxiliary

Personnel, Dr. Steinberg
Coffee Break: Soap Box Seminars
A Look at Research, Dr. Steinberg
Regional Group Meetings
Film Previews

Morning Session
Presiding: Mrs. Belden

Legislation Affecting Auxiliary Personnel,
Mr. Jennings

10:00 a.m. Coffee Break
10:30 a.m. Summary
10:45 a.m. The Task Ahead, Dr. Beavers

Listening Teams
12:00 m. Closing Luncheon

Presiding: Mrs. St. Marie
Address by Mr. Farmer

2:00 p.m. Adjournment
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AN OVERVIEW

HOME ECONOMICS is faced, along with other
professions, with an acute shortage of qualified per-
sonnel. InereaiMgly, too, in home economics we are
seeing the need for veilieing auxiliary personnel in
such ways as to modify the traditional roles of pro-
fessionals in some of the occupational settings in
which our competencies are applied.

The national 1Vorkshop on Utilization and Train-
ing of Auxiliary Personnel in Home Economics con-
ducted by the American Home Economics Associa-
tion last October was designed as a means of ex-
tending the impact and scope of home economics
in all of its areas. Held at the Nebraska Center for
Continuing Education in Lincoln, the Workshop was
sponsored, in Tart, by a grant from the Office of Edu-
cation, U.S. Department of Halth, Education, and
Well ars .

Specifically, the purposes of the Workshop were:

To increase the understanding of the philosophy,
preparation and use of anyiliary personnel
To explore ways of extending the reach of home
economies by utilizing human resources more effi-
ciently
To examine existing lob responsibilities in the
various professional home economics careers, and
to identify those tasks which can he assumed by
and are more attractive to auxiliary personnel in
home economics, the utilization of which will be
predicated upon societal needs
To consider existing legislation related to auxil-
iary personnel and to explore the need for initiat-
ing new legislation at local, state, and national
levels
To provide direction for conferees in assuming
leadership : t regonal, state, and local levels in
the utilization and training of auxiliary personnel
in the vitriol s areas of home economics

The Workshop can be des,. Hired best as sessions
of involvement. The 197 invited participants and
speakers represented several disciplines and all areas
of home economics including education, health,
welfare, business, Extension, homemaking, and re-
search. Almost 90 of the participants actively took
part in the program as panel members, leaders of

IRENE BEAVERS

discussion groups composed of representatives from
all home economics areas, leaders of regional discus-
sion groups, members of listening teams, and as role
players.

Ir. opening the sessions, the Workshop chairman,
Mrs. Clio S. Reinwald, stressed the necessity for
flexibility in meeting today's program needs and
quoted from a position paper of the 1Vorkshop plan-
ning committee: "Home economics as a field of en-
deavor devoted to the concept of service to and wel-
fare of human beings, needs to remain flexible and
experimental in its orientation and approach in order
to provide a bridge between the knowledge of the
profession and the application o: this knowledge to
the family. The efficient use of auxiliary personnel
in the field will be a step in this direction."

One day of the Workshop was devoted to identi-
fying the tasks now performed by auxiliary person-
nel in home economics and identifying others which
might he made attractive to such personnel. One of
the Workshop speakers. Dr. Sidney Fine, staff psy-
ehologist from the W. E. Upjohn Institute for Em-
ployment Research, had worked in advance of the
Workshop with 11 of the participants in two all-
day sessions to prepare for leading these discussions
on task development.

Another portion of the Workshop inclucH a sym-
posium of auxiliary personnel already employed in
home economics as aides in education, Extension,
social service, food service, and homemaker servic:,
Their presentations revealed similarities in the types
of tasks being performed by aides and also duplica
Von of training program efforts by various agencies,
thus emphasizing the need for coordination of com-
munity efforts in service to families,

As with all AHEA-sponsored conferences, the
Workshop on Utilization and Training of Auxiliary
Personnel in Home Economics was conceircr!
some:lliug more .41,.. ,.,o_ovrosore. self-contained
experience for the participants. Each conferee is ex-
pected to give leadership at local and state levels in
expanding the learning and orientation received at
the Workshop into a network of activities which can
inspire training and utilization programs. The Work-
shop committee had therefore planned for regional
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discusi:741 group meetings and from these came the
following recommendations for follow-up activities:

Sorvey all agencies training and/or using para-
professionals in home economics related programs
Study the common concerns of training auxiliary
personnel
Communicate information gained at the Work-
shop to others through borne economics state
meetings
Analyze professional jobs to determine what can
he done by paraprofessionals
Investigate legislation relative to paraprofessionals
Ask state home economics associations to appoint
working committees on auxiliary personnel
Circulate among other states in the region each
state's plan of action and copies of printed mate-
rials
Encourage home economists in local areas to seek
e t and work with agencies that have auxiliary
personnel

Suggestions also were made for follow-up by the
American Home Economics Association. These
were:

Appoint a task force to develop specific terminol-
ogy to describe each home economics related oc-
cupational group, listing actual job specifications
for each job
Exhibit at the AHEA annual meeting materials
being used such as films, slides, publications, etc.
in the training of auxiliary personnel
Help professionals keep up-to-date on programs
which utilize and train auxiliary workers through
a newsletter or other printed infot..nation
Focus on the subject of auxiliary workers at a
general session of the 61st AHEA annual me( tint;

In a concluding report to the Workshop partici-
pants, Mrs. Ethel 0. Washington, who was respon-
sible for Workshop evaluation, indicated that as
the competence of atixility personnel makes it
possibl to achio,e upward mobility on the career
ladder, 'altilAately the major function of hone econ-
omists may become Aipervisory. We may require
additional (lineation and experience in this area. lint
in order for hour economists to embrace and imple-
ment the goals of this Workshop, Ilse speakers lia:
left doubt that the attitudes of many professionals
will require eltange."

The four It 'orkshop papers presented in the fol-
lowing pages and the excerpts from the a:,niposimn

give a well-rounded view of this important AHEA
Workshop. Tapes of Workshop presentations also
are available at $47.25 for the complete set of seven
tapes or $7.50 for individual tapes. Orders should be
sent to AHEA Headquarters, 1600 Twentieth Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009.

WORKSHOP PLANNING COMMITI

Miss. Ciao S. BEINWALD, Chairman; Stale Supervisor of
Home Economics Education, State Department of
Vocational Education, Phoenix, Arizona

Miis. HELEN S. dran.:Ev, Consultant in Home Eco-
nomics, Nutrition Section, Maternal and Child Health
Service (formerly in the Children's Bureau), Health
Services and Mental Health Administration, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

MIAs. GLADYS BELDEN., Chairman, Home Economics De-
partment, Lane Community College, Eugene, Oregon

Jessie P. BROOKS, Home Economist, Federal City
College, Washington, D.C.

Mns. CYNTHIA CHEF:, Home Economics Teacher, Ewa
Beach, Hawaii

DR. VICTOR A. CHRISTOPHERSON, Professor and Chair-
man, Division t.f Child Development and Family
Relations, School of Home Economics, University of
Arizona, Tucson

ELEANORE T. LORRY, Homemaker Service Specialist,
New Jeisey Deputment cf Institutions and Agency,
Division of Public Welfare, Trenton

DR. MARJORIE M. NICKINLEY, Head, Institution Manage-
ment Department, Iowa State University, Ames

JEANNE PRIESTER, Program Leader, Division of Home
Economics, Federal Extension Service, U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture, \Vashington, D.C.

DR. ELIZABETH SIMPSON, Bureau of Research, Of of
Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

Miss. Muusst K. TRIABLE, Project Director, National
Committee on Household Employment, Washington,
D.C.

Miss. EzHEi. D. WASHINGTON, Supervisor of Home Eco-
nomics Ed Detroit Public Schools, Detroit,
Michigan

Mits. CHABLOVIE 1. \\*ma, Moving Consultant. United
Van Lilies, Inc., Fenton, Missouri

DR, IRENE BEAVERS, Workshop Consultant; Associate
Professor, Home Economics Education, Iowa State
University, Anv..s

Denims E. 11.stssoN, Executive Director, American
Home Economics Association, Washington. D.C,

EDNA POYNER, Workshop Cnottlinator: Head, Educa-
tional Services Department, American Home Eco.
onmies Association, Washington, D.C.

Motet, ire ollo 4..40. .I It,1 tier,
Dom JOURN.51. OF HUSH'. LCONoMios
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JAMES FARMER

NFW JOB
REVOLUTION

This plea to make use of auxiliary personnel in the service areas so that
they and tl.ose they reach can have a sty e in our society climaxed the
AREA Workshop on Utilization and Training of Auxiliary Personnel in
Home Evonlmics. Mr. Farmer calls on professionals to coordinate their
services and use auxiliary personnel to help improve and deliver services to
those who ii ed them,

WITHIN TILE PAST several years, various
professional groupsteachers, social
workers, nurses, cbctors, home economists,

and othershave been 'meting and asking the
question: -How can we become more relevant to
the things that are hanwning within our count':
How can our specialty, our professionalism, our
expertise be adapted to the needs of society at the
present time?"

1 think that this is a highly significant develop-
ment. Until recent years, the professionals were
hardly concerned about that. They were more con-
cerned with going on living their hives, working hard,
and doing their work as best they knew how with-
out really dealing with the problem of whether the
services which they were providing were getting
down to the people and, if they were not getting
down, with how best to get them there.

Arnold Tuyn1-2e, the well-known English histori-
an, observed in a recent visit to this eountr:. that the
climate of the whole nation appeared w have
changed during the past 8 or 10 years. When he
was here on an earlier visit, he liad found that
Amerkeins were pretty smug, self-righteous, self-
contained, and secure; that evil voile seemed to feel
that he and his profession were on the right track;
that nothing needed to be changed; and that the
things they believed were inviolable, their values
were sacrosanct, and anyone who criticized or sug-
gested changes must be unpatriotic if rot treason-
aMie. Hot on his more' recent visit, Dr. Toynbee said
that iscople now were indulging in criticism, even
self - criticism; they were welcoming criticism and
often honoring it. They wer:. no longer so sure that
they were headed in the right direction or even

that they knew the direction in which they ought
to he going. The answers which had satisfied them
completely in the past now often seemed obsolete
and archaic.. Sometimes they weren't even sure they
knew the questions.

Dr. Toynbee saw this change as progress, an in
dicatiun that perhaps this young nation of outs was
at last approaching maturity. I think he was right
because obviously our nation has learned a great
deal in the past few years. \Ve have learned, first
of all, that there is poverty in our midst and that
our services have not eliminated that poverty.

WE HAVE FAILED TO DELIVER SERVICES

Until a few years ago, most Americans did not
think of poverty as being a factor in cmr country.
Oh yes. we knew academically that there were so...?
min- because a big bite out of our tax money was

3fr. Former it Assistant Secretary for Administra-
tion in the (1.5. lk pdrt110 nt of Health, EdFICail9f1,
and it'd( Ire. 11e has been one of the pioneers in
developing the direct action methods iehich /ifICC
Cl)ffrfflit rizcil the 1 fell rights movement since 1912,
When 'U' helped found CORE--Congress of Racial
Equality. lyre screed as its national director from
Nal to 1966 when be resigned to head flu. Center
for Comnuin fiy-Ac fl private oge.p.cy
equolisted to (It eclop and 1111)4(1)1(1d a national
Newly program. 31r. FfIrtIrll I'ai professor of
soda/ welfare III Lincoln Utlfivrsi:y ill Per 11-

5f/fn./Ilia from 1966 to 1968 and adjunct profe.vor
of .V1It. York University in 19138.
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going for welfare. So it was assumed that we must
be taking care of those poor. They were on welfare
and they were then effectively, being swept under
the rug. We didn't see them; they were not visible
in the meetings of the professionals and of the
middle class of our societyrather the middle
classes. Our main roads and streets skirted and by-
passed the communities of the poor. Those of us
who lived in the suburbs and commuted into the
cities seldom looked up from our Wall Street
Journal lung enough to see the misery through
%%inch we were being transported. The poor were
silent. They didn't make any noise, and we hardly
knew they were there.

Now the poor are no longer invisible. I think that
they will not be invisible again as long its they exist
as poor, They are, instead, bursting with existence
and a self-awareness. This has been the greatest con-
tribution to date of the war against poverty. It has
encouraged the poor, through the phrase "maxi-
mum feasible participation," to demand that they
have a voice in decisions that affect their lives and
that their poverty most not be a permanent feature.

We are aware now that there is hunger, mahni
tritium and sometimes virtual starvation in our
midst. We do not know enough alxmt the damage
that this does to children, but a considerable num-
ber of studies and investigations have concluded
that the damage is enormous, and that by the time
a child is three years of age malnutrition may have
damaged him beyond repair. There is an interesting
experiment being conducted in Memphis, Tennes-
see. [ think it is St. Jude's Hospital that is working
in via-Om:Hon with an antipuverty group in ex-
amining the effects of malnutrition of pregnant
women and of young children from birth through
five years of age. They are discovering that by im-
proving the diet they can secure significant and
rather dramatic changes in the child's cognitive
skills, alertness, and awareness.

We have a good deal of technical and theoretical
knowledge. But in spite of that knowledge, we sec
in the poor communities of our country, especially
the black ghettos and the Spanish-speaking barrios,
that air services have not gotten to the people for
whom they ',very intended and whose need is the
grektest. In medicine, for instance, and this is .1 good
index of how effective we have been, the infant mor-
tality rate in the ghettos and barrios of our country is
more than twice as high as the national average. We
look at education and set' that in many of the
schools in the ghettos and barrios youngsters arc, if
they have not dropped out, graduating from high
school reading at a third, fourth, or fifth grade

level. Obviously, in spite of our technical knowl-
edge, we have not gotten the services down to the
people.

The same is true of welfare, home economics, and
all professions. Of course, a big part of the problem
is poverty itself. flow can you talk effectively to a
person about good nutrition when he doesn't have
the money to boy food? There was a cartoon sev-
eral years ago in which a nutritionist was address-
ing a group of grassroots women in the black com-
munity of a southern city. It indicated that one of
the women in the audience who was looking rather
sleepy and tired and bored with the whole process
was saying to herself, "Ull huh, you can go on
talking about them vitamins and them calories
when my pocketbook says 'ham hocks and beans.'
't In' caption said, "Now if them calories want to get
in that pot with them ham hocks and beans, they
;MA nothing I can do to stop them." She was so
right. Poverty is a key part of the situation, but it
is not the only thing.

We reed to erripAllize and be able to walk in
the shoes of the poor, to understand and believe in
their capacity, to un,L.I stand that great waste of
talentreal and potentialthat is now taking place.
I think that failure to empathize and understand
has been the biggest hang-up of those of us who
consider ourselves professionals and are Irv' y
enough to be in the middle classes.

Two or three months ago, my family lived on the
welfare diet that the welfare rights organization
had been asking people to go on in order to in-
crease empathy. We tried to live on 17 cents per
person per meal, which is what the welfare recip-
ients get in Washington, D.C. It was very phony
because my two kids knew that next week they
would at their normal diet. Yet it was real in a way
they were hungry, and they understood that for
some people this was a permanent state of affairs.
They %vent to bed hungry and there was no mid-
night snack. When they got up in the morning and
ate that scant hreakfast, they were still hungry. I
talked with them and I think they understand that
had they had to go to school that morning, they
would not have been among the most alert, alive,
responsive, bright, and scintillating youngsters fur
the sins/e reason that they were hungry they had
had but a little food.

We are going to have to work on all fronts at
the same time, eliminating poverty through many
tactics. I look with some measure of hope upon the
President's new welfare program, which vvould tend
to remove people from welfare by providing an in-
centive to work and also training. I hope that jobs
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will be created so that we will not he providing
people with skills for a higher level of unemploy-
ment. That would merely increase the frustration.
But 'we can m Ike a significant step forward with
more job training, tu.re skills training, and, indeed,
wider use of the skills which ITC

AUXILIARY PERSONNEL
CAN HELP US DELIVER

One of our problems has been the shortage of
professional personnel. I am sure that you have dis-
cussed the lack of professionally trained home econ-
omists to do the job. This shortage is one reason
why the job of reaching the poor families of the
country has not been done, not only in the area
of nutrition but also in health and in managing
the household budget.

That there are not enough professional, certified,
trained teachers has been one of the problems in
education. Teachers arc greatly overworked and
too few in number to do the job. There are not
enough doctors, especially in the poor communities.
Beeause the poor communities don't have the
money, the doctors do not gravitate to them. So
where the need is greatest, the shortage of profes-
sional personnel also is greatest.

One of the things that the use of auxiliary per-
sonnel can do is to ang.uent and supplement the
skilled professionals. We desperately need to do
that in order to get the services delivered to the
people who need them most.

Second, we have to find jobs now for people who
have minimal skills. If thew is one tragedy in the
nation with 7. is greater than any other, it has
been our failure to provide upward motility for
people of limited formal education, limited skills,
and limited training. NVe have done pretty well by
the middle classes. During the civil rights revolu-
tion. as it was called between 1954 and 1964 when
jails were filled all over the country, when many
heads were broken, when the roster of martyrs
extended interminably, we did succeed in improv-
ing the upward mobility of those who had educa-
tion, money, and skills. Today the black PhD has
it made. There was a time when he had serious em-
ployment problems, but the black person, Chicano,
Indian, or Puerto Bican who has a PhD today can
make it.

I was talking with a black brother the other day,
a doctor who said, "Jim. I have 15 job offers on my
desk and 1 am not taking any one of them because
I know that there will be more and better Ones
coming in." The black college graduate has it easier

than ever before. His problems are i.ot solved, but
he can get a job. The black students graduating
from predominantly white colleges and universities
are barraged with job offersmore than they can
possibly handle. It seems that every company in the
country has a representative on campus bidding
for their services, or sometimes I suspect they are
looking for the showcase Negroyou know, "each
one must have one," But we don't even knock that.

A friend called me and said, "Jim, I just got a big
job with a big corporation starting out at $12,500.
Guess what? I don't have to do anything but sit
close to the door and look very Negro." He finally
got fired. It w..s because he wasn't dark enough,
They needed greater visibility. But still we don't
knock it, It's a foot in the door.

We have not succeeded in providing joh mobility
for the people without skills and education. As
10 of the lucky or talented, or lucky and talented,
walk through the newly opened doors for nontradi-
tional jobs, 100 of their less lucky, less talented
brothers and sisters may run out the hack door,
automated out of work by machines that are taking
over for unskilled and semiskilled workers.

Creating the mobility for those who have no
mobility is a critical problem now. They will not
find jobs in manufacturing industries because of
automation and cybernetics. We arc able to pro-
duce more and more goods with fewer and fewer
people, and there is no possibility that that trend
will stop. It will continue; it will be exacerbated.
I look upon it not as something evil but as an op-
portunity to do something that is creative.

DEVELOPMENT OF JOBS IN THE
SERVICE PROFESSIONS IS NEEDED

Where then will the jobs come from? At least one
of the hr arks on your reading list, Nric Careers for
time Poor by Pearl and Biessman, suggested an
answerthe kind of answer that you have been
discussing in yoar workshop here. They suggested,
as nthers also have, that the new jobs will he in the
service industries. By their estimates there are some
5 million jobs as aides and assistants which can he
created and which our society desperately needs in
the cities and rural areas. They suggested that most
needed are: home ecom.mics aides and assistants;
teacher aides and assistants; recreation aides and
assistants; social worker aides and assistants; vari-
ous kinds and types of technicians in medical
scienceslido technicians, medical technicians, X.
ray technicians, and so on; and various other techni-
cians to support engineers.
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Then came the "Scheuer Amendment," an amend-
ment sponsored by Congressman lames Scheuer of
New York which provides for recruitment, employ-
ment training, and upgrading of unemployed per-
sons to become subprofessionals and paraprofes-
sionals, and then with further training, even profes-
sionals. Sty..11 amendments have been written into
many pieces of legislation.

when joined the U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW) six and a half
months ago, one of the first tasks that I mulertook
was to identify new career!: programs in the De-
partment. I brought in a consultant who found that
there were 35 actual new careers programs in HE\V,
scattered, without coordination, and also there were
45 potential programs. In other words, the language
of the law was sufficiently broad to allow for the
institution of new careers programs. Eighty real or
potential new careers programs in this one depart-
ment were possible but had not been instituted. The
Labor Department has more; Housing and Uri) a
Development, Justice, and Agriculture have ma
and so on. This is a revolution.

The new jobs that are being provided for nonpro-
fessionals must not be dead-end jobs. It would Ix, a
disservice to our society if we found a job for a
person, put him in that niche, and there let him :;tay
without advancement until kingdom come. This
would not give him a stake in the society. It might
give him a job but not the mobility which is so
desperately needed. (For example, the report of the
U.S. National Advisory Commission of Civil Disor-
ders, which is known as the Kerner report, notes that
the majority of participants in the uprisings in our
cities had jobs but that they were dead-end, go-no-
where. do-nothing jobs.)

As we begin recruiting and training musiliar.
personnel a- paraprofessionals, we must have c veer
lattices and training built in so that those with the
motivation, talent, and yotential can move ont and
upye:;, teacher aides to become teachers.

There is a Career Opportunities Program in
the Office of Education which is doing just that
For ye'irs when we were talking about paraprofes-
sionals and new careers, teachers said. "Oh no, we
don't want any aides or assistants." They felt
threatened. that using aides would somehow. der
ogate their professional skills and competence.
They thought, aides can be used, maybe people
will decide that the/ don't need tea. hers. They can
pay aides less." Teachers wanted to rim their class-
rooms and they didn't want any help in spite of the
fact that some spent up to 80 peRent of their
lime on nonteaching, nonprofessional duties. What

an awful waste of professional talent an:1 training!
With aides and assistants, the teachers can con-

centrate on teaching. They can use their profes-
sionalism and rise to new heights of professionalism;
they can use their skills, imagination, and training.
But it would be a mistake if we merely had the
aides sharpening pencils and checking attendance.
That does nothing for them and does not enable
the teacher to move up.

he Career Opportunities Program recruits poor
people from the ghetto ctantnunity to he nerved,
There are some 130 communities now working
on this, where the boards of education will he the
contractecs, and the colleges accept the grassroots,
indigenous folk, who fit into the poverty definition
a family income of no more than $3600. Some
have not even finished high school. The colleges will
provide the necessary compensatory or remedial
education so that they can move into a college cur-
riculum and study education. At the same time they
are working as teacher aides and teacher assistants in
inner city schools, They arc being paid for this work
in the schools anti they go to college free. In four
years or so when they graduate with a college de-
gree and a teaching license, they will he teachers.

AUXILIARY PERSONNEL
HAVE PROVED EFFECTIVE

Several years ago in three pilot projects in New
Jersey, Ness' York, and California, we used para-
professionals to teach reading to adults who were
functionally illiterate. We . d that those para-
professionals performed as well as certified teachers
if they were using crogrammed instructional ma-
terials. What we also found was that in many
cases the paraprofessiooals perforated better be-
cause they had rapport with and knew the language
of the people with 'whom they were dealing. they
shamed the saint. frame of reference.

1 look a friend of mine, a b1,1(k lawyer, to IIarlein
to address an outdoor meeting at Haden] Square,
lie gave what seemed to me a beautiful speech. His
audience was saying, "What's this eat talking
about'" The words did not g t through because he
ways talking "downtown Ellglitill: and his frame
of reference was a dountnwn fraule of reference
not that of the mmunnity where he was speaking.

We also found that a high percentage of partic-
ipants in these programs were inspired to continue
their education. They went back hi Y.'hool to be-
come certified teachers. The) wet' interested in
teaching and they wanted to know more so that
they could do more than teach people how to
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read using programmed materials. They wanted to
IN.comt. professionals. Thus, we tan, .the saint.
time, provide jolts for people with limited skips and
training, supplement the shortage of skilled profes-
sional personnel, atl meet the need for health, edu-
cation, and welfare services for our people.

The third thing we are doing in new careers is
improving tilt. delivery of services. A study of 1,000
compensatory education programs, conducted by
the Stanford Research Institute, Pahl Alto. Cali
fornia, found that only 23 programs were suc-
cessful in the sense that they measurably improved
the ac'eieverrient and the cognitive skills of the
pupils. Of the :2,3 successful ones, more. than 40
percent made large-scale use of paraprofessionals;
this percentage is significantly greater than the use
of paraprofessionals ill the 1,000 programs studied.
By itself, this does net prom' anything maybe it is
just 1111('Idl'ilt11 hilt it gives iis all indication.

There have helm other such studies. For exam-
ple, in Florida there was a pilot project using para-
professionals who were trained by teachers, home
economists, social workers, nurses, and doctors.
They were trained to go into homes of expectant
parents and talk with the parents, helping them to
understand how to stimulate their child's curiosity
and Ills interest in learning. The paraprofessionals
worked with the parents (hiring the first three years
of Ow add's life. The stilt!y compared the cognitive
skills of these youngsters with those in a control
group, and it showed that where tie paraprofes.
sionals had beet. ised, the advancement ill togni-
tive skills had been dramatic, The kids far sur-
passed' the control group.

Leff, fames Farm( r, Sugrg-higy for Adniiiiiitreg-
tion, U,S. Dcparhni-nt of licalill, Education, mid Wet-
fare, Washingg, li, D.C., tans iritii Mrs. Sattnig S.

St.Maric, MITA cite-pre.sidcnt for guograin ChTrifip-
111(it and manager of tetanal, ' ,cad tonsig»u'r ran-
g ilms, J. C. PeNrcy C01111H1P.y, INC.

Another study funded by the Children's Bureau
was based on the fact that in the black and His-
panic communities of Poston, New York, Washing-
ton. D.C., and Los Angeles, iron deficiency anemia
was very prevalent. Twenty-one to 87 percent of
the kids in these communities suffered from it. In
Los Angeles, the Children's Bureau funded this
project to find out if health aides going house-to-
house could he effective workers in the community.
They judged effectiveness by the responsiveness of
the families to the counseling of these health aides
whether the parents remetnhered and did what
they were told they should do. They found that
the paraprofessionals, or the health aides, were
more effective than a control group of second-year
medical students.

WE MUST COORDINATE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

So I say that we will improve the delivery Of
services by using paraprofessionals. We need a real
coordination of the various services and hope that
we can achieve this in HEW. People are dedicated
.ind committed. I no longer believe that we are
dealing with people in the service professions who
don't carethey care enonlicaisly. Otherwise they
would not he in this work. Unless we deal with all
aspects of the problems that affect the communities
of the poor, the work We do on any one is hound to
be of limited effectiveness because the services are
so interrelated.

We now have in HEW an Office of New Careers
which Secretary Finch has directed me to establish.
We are staffing it and trying to coordinate the vari-
ous new careers programs scattered about the De-
partment. I believe that on the hasis t.f. present
knowledge, effective work in new careers will result
in a significant improvement in the qualit and
delivery of services. We will not replace profes-
sionals with pararrofessionals: that would he stu-
pidity. Paraprofessionak need to he trained and
supervised by professionals. Those paraprofession-
als who can make it will be provided enough tra;n-
ing to become colleagues in the ranks of profes-
sionals, and others can then become the paraprofes-
sionals.

LET'S LEI' EVERYONE
INTO THE BALL CASH:

Ultimately, this will give the people who have
not had a stake in society a stake in it. Ill the
words of Pichard Wright in Naticc Son, thuso who
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have felt that they were on the outside of the workt
looking in through a knothele in the fence will
have a sense of being in the ball game, inside the
park. 1 cannot think of anything more important
than that.

In Newark right after the riot there in the sum-
mer of 1967, I was walking through the streets
looking at the ruins. I said to this black youngster,
16 to 20 years old, "Look inan, what kind of sense
does it make to tear down your own community
like thisr He thought it over, took two steps
backwards, looked at me, and said, "Mr. Farmer,
baby, you have been brainwashed too. Man, this ain't
our community, we don't own nothing here, and we
don't make none of the decisions. Everything is
owned and all the decisions arc being made by

people who live way out in the suburbs. This ain't
our community, baby, this is our prison. We not
a part of it. We out of it." And then he turned on
his heels and walked away.

We will continue to be in trouble as a nation
if we allow a large segment of our people to feel
that they have no stake in and no place for them
to go in the society. Remember, nobody is fool
enough to tear down and destroy' that which he has
a stake in, which he is a part of, which he is a
participant in Ultimately, by using paraprofes-
sionals we may make a significant contribution to
the nation's viability and its future, because all
people then can come into the familythe poor
can move up and then will consider democracy
theirs too.
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JOHN F. JENNINGS

LEGISLATION
AFFECTINC AUXILIARY PERSONNEL

Legislation often is a major determinant in the financing and control of
programs for training and using auxiliary personnel. This speech and the
question and answer session which followed helped parti4ants at the
AHEA Workshop on Utilization and Training of Auxiliary Personnel in
Hume Economics to understand the many types of existing legislation !e-
lated to auxiliary personnel and to explore the need for initiating new leg-
islation,

LEC1SLATION which affects the use of auxiliary
personnel is a recent phenomenon in federal
legislation. Only within the last five years have

there been federal laws encouraging the use of para-
professionals. Yet this is a vastly growing area and a
very timely one for study.

As you know, two out of every five workers around
the country are women, and this ratio will grow
in the next few years because of the demands of our
economy and because of the willingness now of
women to go outside the home to work. We find
that even though two out of five workers arc women,
women are discriminated against in employment.
The average wage natinnally for women workers is
one-half of the average wage for mob Only 7 per-
cent of employed women make over $10,000 a year,
whereas the number of men who make over that
amount is 20 times greater. Many women work at
jobs which are far belnw both their ability and train.
Mg. Last year one -fifth of all women college grade.
ates who had finished four years at an accredited
institution were working in such nonprofessional
jobs as clerks and secretaries.

I mention these facts to you because a major prob-
lem involved in the use of auxiliary personnel is
the reluctance on the part of professional people to
employ them. Some people feel as though they are
threatened by the presence of auxiliary personnel in
their job setting.

A LARGE RESERVOIR OF TALENT

Paraprofessionals, or auxiliary personnel, to use a
more limited term, can be helpful to you as pro-
fessionals. As you know, home economics and the

demands being made upon it are changing. The
Commission on Technology, Automation, and Eco-
nomic Progress in 1966 concluded that within the
next 10 years we could easily use 5.3 million new
jobs in the public sector. Many of these jobs are in
areas in which traditionally home economics has
been involved. Even though home economists are
about 100,000 strong, we are finding that demands
for home economics personnel will not be met by
institutions of higher education. At the same time
economic and social conditions exist in our coun-
try which give us a large reservoir of unused talent
mostly the disadvantaged. We find that today
in the slum areas of our cities we have two
and one-half times the rate of unemployment that
we have in other areas of the country. By the end of
the 1970's we are going to have 50 percent more
nonwhites in their twenties, and these are the people
who are the least trained and least prepared for
occnpations in our society.

Although we will have this vast increase in the
number of unprepared people, the number of un-
skilled jobs will go down to .5 percent of the total
number of jobs available at the end of the 1970's.
And even people with skilled jobs will find them-

tie. Jennings is counsel to the General Subcom.
'itre on Educarion of the U. S. House of Repre-
sentatives, for which Roman C. Pucinsti (D-IN.)
serves as chairman. 31r. Jennings has lied his pm f-
iton of counsel fo the Subcommittee since 1.967
Oren lir meal graduated from the Northwestern
trnicersity Sch-,1 of Law.
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Mrs. Ethel 0. Washington, member of the Workshop
planning committee and supervisor of hone economics
education for the Detroit Public Schools in Detroit,
Michigan, talks with John F. Jennings, counsel to the
General Subcommittee on Education, U.S. House of Rep-
resentatives, after his talk on "Legislation Affecting
Auxiliary Personnel." Mrs. Washington, who was in
charge of the 1Vorkshob evaluation, summarized the
participants' reports at the close of the Workshop,

selves outmoded. By 1980 professional and technical
jobs are going to far outdistance skilled craftsmen.
Even if a person has certain skills, he may, by the end
of the 70's, be out of a job. What are we going
to do with this large reservoir of talent?

ENCOURAGEMENT FOR
PARAPROFESSIONALS

Some types of paraprofessionals which the iederal
government is seeking to encourage are daft] case
specialists, teacher aides, family planning aides,
clothing aides, and so forth through the whole
gamut of professions.

In the fall of 1969 we had a deficiency of 222,400
teachers in our schools. Most of these, 164,400, were
in the elementary schools. This is the area where we
can use auxiliary personnel to the best p.ssible ad-
vantage. Presently we have approximately 100,000
teach:r aides, but with the shortage of trained
teachers, we have a need for many more.

Child care is another vastly growing need. The
federal and slate governments are encouraging the
growth of day care centers. With the !lead Start
programs, nnrsery school and other day care pro-
grams, and migrant education programs, there is a
need for auxiliary personnel. Professional personnel
cannot handle all of the tasks put before them.

We also need paraprofessionals in mental health
and welfare areas. We need government aides-

people who can serve as ombudsmen, who can heip
reduce the alienation present not only among the
disadvantaged population but also among our mid-
dle-class population caused by the feeling that they
are not influencing the government, that the govern-
ment is somehow "out there." Paraprofessionals, if
they are used in these areas, can help reduce this
gap between government and citizens.

Paraprofessionals obviously can be used in cloth-
ing, interior decorating, food service, and other
areas,

The federal government has seen this need and at
the same time it has seen the large numbers of dis-
advantaged in our population who do not have jobs
or a chance for a career because they have been
excluded from the schools both by their own atti-
tudes and by the schools themselves. So the federal
government, since 1964, has enacted two major
pieces of legislation which encourage the use of para-
professionals. Under this legislation, five programs
presently arc funded and in operation today.

UNDER THE ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT

Under the Economic Opp ;rtunity Act of 1964,
three programs use paraprofessionals.

The New Careers program. The major program
under this Act is the New Careers program. Con-
gress was impressed by the program's potential for
twinning the need for professional personnel with
ma reservoir of unused talent. Since 1964, actually
since 1965 when the program was funded, over
20,000 people have been trained in the New Careers
program. These people include health specialists,
dietetic aides, child care aides, and teacher aides.

As you know, the concept behind New Careers is
that you place a person in an entry level job where
the skills arc relatively minimal. Then you build
into that job et mponcnts which will increase the
person's sophistication both in general knowledge
and also in the skill for the job so that he can ad-
vance up a career ladder until he eventually attains
the professional level.

The New Careers program, the first major-scale
program of this type, has had problems with con-
hising guidelines, with the rehictance of professional
personnel to take nonprofessionals in, and with the
disadvantaged themselves who have been very skep-
tical about the program. But it has been a Success to
a limited degree. Since 1964, New Careers has been
known as the program most easily identifiable with
federal support for paraprofess;onals, and its type of
a; ;:roach has been written into many other pieces
of legislation.
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The Head Start program. Under the Economic
Opportunity Act, the second major program which
USE3 paraprofessionals is the Head Start program.
This differs from the New Careers type of program
in that it is not anticipated that all the people in the
program will move up a career ladder and even-
tually become professionals. Many people who have
been excluded by the normal job requirements
are given an opportunity to get into a field and
gradually advance as their own willingness dictates.
Presently under the Head Start program, which is
geared toward poor children in the early years be-
fore echool and which seeks to give them some sort
of compensatory education to prepare them for
school_ approximately 25,000 paraprofessionals are
he ' -g used.

The Community Action Program. Another related
program under the Economic Opportunity Act is
the Community Action Program (CAP). Under the
Economic Opportunity Act, local agencies were set
up for coordinating or for initiating or operating
local antipoverty efforts. The Office of Economic
Opportunity estimates that there are approximately
20,000 auxiliary personnel involved in various local
programs conducted by CAP agencies.

UNDER THE EDUCATION ACT

The second major federal act which encourages
the use of auxiliary personnel is the. Elementary and
Secondary Education Act.

Title I. The major program tinder this Act is Title
I. This program which the federal government funds
at approximately, it billion dollars a year is meant
fur compensatory education concentrate in areas
of greatest need within cities and rural areas, giving
disadvantaged students an opportunity to compen-
sate for their different types of backgrounds.

Approximately 100,000 paraprofessionals will be
hired under Title I during the fiscal year 1970. It is
estimated that by fiscal 1977, there might be 1.5
million paraprofessionals involved in these programs
as teachers' aides. Most of these peopleas in the
Head Start program and the CAP agenciesare
drawn from the corrammity itself and a-e put into
the classrocrin to supervise the children, do clerical
work, and otherwise provide a link between the
school and community.

Title VII, The second type o! prograta under the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act is the bi-
lingual education program, Title VII. This program
is geared toward poor areas where children, by rea-
son of their ethnic backgrounds, are not conversant

in English. Most schools by state law require instruc-
tion only in English Only within the last couple of
years have sex eral states, such as California and
Texas, sought to loosen their requirements for the
use of English in the classroom. Teacher aides are
used in this program to supervise youngsters in the
classroom, grade papers, and do the tasks which
detract the teacher's attention away from the
major task of educating the child. There are not
many aides under the program, but it also serves
as a link between the community and the school.

Under these five programs which have been in
operation only since 1965, three under the Economic
Opportunity Act, two under the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act, the federal government
is supporting approximately 170,000 paraprofes-
sionals. They range from auxiliary personnel who are
solely attached to a professional to help with simple
tasks, to the New Careers type person who is sup-
posed to advance up a ladder and become an assist-
ant teacher and then a certified teacher.

NINE NEW PBOCIIAMS

besides these five major programs presently
feuded, Congress has authorized within the last
three years nine new programs for the use of
paraprofessionals. As I briefly describe these nine
new programs, bear in mind that ali of these pro-
grams have beta enacted within the last thre?.ears
especially in the 90th Congress in 1967 and 1968.

The first, the Ilealth Manpower Act of 1968, pro-
vides the same type of progrem as the New Careers
progran under the Economic Opportunity Act. But
it zeroes in on health professions, seeking to broaden
traioing in areas such as dentistry, podiatry, med-
icine, and psychiatry. This program, just r.tetting

under way, is administered by the Department of
Health,. Education, and Welfare ;HEW).

Thu second new progrant is under the ;creational
Rehabilitation Act of 1968. TIr;s, too, is at program
rawly authorized last year x 90th Congress. It
seeks to use the same type c "arcers thinking
to get handicapped people to exc. along a career
ladder starting with an e7.try aKill job so they can
learn greater skills and more sophistication and
eventually move Imp to a professional level.

The Housing Act of 1968 is the third new am
which authorizes the use of paraprofessionals. Para-
professionals under this Act arc to be used in local,
state, and federal government agencies. The reason-
ing behind this is that frequently people [nun the
comnannit:. can provide a better link between the
government and the ecmintiCay.
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The Higher Education Act of 1968 authorizes the
fourth program, It also is concerned basically with the
use of paraprofessionals in public service. The
purpose of this program is to get people who are
in college interested in government while they are
in school so that they can take a job which would
advance them up to a professional level when they
gain their college degree.

The fifth new program is under the Sncial Security
Amendments of 1967. As this Act has been inter-
preted by HEW, paraprofessionals will be re-
quired to be used in all states in this fiscal year
which began July 1, 1969. Every state must use
paraprofessional personnel in social welfare pro-
grams. As you know, the federal government is in-
volved in seven public welfare programs such as old
age insurance, disability, and Aid to Families with
Dependent Children. It also seeks to involve people
from the community in the programs and to provide
it link between the community and the government,

The sixth new program is under the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968. This
Act, passed Iv the 90th Congress, is a massive pro-
gram to provide assistance to the states and to the
local police departments for the control of crime.
The paraprofessionals under this Act would be
limited to community relations specialists, which I
think is a euphemistic term for people from the
community who can he used to better police-corn-
munity relationships and again provide a linkage
between the community and one of the institutions,
namely. the police department.

The Juvenile Delinquency Act of 1968 is geared
toward providing a link between youth who are
delinquent or in danger of becoming delinquent and
the institutions of society. These programs are for
the use and training of paraprofessionals in the diag-
nosis, treatment, and rehabilitation of people who
are delinquent or conceivably could become delin-
quent. This program, too, is administered by 11E11'
and is just getting under way in this fiscal year.

The eighth program is the Handicapped Chil-
dren's Early Education Act of 1968. It seeks to use
auxiliary personnel as with the Head Start approach
(but not limited to poverty youngsters) in programs
for the early education] of handicapped children.

The last program is under the Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments of 1968 which authorize the use
of subprofessionals in the basic state -grant program.
In other programs under the Amendments the Of-
fice of Education and the states jointly administer
the research and exemplary programs, both of
which encourage the training of paraprofessionals.
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EMPHASIS ON DISADVANTAGED

It may seem that the federal government is in-
volved mostly with the use of paraprofessionals in
disadvantaged areas. This is true. The 89th and
90th Congresses have been concerneq especially
with the problems of the disadvantaged in our com-
munities, of tryiag to bring them into society's
mainstream. Consequently, most of the social
welfare legislation has sought to bring these people
into our institutions, primarily through the use of
paraprofessionals and programs aimed specifically at
the disadvantaged.

This is just a starting point. The federal govern-
ment now will begin to food programs under some
of these and other acts for the use of nonpoor para-
professionals. Auxiliary personnel should not he
stigmatized as the dropouts or as the "pushouts" of
our societypeople who are not able to cope be-
cause of their attitudes, backgrounds, or the hos-
tility of the system toward them. The idea of para-
professionals can be used in a broader sense. How-
ever, these have been the programs funded by the
federal government. State, local, and private industry
funds also are being spent in other programs using
paraprofessionals.

EDUCATION HAS FAILED MANY

This gets into the question of our educational
system. Last year the House General Subcommittee
ran Education reviewed vocational education
throughout the country and found that the educa-
tional system is failing many youngsters. Even
though vocational education has 8 million enrollees
-anging from children to ad-Its, and even though
many of these people Are being adequately trained
and well-placed in jobs through vocational edit
cation, the needs of a large part of our population
are not being met. More importantly, their poten-
tial is not being used. This is why, in the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968, Congress empha-
sizes the disadvantaged.

Under the Vocational Education Act of 1963,
Congress had said that vocational education must
meet the needs and tap the talents of disadvantaged
youngsters. Yet Congress found that less than I
percent of the federal funds since 1963 :lad been
used on programs for the disadvantaged. Congress
was quite concerned about this. Since three - quarters
of a million youngsters drop out of school every year,
and almost one-fourth of our 3S-yearolds, our edaca-
tional system most be failing, these rung peopie. We
find that if these chiiiren are not taught in the
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schools; they will have M be picked up later under
manpower remedial programs which spend up to
$12,000 per trainee to remedy the impairments to
employment which were net caught earlier by the
schools or which were caused by the schools.

There is no sense in the federal government's being
concerned with the employmont of its citizens and
yet not investing money in job training in the schools
so that people can be taught before they become set
in attitudes which preclude them from wanting to
or being able to v,ork later. Vocational education
had been at fault because it had not reoriented its
programs toward toe disadvantaged. But Congress
also found itself M be at :tilt because it was ap-
propriating $14 for higher education for every dollar
that it was appropriating for vocational education,
and it was appropri iting $4 for remedial education
programs for every dollar appropriated for voca-
tional education. It does not make sense to direct
80 percent of our re: ources nationally toward higher
education and acaeemic programs when only 20
percent of the stud( nt population will attain a col-
lege degn.,. What t appens to the other 80 percent
who drop out somewhere along the line? Only 20
percent of our resoarces are being used on these
people. So Congress decided that in the Vocational
Education Amendments of 1968 it would turn to oc-
cupational education to meet some of these needs.

CHALLENGZ TO VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Congress challenged vocational education, first of
all, to put its hot se in order, which means to empha-
size new job progr ms and concepts such as the
"cluster concept," where you teach the child several
related skills so that he will not be tied down later
to one job.

It challenged home economics to get into the new
area of training for the dual role of homemaking
and wage earning. Traditionally, home economics
has been challenged to train people for homemak-
ing, but now it is being called upon also to train
people for jobs.

In addition, home economists are now being asked,
as are all those in vocational education, to address
themselves to the pioblems of the disadvantaged.
Congress said that in every state one-third of the

money under the home economics section must be
used for consumer programs in economically de-
pressed areas. That means that if states are not do-
ing it now, regardless of whether there is new
money or not, they will have to have consumer
education programs in ghetto, slum, and other eco-
nomically depressed areas.

But both Congressman Roman Pticinski and I have
been much impressed by the fact that vocational edu-
cators are ready and willing to change. This last
year, the House of Representatives increased the
appropriation for vocational education from approxi-
mately $280 million to almost $490 million. Much of
this is meant to be used for programs in new occupa-
tional skills and for certain groups of the population
such as the disadvantaged and the handicapped.
(Note: In the final appropriations bill presented by
the Congress, vocational education was increased
about $210 million over the $279 million President
Nixon sought and in January the President vetoed the
bill.]

PREPARE FOR NEW MONEY

Vocational educators are being told to change.
They are ready to change, and yet the money is not
there. If they do receive this new money, one of
their tasks will be to decide how they are going to
spend it in a relatively short time. But they must be
prepared because there will be an accounting due
for the money and if vocational education wants to
keep Congress' confidence, it must be ready to move
into new occupational fields and to serve all segments
of the population.

I hope that from this conference, where you have
considered the use of auxiliary personnel, you will
start to think about how you can use some of this
money from vocational education. I know that you are
not all tea:hers in vocational education, or even in
programs presently funded by vocational education,
but under the new Act the categories of funding have
been broadened to include many private and pub-
lic institutions which were not eligible before. You
are being challenged by Congress. I hope that this
conference will help you to think about ways in
which you can meet this challenge during the next
school year and hopefully during the next decade.
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SHELDON S. STEINBERG

STRESSES, STRAINS,
AND JOYS

OF UTILIZING AUXILIARY PERSONNEL

As the participants at the All EA Workshop on Utilization iind Training
of Auxiliary Personnel in Home Economics realized, the experience of
using Luminary personnel involves many types of stress and strain. But
it also brings individual joys and social benefits that need recognition in
any exploratioo about auxiliary personnel. In his speech at the Workshop,
Dr. Steinberg discussed common areas of stress, strain, iind joy that he
has al nerved in many programs across the nation.

/T MIGHT HELP set the stage for the remarks
that follow if I tell you a little about University
Research Corporation and the kinds of things

that we are invoked in doing. We have collective
experience working with human service aidesmix-
Mary personnelin inure than 500 cities and rural
communities in all 50 states. We have worked for
the Department of Labor as a prime contractor in
implementing the 1.966 Amendment to the Eco-
nomic Opportunities Act which is referred to as the
New Careers Amendment." We now arc involved

with the Office of Economic Opportunity its over
300 Community Action Program agencies to assist
in career development programs for all their staffs.

These programs bring us into daily and direct
contact with every aspect of federal, state, and
ii mull programs focusing on the utilization of aux-
iliary personnelfrom design of programs to eval-
naiion of results; from negotiations for job and
career development to functional occupational
analysis; from design of training programs to cur-
riculum for time skill theory and on-the-job training
practicurn; from training and orientation of profes-
sionals who will Is supervising the preprofessional
to negotiations with civil service merit systems on
jell restructuring horizontally, vertically, and diag-
onally. All of this has provided us with innumer-
able stresses and strains but, and what snakes it all
worthwhile, with enough joys to more than com-
pensate for stresses, strains, frustrations, anger,
teeth-gnashing, disbelief, horror, and other daily
experiences. It is worthwhile for another overriding

reason. We believe that the New Careers approach
represents a major solution to human service needs.
We believe that enough positive examples of this
national demons4ation program now exist to affirm
our belief.

In trying to think through how I could best con-
tribute to your discussions, there seemed two areas
that per;iaps would be most useful. First of all, I
will identify kmne common areas of stress and strain
in utilizing auxiliary personnel. Secondly, I would
like briefly to point out some of the kinds of things
that happen and that reiwesent positive changes
in delivery systems.

COMMON AREAS OF STRESS AND STRAIN

Acceptance of Nes+ Careers concept. The first
area of stress and strain in utilizing auxiliary per-

Dr. St( inbrri; is cam-dive vier-president with
overall responsibility for program supervision of
the untrcrsity Research Co.poration in Washing-
ton, D.C. Ile directs a mnIticomponent manpower
contract with the 11,5 Department of Labor in
New Careers, Employ.urnt Service, and Work In-
centive programs. This work, In about 100 cities, is
focused on developing career opportunity systems
and Oared ednrati,nal and training programs in a
whit caddy of human service agencies at the
federal, state, county, and local leech.
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sonnet is the acceptance of the idea. This has a lot
to do with who is in the agency when the idea is
first expressed that people who have less credentials
than the professional are going to be doing the same
kind of work, or some of the same kind of work,
that the professional has been doing. This is an
enormous problem.

There also is the related problem of anxiety on
the part of professionals about auxiliary personnel
in relation to their own job roles, salaries, and
status in the agency. This is expressed in various
ways. For example, I recall a comment made by a
professional in a health agency who said to me,
"In other words. are you saying that six operating
room aides are going to replace' one surgeon?" It is
absurd, but this kind of attitude is quite prevalent.

We also have a very interesting spectrum of
attitudes as far as preprofessionats are concerned.
I tend to describe the spectrum as having two poles.
At the one pole we have the "Messiah" complex.
The Messiah complex is the thought that all you
have to do in order to make everything okay is to
bring preprofessionals into the agency. You do not
have to do anything elsethere is some kind of
magical quality alanit nAng aides that automatically
will solve all the service delivery problems.

At the other end is the "send-them-out-for-coffee"
syndrome. This appears when the agency agrees to
accept aides and then when the aides finally show
up, somebody who has the responsibility does not
know what to do with them. What happens is that
they send them out for coffee or they put them in
a corner someplace and say, "Just stay, over here,
and here are a couple of things for yon to read. I
will get hack to von later today and we will get you
going on something." Of course, there is a middle
ground there someplace.

Another issue has to do with the attitude that if
you are going to focus your efforts on the recruit-
ment and selection of Nor people, this in effect is
another way of pros iding turkey baskets for the
poor. It is the charity attitude of, "Let's help these
poor folk. Let's bring them in and give them jobs
and pay them. But Id:: not expect too much of
them because after all they are disadvantaged, they
are hard-,ore, and they really need ther,.;,." This
ean lx a very pernicious kind of an attitude and
literally can destroy, any real Pimlico] that people
have in an agency that has clearly defined job roles
and that foct.,7,es not on therapy, but .m training for
specific jobs. In training sit nations where persons can-
not make it because of emotional problems, they
sin add be taken oat of the training program and pat
into csintact with urAlical services that eau help them

overcome .hat problem so that they can return to
training. They should not be kept in and provided
therapy.

In addition, we have some agencies that are ab-
solutely resistant to change of any kind. This gen-
erally is true of agencies that have been in existence
for a long time, that have become highly bureau-
cratic and highly structured, and where people arc
kind of "antsy" about anything that in any way,
size, shape, or form may represent a threat to the
small little cubbyhole that has been carved out for
them or that they have helped carve out in the
agency, A person in this kind of a situation does
not want change because change is uncomfortable.
Actually, most people do not want change. A lot of
people will accept change because they recognize
that it has some value if it is in a positive direction.
But we do find some agencies that are rigid and ab-
ArIntely refuse to change.

There is another issue and another problem which
we go not have an answer to yet. It is that some
agencies feel that there is not enough proof that
the utilization of preprofcssionals will in fact im-
prove service. We have some beginning informa-
tion on this and a little later I will report the. only,
in any judgment, valid and reliable study that has
demonstrated success in one small isolated area.

Recruitment and selection. The second gew7a1
area that I shouk: like to discuss is the whole pi ob-
Ion of recruitment and selection. Here again we
have some issues ti at relate to attitudes on the part
of agencies who are planning to use preprofes-
.sionals. What is dic focus of recruitment and selec-
tion? The programs that I ion most closely asso-
ciated with, and have beau for the last three years,
in the original programs at Howard University and
Lincoln Hospital, are very clear 'n terms of their
focus for recruitment and selection. The original
programs out of which arose the New Careers
legislation that was enacted by Congress in 1966
focused on low-income people, on what often is
referred to as the "hard-core." Nobody is quite
sure what this term means, but generally it is the
unemployed, underemployed, undereducated, low -
income population existing below the poverty levels
that base beeu establidmd by the federal govern-
ment. Decisions have to be made. What popnla-
tion arc' you going to recruit your people from?

For the most dart, preprofessional programs in
different parts of the country have done what is
referred to as "creaming." They have taken the
cream right off the top of the populationpeople
that have had high school diplomas, some even have
had college, I ion not Saying that that is wrong.
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Yet if that is the only population that people are
talking about, the agency ought to take a close look
at itself in terms of the needs in this country, and
perhaps establish some policy of getting a better
cross-section of recruitment and selection from
the very population that desperately needs to in-
crease its income level and to have some point:-
ipation in the opportunity system that our coun-
try is supposed to represent. You can go in the
other direction as far as recruiting oily the 'hard-
core." And this also involves a number of problems.

Related to this problem is the use of traditional
sources and methods of recruitment. For example,
agencies use announcements in newspapers which
poor people generally do not read, announcements
on radio stations that poor people generally do not
listen to, contacts with the traditional agencies in
the community that are supposed to be in touch
with the poor but seldom are. These recruitment
procedures are used instead of using other chan-
nels and working directly, for example, with the
outreach workers in Community Action Program
agencies or in welfare ageneiesbut that part of
the welfare agency that has nothing to do with
public assistance.

Another problem in recruitment and selection is
the setting of unrealistic qualifications. For exam-
ple, the Department of Labor program with some
17,000 enrollees working in hundreds of agencies
across the country has demonstrated something. A
lot of people know that you cannot measure the
most important thing that needs to be measured
when you are considering somebody for an entry-
level j.-As as a preprofessio la], and that is potential.
There L no known measure of potential. You can-
not measure potential, particularly of the popula-
tion groups that I have been describing. We now
have ample evidence that if you take for granted
that the people who are unemployed, underem-
ployed, and undereducated big certain problems
and deficiencies to the program, and struchire the
training program so that it is able to handle those
problems, people are successful. This is what you
might describe as an advocacy modelhaving faith
in people.

Another problem has to do with the whole issue
of the establishment of salaries. In many places it
is impossible to recruit men for Federal Manpower
Training programs because the federal minimum
is generally the only salary that is available for peo-
ple, and that is 51.60 an hour for a 40-hour week or
$6-I a week. Male heat's of households refuse to
participate in programs of this type because they
can make out much better by having the family

taken care of by public assistance and getting itin-
erant kinds of jobs that the welfare department
does net know about. I think they are eminently
intelligent. This is a perfect example of potential
being utilized to figure out the best total income as
far as the family is concerned.

Job development. Another area that needs to be
discussed is that of job development. This is an
extremely critical area because as soon as you start
to talk about a relevant and realistic role of the
first person in a career lattice, you cannot avoid
thinking about what everybody else in that system
is and should be doing. For example, if you are
talking about a health department, you have to talk
about what everybody in that health department
is doing. If you are talking about a program such
as the expanded food and nutrition education pro-
gram, you not only should be talking about what
the aides are doing tinder the supervision of the
Extension agent, but also about what that agent is do-
ing. If you are talking career lattices, you also
should be talking about some of the intermediary
steps, roles, and functions of people who have
demonstrated their ability as aides and who have
enormous gaps in terms of experience and formal
education and training between the aide position
'nd the Extension agent position. That is just one
example of one kind of a system.

Supposing that you have done that, you still have
to think very carefully and very specifically about
what you expect the person to dowhat the tasks
are, specifically, sharply defined. Unfortunately, this
does not happen in most aide training programs.
Job descriptions, for example, have been prepared
by other agencies and arc latched onto by a similar
kind of agency. The tasks may not have relevancy
for the agency that is using someone else's tasks.

Recently in San Francisco I met with represent-
atives from 12 hcspitals to help with designing e
training program. The representatives realized the'
were wasting professional time, money, and -pace
by training the same categories of people in groups
of two or three at a time. They decided that maybe
it would be more trAelligent to get together and
pool their efforts and resources and think through
a training model that would enable ':hem to cluster
people in the same job category and the same job
title.

They very quickly identified their problem. An
orderly in hospital A did not do the same things
that an orderly did in hospital B. In hospital C an
orderly did the same things as one in hospital A,
even though they had different job titles and dif-
ferent salaries. So now the hospitals are involved
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in the process of trying to make some sense out
of that confusion. Out If it %Off conk some rational
generic tasks for each job category.

Another critical issue is the lack of clarity of
functions of professionals. any professionals, after
they have come through the formal education and
training and whatever in- service training or field
experience may be required, go into an agency
and almost immediately a degree of atavism sets in.
Certain skills, very highly developed professional
skills, are not utilized any morethey get lost by
the wayside, and a lot of (Auer less sophisticated
kinds of skills become the responsibility of the pro-
fessional. Professionals become comfortable per-
forming at that level as part of the total job task
cluster. Thus, the agency is not making the best
utilization of manpower that it can make, There
are a lot of things that people with less formal
training and education can do under proper su-
pervision. This %could free the professional to do
the kinds :4 things that the professional should do,

Another area in relating to the whole issue of
job development is the very real issue of budget,
particularly in public agencies where budgets are
prepared a year or two in advance, with no provi-
sion for the utilization of preprofessionA. It be-
comes a very difficult problem to try to bring in
preprofessionals using agency money. I repeat,
"using agency money." It is easy to bring in pre-
professionals if you are using money that mines
Through one of the federal programs. It also is very
easy for agencies to say good-bye to the preprofes-
sionals schen the federal money runs out, because
from the outset there has been no thought given
to building them into the delivery system. They
generally are considered to be appendages.

Staff development and training. A fourth area
that I would like briefly to mention is the area of
staff development and training. How do you design
a relevant program? What is a relevant program?
Do you train first and then employ later? Do you

IOURNAL

Mary C. Kennington, moderator at the Workshop sym-
posium and program leader in the Federal Extension
Service. U.S Department of %grim lture, Washington,
D.C., talks with Dr. Sheldon S. Steinberg, executive vice-
presideni for University Research Corporation, Wash-
ington, D.C. In addition to his discussi of "Stress,?s,
Strains. amp Joys of Utilizing Auxiliary Personnel" Dr.
Steinberg also presented a paper on 'A Look at Re.
search."

bring people aboard and then give them in-service
training? Should you give employees released time
for continued career development as part of an
opportunity system? These are some of the very
critical questions that agencies face every day in
the weekagencies that are either contemplating
or are currently utilizing preprofessionals.

Another interesting problem is the acceptance of
currently employed staff that maybe they need to
sharpen some skills and perhaps learn some new
ones. We learned the hard way in the early demon-
stration programs, for exampie, to set up seminars
for the professionals who were supervising the pre-
professionals in the agency so that we could talk
abmt the problems from their perspective and
viewpoint and share with them some of the things
that the preprofossionals were bringing out. That
had a lot to do with the relationship between supe,.-
visors and preprofcssionals.

We also learned that if we xxcre talking about
released time as part of a training model for pre-
professionals, we had better talk about the same
thing as far as the professionals were concerned.
In addition, if we were talking about academic
credit for preprofessionals for the combination of
supervised training and on-the-job experience, we
needed to talk about academic credit for supervi-
sors for the supervisory seminars, Wt t not only
talked about it, but we %cere alde to accomplish it
in a number of places.

I also could mention a very serious ideological
difference that exists in relation to staff develop-
ment and training between existing staff and some
new staff who have come tbrongh a different milieu
as far as being with it," being id va n t , and so
Forth. To some older staff, these new staff sound
like "wild-eyed radical militants." It is a very critical
problem in many agencies. but it (hies not have to
lw. The answer is staff development training and
some policies that agencies establish by fiat, rather
than consensus.
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Another area that has to do with the lack of
response on the part of agencies to staff develop-
inent and training has to do With lack of sophisti-
cated knowledge of funding resources so that
agencies can either get funding for staff develop-
ment and training themselves or can tie into pro
gran' in the community where it is already going
on. For example, the Social Security Amendments
of 1965, the Vocational Education Amendments of
I96r, some of the Slodel Cities Amendments, the
New Careers Amendment, and the Work Incentive
prograto make opportunities available for profes-
sionals ill agencies to continue their staff develop-
ment and training )iiid to increase their professional
skills,

EXAMPLES OF SUCCESS

hut me brief you quickly on some of the kinds
of successes that are real and meaningful, where
some good things are happening in meeting the
needs of people who need service, as well as bring-
ing preprofessionals into in opportunity system.

Hawaii's Resident 1'raining School and Hospital
for the Nlenta lly Retarded at Wairoaao is an exam-
ple where paramedie):1 assistants are worki g in
close contact with patients. The range of their
duties include in-patient care, treatment, and
training. They lead singing groups, check the pulse
and respiration of patients, and work in arras of
physical therapy, sheltered workshop situations, and
so forth. They are all providing desperately needed
services ill thir facility on Oahu ( / ).

Anotlr example is that of health ;tides who are
working in a project in Tennessee. They were
brought aboard and trained as the health depart-
ment's response to specific needs among poor pm-
plc, inyds that they Were 111.13111e to fill before they

aides alxmrd. The aides are involved in
everything from surveying the 'weds of people to
actually going out and directly working with fain-

in what we Might describe as all eSpetlit
They help bring families to the services

that they need, acquaint ()undies with places where
they can get needed services, talk with Head Start
and parents' groups, and perform other community
education functions (2).

In Cleveland, there is a group of some '10 or .511
I I an planning aides who function as paraprofes-
sional assistants to urban planners in groups such as
the NletropoNtan [liaising Authority aid the Regional
Planning Commission. Ibex. have worked out all
arrangement Where they will Ix' certified as urban
planning technologists by the Cityahoga Commu-

nity College which is in the Cleveland area. They
already have workcI cut a career ladder and can
have all of the credits they earn transferred to it
four-year baccalaureate program. Ultimately they
will receive degrees in urban technology (3).

The dropout rate among New Careerists enrolled
its freshmen at Ohio State University is about 75
percent lower than the rate for all freshmen at the
University, according to a news item in The Catm-
ints Dispatch. Normally, University officials expect
roughly 40 percent of all freshmen entering the
University to fail or drop out during their first
(pinto- in school. Of the 42 New Careerists enrolled
in the School of Social Work dining spring quar-
ter, only five (12 percent) failed to complete the
quarter's work. Of the 64 New Careerists enrolled
in the College of Education, seven (10.5 percent)
dropped out. In contrast to regular students, none
of these New Careerists had been able to meet
OSU's entrance requirements when they enrolled
at the University; many were high school dropouts
and the ()then had had wily poor academic records
in high school. Their performance as college stu-
dents indicates not only that academic success in
high school may ill
which In gauge p,,t(
that the New I
opulent may pros t.

,riost valid criterion by
ohoge success, but also

dn ch to career doll-
Iu)tivation that is often

lacking for mans sl in high school (4).
Another SillCUSS 0111 is 'Ai', Mt ll,(COIIVietS who

are working as -11,1, 1,,,,s'..nal" counselors in a
project to help gionp, f sn.p ,eted law violators to
become part of the , ,I lIZ 4,t society. The new
professionals (rep, v V. Ho. Vera Institute of
Justices Court Ell , » 1t 41)ject in New York
City, (The Institoti 1, » u.,p.ritriental agency at-
tempting to reform ' ,, 1 the criminal jus-
tice system.) Ams ic..r. his n Unties, the rep visits
the participants on t' h, II (.1;s on their living
accommodations, n, iF s Boric 5 Jsi k, anti acts as all

counseh,r. eg . r.1 each week the rep
meets his group of 21 , 1- Its at -the lounge--

especial thdesigneda handsomely , ,it ly
for this program led walls, a stereo
system, a library, .1 1 Ihle furnishingsfor
grol confrontati, on 5, In these discus-
sions, the particip., 11 Cog cp ix.rsonal or

lit reps hivve moved aon-the-bib problem-.
step up the cony; 1 , hr position of unit
coordinator. Thew I office 1110tit of the

r.0 handle the prob-time Si) that they
11,1 is (nit ill the fieldItit '

I the 11114 co-or otherwise unavai
ordinator works N5 Ill i Of his own.
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Another potential route to advancement for reps is
through transfer to private corporations that em-
ploy a substantial number of disadvantaged per-
sons. Reps could use their training to act as employ-
ment counselors for these employees. One rep is
already being considered for such a position; and
the project is working to develop similar positions
for others (5).

One study that demonstrates what the utiliza-
tion of preprofessiomils is really about was reported
by the University of I\ linnesota's General College.
1)nring the 1966-67 academic year, 307 teacher
aides were working in the Minneapolis Public
Schools. Of these, 260 were hired with federal
fonds and worked in target area schools while the
remaining 47 were hired with local funds and
worked in schools outside the target area. The use
of local fonds to hire 7 teacher aides was believed
to he an indication that professional staff members
regarded the teacher aide program as successful
and valuable. A research project carried on at the
University in 1967 showed that teacher aides can
he used effectively to help to develop reading readi-
ness in kindergarten children. Children had gair,;:d
more in reading readineFs when aides were present
in the classroom. It was found that children made
slightly greater gains in the group where only one
aide worked in the classroom than in the group
with five aides. It was inferred that when five aides
were present in the classroom, the teacher spent
mow time training and supervising aides and less
time working directly with children than she did
when only 01112 aide was present. lieause teachers
are professionally traiAWL. to work with C164111'0, it
was believed that directing the teacher's efforts else-
where might not result in optimum pupil gain.
Perhaps, if aides had been trained before wining
into the classroom to work with children toward a
specific classroom objective, increasing reading
rowdiness. then aides' classroom activities might
Not have required the degree of teacher planning
and supervision that was necessary during the ex-
periment (6),

Other very brief es: inplvs of positive experiences
include (7):

Three New Catuerkls with the Oakland Itcdevel-
opmeot Agent y topped the list of New Care,rists it
Merritt Junior College in °Aland dnriog the fall-win
ter SCITICSIC1 of 1965, rect.i.iiig goide-p aint avcrages
of 4.00 (straight "A").

Four New Camel h,ts %slaking for tL Eniplointut
Survice received gladepoint average of :3.00 on bet-
kr alt Hewitt Imam (;allege.

first Associate of Ants dego e was awarded to
ill' O.ahl,nd New Caicrist.

Three units of credit are given to New Careers su-
pervisors pursuing credentials in public administration
its a part of the New Careers training for agency su-
pervisors at CalifOriiiii State College at Hayward. The
course will run for 15 weeks.

The following institutions award credit for the New
Careers training programthe credit is transferable to
any curriculum within the respective institution: Uni-
versity of Oiegon; Contra Costa College, San Pablo,
California; Merritt Junior College, Oakland, California;
Allegheny Community College, Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-
vania; Sand Hills College, Southern Pines, North Caro-
lina; Cuyahoga College, Cleveland, Ohio; Miami-Dade,
Miami, Florida.

In Charlotte, North Carolina, the Employment Serv-
ice will be willing to pay 100 percent of the enrollees'
wages at the minimum wage ($1.65 per boor) at entry
level. Examination will be waived for entry level.

State Civil Service has agreed to use oral, job-
related examinations for enrollees. This insures that not
only are the New Careerists assured a job upon the
completioo of training, 'hot the training program itself
helps prepare the enrollee to take the Civil Service test.

New York City the City Civil Service will accept
"socuessfid m111'46°11 of Sulieuer New Careers Train-
ing'. in lieu of a high school diploma or equivalency for
the entry-level job regnitienrit in New York City
agencies.

The National Organizati011 01 New Careerists. with
its home office in \Washington, D.C., nem has cli,:pt is in
the following; cities: Detroit. Michigan; SAII Promisee,
(7Alit0/ CAli101. Las Angel's, Califor-
Ili:11 New York. Ness. itiShitAgb,

Minnesota.
The state medical CNAIlliller ill Iiiclimond, Califor

I ILL granted s to two New Cale,;.ists. Prior to is-
suance of these it leers, it had been the policy (Prat all
individuals :11)1)1011g I 1r. stilte employment well All

PLY'k'Ll Eu(litirunic"h buf"rc thty ""' Iulploye 1.

CONCLUSION

In pivoting the rionp.ifessional ryor kyr to func-
tion %%Allan any NOCial N17% iCt. NyNtl.'111. we see the fol-

lowing arcas critical:
The progoottt. In training nonprofessionals in

newly developing programs, the uncertainty if
policy direction and role for all stall compounds tie
confusion and ambiguity which surromids the non-
professional role tivrin in established and ss ell-

defined programs.
Agency AIrttelttre The degree to which the non-

professional rote is absorbed into the agency staff
pattern has immediate impact on the learning and
performance 1whaviirr of the trainee.

Task Ilufinition. Professional staff are afflicted by
the process of job definition for the trainee and
tend to react dillereoli illy. deptinditig on the de-
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gree to which their own roles are modified and
supported by additional training or education.

Practice methods.The potential contribution of 3.

the nonprofessional depends on the degree to which
agency and staff can accept the implementation of
nontraditional practice methods and techniques.

Training relevance. The degree to which the
training practicum is an integral part of the basic 4.
service and delivery pattern and not based on
make-believe jobs has a real effect on the initiative,
motivation, performance, and job longevity of the
trainee. 5.

Priorities. A viable training program is related to
whether an agency views incoming nonprofessionals
as dispensers of service who require training, or as
trainees preparing to become dispensers of service.
The administrative control of the training pro-
gram then evolves from this decision.

Stag relationships. Both occupational and inter-
personal relationships are seriously affected by
whether professional staff view trainees as trainees
in a learning situation, as clients in a work-therapy
Sitil:qi011, or Hs fully trained staff workers (8).

WHAT LIES AHEAD

Among the many unanswered questions about
nonprofessionals, we would :ike to raise the fol-
lowing for future study and evaluation:
1. What specific and real contributions can the

nonprofessional make to the identification of
client need and improved service and its de-
livery?

2. What new delivery systems can he devised
which take into account maximum use of corn-

munity residents and institutions as a primary
resource?
To what degree should and can social service
agencies accept responsibility not only for react-
ing to client need, but also to taking responsi-
hility for social action leading to the elimina-
tion of that need?
What attitudinal and transitional supports must
the agency provide to help Cue professional ac-
cept the trainee into full staff statAs once the
training period is over?
Does training the nonprofessional, itself, con-
stitute a new service entity requiring its own
epistemology?
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SIDNEY A. FINE

GUIDELINES
FOR DESIGNING
NEW CAREERS

The systems approach put man on the moon. And this is the approach
that Dr, Fine used at the AI1EA Workshop on Utilization and Training of
Auxiliary Personnel in Home Economics as he discussed perspectives in-
rulved in the process of exploring new careers and guidelines for design.
big new jobs. Following this presentation, Workshop participants met in
10 groups to discuss the appliation of these guidelines in the develop-
ment of Less careers in home economics. Serchig its the group discussion
leaders were home economists who had with Dr. Fine in Vashing
ton, D.C. on two separate days prior to the Wurkihop.

BASICALLY, we are here to explore what is in-
volved in training and using auxiliary person.
net We can talk about it from many points of

view.
One perspective that occurs to u. is: Is all of this

thinking, preparation, and discussion necessary? I
would suspect that many of you have afret.tly met
auxiliary workers, and are working with them. Per-
haps you are doing it in a fairly natural way. Maybe
all of this talk end preparation is just making ;on
nervous and upset in one way or another; and when
you meet an auxiliary worker again, you will be self-
conscious and awkward and not know what to do.
I have given this poirt of view some thou, lit, caul I
confess that I do not have an answer.

Another perspective is to consider the problem of
auxiliary workers from your view as home e:onomics
professionals. What does this mean? You are one of
a number of professional organizations and one of a
number of professionssocial work, counseling, and
psychology ere othersthat have attained status in re-
cent years. These groups have attained status largely
through education and now are all educational elite.
By-antbkorge they did not become home economists
and psychologists and social workers by coming up
gradually through the ranks, but by going to school.
This is a relativOy new occupational th

It differs, for example, from the e ngineering pro-
fcssicm. Uliiil abialt 20 years ago, people became

s by working at engineering. I would think

that 23 years ago most engiLvers in the country did
not necessarily have degrees. They became engineers
by working tliea. way up much like apprentices.

NEW IDEAS AND APPROACHES

The quesVoa is Can you revel se the process? Can
people begin vs ,irk in what you feel is r "Frofessit..lar
field without professional qualifications and degrees?
It is very east to express this reversal in a few words,
hut surely it must be a very upsetting idea in some
ways. You have to see your profession and your work
in a new way. As I suggested, this is tnie not only for
home economists but also for others.

If reo,:le are going ti perform finpork.nt aspects
of your work without the training you've had, why

1)r. Fine is e speci,list in job analysis, oeenpation
a; nensifrention, and personnel management at the
W. E, Upjohn Institnie for Employment
.stwrch. prierttrly spons n hored nonprofit res,rg
organization in D.C. and Ketlannt-
zooItehigan. From 1950 to 1959, Dr. Fine di
nri d the derchpnryni of the present orcupation-
al classification system of the [toted States Em-
ployment Settici, Oar!, was the orris fur the
third edition of the Viclimuly rd Oteupational
Titles pub/Wird 15.16
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couldn't you have come up that way too? Having at-
tained professional status, having made an enormous
investment in time and education, and having at-
tained certain salary levels, you suddenly are being
asked to explore your work from a different point of
view.

One must approach such a suggestion with enor-
mous humility. I teach the systems approach to job
design and manpower utilization, and this requires
time and effort and willingness to look at new ideas
and new approaches to things. Recently my boss got
the idei, that things were not going as well as they
should. To make a long story short, IBM experts were
invited in to analyze how %veil all of the paperwork
was king handled, etc. The first the staff heard about
it was when we were called into a meeting and con-
fronted by the IBM specialists with their new equip-
ment that does all kinds of things. They had charts,
and they told us that if xve were not disorganized,
eerta:nly we were not well- organized. They told ns
how much better it would be if we introduced dicta,
ing equipment which permitted typewriters and typ-
ists in remote areas to do this and that efficiently.
Underlying the proposal, however, was the assump
Lion that we widd have to change our writing and
dictating techniques, our relationships with our secre-
taries, and so on, You mild look around the table and
see all of the systems types like me shivering. Now
the shoe was on the other foot: We were being told
that here is a systems approach that we might well
use but wc would have to change die ways in which
we were (ape rating.

Having just. recently been put through this ex-
perience, i approach this whole problem very deli-
catel and with a greet dv.il of humility. It is nut
easy, and exhortationsno matter how brilliantly
phrased and presented--do not alter the situation
dim you have gotten where you are through a tong
traval one kind or another. As normal human

rs. Cynfhhi Chur, left, a harm. economies r from
Lica Read:, 1 lawaii, and 3frs. Ifelen S. Barney, home
croni»nirs consultant for floc aatritioq sr(rion of Ow

Services and Afental 1 fealth Admini.stratiort of
the (r.S. 1)(lkutruunl of Health, Education, and
fart, Washirighni, D.C., are shown here with Dr. Sidnay
.1. Fine, senior staff psychologist for the w, E. Upjohn
nif Thar for Empioywi nt Research in IVashinglon,

Dr. Fine tvccrititi spent a year as a coma?,ant fn Ih. in-
kilo Wm'? Labour ()ffica in ( :runt, Sucii:Albaut, assist -
lug in the ri vision of flee Interrational Standard Classifi-
cation r,f ottuiwtions.. Af Is. Cher ond Mrs. B,11,iry n err
oncinhcrs of the il'orkshop planning ego:wager.

beings, you will nut easily give this up, particuhrly
since very often the challenge involve:, changing
many of your responsibilities and duties.

A MATTER OF DEFENSE
IN THE LABOR MARKET

Another perspective which you have to consider
in your explorations is the view from the labor market.
There is a shortage of workers in your profession.
Therefore you must find ways to develop the man-
power you need. It is not from any feeling of philan-
thropy that you have to respond. It is because you
have been successfulyou have defined the need
for your services and you have created the demand.
You now must do liver. The reason you must deliver
is that if you do not, that need and demand are going
to be met in other ways.

In other words, people will present themselves as
not 100 percent home economists but perhaps will
consider themselves 75 or 50 percent home econo-
mists because they fhlve this or that related training.
They will step into your shoes and into the vacancies
that your si:ccess has cre ted. In this way, a pro-
fession presumably can be undermined.

So, it is a matter of sheer defense, sheer business-
like approach that you must deal with this situation
in the labor market. All of you know what is happen-
ing to the nursing and teaching professions, If there
are not enough college-graduate teachers to meet the
demand, school systems are going to hire whomever
they can get, including high school graduates. That's
the xvay it is.
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PEOPLE WANT "IN'

Another perspective to consider is that of the
people on the onts.de looking in. There are members
of minorities and disadvantaged groupsmillions of
them all over the countrywho want into the main-
stream of American life. We have taught through
our Protestant Ethic that the way to do this is to
get a job, pursue a career, prepare themselves, better
themselves, and achieve independence and self-
sufficiency. In the last decade or two, we have begun
to make it possible for previously excluded groups
to get "in." Monks are being appropriated; there are
over 30, perhaps 40, pieces of federal legislation
which acknowledge the need for bringing disad-
vantaged minorities and others into the labor force.

Each of us has a role to play in helping people
get "in." We cannot give lip service to the Protestant
Ethic on the one hand, and on the other hand say,
"No, you cannot come in; you do not have this prep-
aration or that preparation."

Some of us came in that way, it is true; we pre-
pared mod prepared, and then eventually we got
a job. We cannot do this any longer. This is one
perspective that we must change. We must find ways
of mploying these people and be serious about
bringing them into our professions and industries.
If:wing once given them some kind of entry job, we
must providc them with training and then oppor-
tunities so that they can prepare for advancement
scith,n the system. What makes this change neces-
sary is that these groups do not have the resources
that most of us had. So we have to provide such
resources if we mean business. All the talk about
how my grandfather came over on the Mayflower,
or was it my great-grandfather, and how he worked,
cleared the land, and dug up all the rocks, etc., must
stop. We are too mature, we are too sophisticated to
continue to indulge in these kinds of storks. Any-
way, most of the people we are talking about came
here before we did.

KEEP ORGANIZATIONS IN LINE

Another perspective is your organization. You all
find yourselves in different kinds of organizations
industries, hospitals, food service organizations, Ex-
tension services, and others. arse organizations
have purposes. Sometimes it is a little difficult to find
out what the purpo%es are, but if you look hard
enough and think it through, you find that they
really do have purposes. The thing more tragic than
organitatiens not having purposes is that many of
them give lip servie. to a purpose which is attractive

from a humane standpoint, but which they actually
undermine, mostly by focusing on money. All of us
have a battle with budget-balancers and their
retinues, the accountants. If you do not make an
attempt to find out what the purposes of your or-
ganization are and the extent to which the orgikniza-
tion is organized to carry out those purposes, what
happens quite inevitably is that budget-balancers
and penny-pinchers take over. Their purposes be-
come primary and ascendant, and then there is no
money for new careers, auxiliary personnel, and for
carrying out your objectives. Nhat you find is that
you as professionals arc spending as much as 75 or
80 percent of your time doing what you think is
work that others with less training could or should
be doing.

I am talking about an endemic problem that exists
everywhere, and one you must consider in one way
or another. I suggest to you that each of you in your
job has discretionary responsibilities, and it is part
of your discretionary responsibility, in my opinion,
for you to bold your organization in -line from where
you are in relation to its purposesits ostensible
purposes, its hominy purposes. Otherwise, you can-
not complain when budget cuts eliminate your jobs
or do not make provisions for one thing or another.
It is true sometimes that this ;mans putting your job
on the line, but these are the kinds of risks that must
lx taken in the nitty-gritty of this kind of under-
taking.

JOB DESIGNING DIFFICULT

Still one more perspective. I am on the advisory
board of the Neighlxorhood Youth Corps in Wash-
ington, D.C. It is ti at part of the Corps that is at-
tached to the Health and Welfare Council. This has
been most interesting, because it is an experience in
which I have come in contact with people of health
old welfare agencies who ostensibly have a great
interest in disadvantaged groups and problems of em-
ployment. It is to these organizations that we have
scoot Neighborhood Youth Corps youngsters. As you
know, the purpose of the Corps is to give orienta-
tion in the working world to people who have not bad
such experience so that they can become effective
%corkers. It seeks to stimulate the motivation to work
and function in the mainstream,

When these kids come to these agencies. there is
a whole routine, There is supposed to be definite
work for them to do, definite supervision, definite
training: they are supposed to have a chance to grow
in their little sitnation whatever it is. They are sup-
posed to be made to feel that they are doing rseful
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work. Actually, almost none of these things happen.
The kids come back and report to us that they are

used in menial work, and that they do not under-
stand the tasks or where the tasks will lead. They
are being used to bring coffee to senior workers and
as buffers to meet emergency type situations, such
as waiting on tables in rood service situations.

I Lave found this rather sad feedback on this
whole operation. It has pointed up the importance of
some of the things that I have been talking and
writing about concerning how you go about organiz-
ing jobs.

In regard to this last perspective of job design,
you will not he able to meet your responsibilities nr
ohligations or carry out adequate explorations in this
situation unless you really get down to cases. Let me,
if admonition means anything, say to you that this
ix a very difficult job. It is a painstaking jobthis
business of designing jobs for auxiliary workers if
ytH1 do nut have them at the present time. It is not
only hard work, but also frequently is after-hours
work. It is hard work because of the interaction you
must have with other people in your own trt2,aniza-
tion to create the jot. It is hind work hccause of the
emotional turmoil that you will have to go through
in giving up tasks that you have already fit into your
functioning in one way or another. It is a very, very
difficult job, and vou should not have any illusions
:tout this.

GUIDELINES FOR JOB DESIGN

These are some of the kinds of things that you
have to hear in mina Noh.t, designing new careers
fur auxiliary personnel.

The first thing is that the tasks that you describe
for these people must haive a purpose that will con-
tribute to the overall purpose of the agency and
more specifically to the purpose of the system. This
must he clearly understood by you and by the person
[king those tasks.

Secondly, the organization of tasks must provide
fir a range of response in the individual so that he
can see the opi)rtunity for growth. There is a big
difference between designing a job in which a person
lutist fit ina clot in a slot, to use Peter's phrase
and a job which involves some growth. The tasks
must be organized so that a person can grow in ;1
s',ilattion as well as contribute, Ti e tasks must relate
to the organization in the first instance and to the
individual and his growth in the second.

Thirdly, you must provide training. There is no
Ilse complaining about the caliber Of the people that
you are going to get. The challenge is going to be
for you! to see yourselves in the new roles, ,r in the

organization of new roles, giving training in these
tasks; this means on-the-job training and also pro-
viding for off-the-job trairirg,

A fourth consideration is that you must design
these tasks and these jobs so that the performance
standards arc clearly evident to the person in them
and to you. This is necessary so that you can prop-
erly supervise and control the standards. This is
going to he a real 'toughie," because you do not
have performance standards for many of your
own tacks. This is another reason why this is a diffi-
cult emotional and arduous undertaking. You may
suddenly realize that you are setting performance
standards for auxiliary personnel, but that you are
not even satisfying them yourself. This is a very
shocking experience, believe me.

A fifth consideration in this design is that your
selection criteria for the job; should be immediately
evident. In other words, the qualifications you set
for the tasks must grow out of the tasks. They must
not he arbitrary things like a 'high school educa-
tion." This is nonsense. I say this quite flatly because
you do not really know whether a higb school educa-
tion is required. Anyway, who knows these clays
what a high school educatica is? The important
thing is to fi out what the functional educational
requiremei the specified tasks are in terms of
language a... y, niMilematical ability, or reasoning
ability; make them as realistic as you can; and do
your selection with this in mind. Incidentally, if you
arc unable to do this, then you have not formulated
your tasks adequately and you are not sure what you
w ant the person to do.

ray I add that both of these steps that I have just
mentionedthe ability to set performance stand-
ards for the tasks so that you can supervise, and the
ability to generate realistic training, educational de-
mands, or cmalificationsshould indicate to you that
you are on the right track in fermolating tasks for
these jobs.

HARD WORK AND I IUMILITY

It is very easy to stand here before you d talk
to yon about these perspectives with regain. to the
design of nexv careers. I think the most important
thing I have said is th t this is an extraordinarily
difficult job if it is going to be dont. right.

\Vt. have had some experience with this business
of new careers in the past three or four years, dur-
ing which this idea has developed mommonl.

when I say "new cowers." 1 a,n talking
about auxiliary personnel at varioui les els. Many
people have approached this as a rather simple
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undertaking. They here said, in 1.flea, "lien. we are
up here up on top NN'ith masters' degrees. Great. All
we really liar( to do is set up a job here for bache-
lor's degrees people and then a job here for high
school graduate types." They have designated titles.
"I !ere We are IT here, professional, then we have an
assistant, and then we have an aide." They hart'
gone through their job descriptions to try to assign
tasks for these various levels, and what they have
ended up with usually is a job description which
reads, "Assists. assists, assists, assists." On the bot-
tom it .itys, "Carries messages," or something like
that.

This is one way to do it. But if this is the way to
do it, I do not know why you are here. It is a big
waste of time and money; wherever it has been done
this 1. ay, there has not been the least bit of success.
It h.ts been as phony as it could be and I have a
whole valise full of data to demonstrate to you that
this is so. Why doesn't it work? Because it doesn't
show respect for C5 crything that you already have
put ;auto bringing your organization and yourselves
to where you are, and for the fact that you are
coping with everyday problems, meeting demands,
and are part of an organization in process. Changing
this, bringing other people into this, requires chang-
ing a lot of thingsthe timing, contributions, and
closing-out of a lot of other jwople's tasks. This is
no simple !natter. And it is really to this task that
you are giving your attention.

One other thought. Again I go back to the experi-
ence of the last few years. Many attempts have been
made to introduce new careers, and people have
been hired and told, "You are in an entry job." They
have been called "aides" and they have been given
various experiences and things to do. They work
thew fur two months, four months, or six nuintlis
and nothing happens. No training, no promotions

occur although there might be a slight increment in
salary. Thee some of them say, "Well now, when do
we start on our career?" Then they are told some-
thing to the effect, "Whenever yon are ready, you
know you can leave your job and we will give you a
leave of absenc... You can go to school and you can
do exactly what we did."

Perhaps I am oversimplifying and exaggerating,
but not too much. For example, in New York City
just a few months ago, a large group of nurses aides
who had been on the job for a long period of time
were subsidized to leave their jobs and take training
so that they could become practical nurses. What
training did they get? Exactly the same training that
has been traditional all along. There was no differ-
ence in the situation except that they were Sill- si-
dized to go off the job in order to do this. There was
no real change. They were not evaluated in terms of
the experience they already bad acquired, in terms
of whether this ulet some of the conditions of the
practical nurse situation. Did they have to take that
full six-month course? Not at all; they just took the
same traditional training. There was ve.y little that
was given up by the practical nursesby the nurs-
ing profession. The only thing that was given up was
money on the part of the taxpayer in order to sub -
sidize themwhich I have no objection to. The
point is that the professionals and the profession
itself gave up practically nothing. But already things
are beginning to happen. People are organized in a
couple of different organizations and arc beginning
to protest and strike, and I think quite rightly so.

So, you do ncrt enter into this job easily and lightly.
I do not think that you can master it or take care of
it by some changes in an organizational chart. It is
not that kind of thing at all. It is a very tough, diffi-
cult, and complex undertaking which must be ap-
proached with a great deal of humility.
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SHARED
EXPERIENCES

PROM PROFESSIONALS AND AUXILIARY PERSONNEL

At a symposium at the 'A'orksliop on Utilization and Training of Auxiliary
Personnel in Florae Economics, professionals and auxiliary personnel
shared their experiences of worknug on teams to provide home economies
related services. Excerpts from the symposium are presented here to illus-
trate on-the-job realitiesrespcmsihilities. training, recruitment, qualifica-
tions, mud satisfactions.

In Welfare
Diiilard SC/1MM COMilftenit OH C0111111 unity ,service for

the Public Il'effure Board of North Dakota. The Board
employs Airs. Eliwin'th rd as a homemaker in
Pendailln C0141Ify.

Mr. Schmid Fur this workshop, "'a' will define
"homemaker service" as a program designed to 11(11)
keep families together and individuals living in their
own hums during times of stress.

There are four 1741111 puts of homemaker service.
One is the hoinernaker supervisor, the person who
is respolusible for the overall opration of the home-
maker programrecruitment, training, establishing
priorities, assigning cases, meeting with the bon:-
maker on a regular basis, stall' development, and
other tasks in the overall operation of the program.

The caseworker has the responsibility fur super-
vising the honumouker around the family fonetion-
ing, around the social problems that a family ;night
have. not around the homemaking shills thems1.1ves.
That is more the l esptaisihility of the homemaker
supervisor.

The homemaker, as an employee of the comity
welfare office, meets with her stir ourvisor and the
caseworker on tu. weekly basis. The otter pail of the
homemaker SerViC'e tl'ill11 is the family. A family
must request homemaker service before bounesiodser
service user goes into tt family. It IN the lob of the
caseworker who works N5 itla the family to help them
request the service.

I lonwmaker service can be utilized in 'man, ',sax's.
For example, the mother Indy Ise out of the home for
SUN (Tili scccks lx cause silo is receiving (miens: a' rnedi
(al care Of She hats to xisit relatis 551141 is 111111ft

ill. or perhaps she is recc is ing 1101) with illiotional
prolitvms 01 a slate hospital. Holman uker sen, ice

'night go into homes where there are elderly people
who do not re(puire extensive medical care. Thep
'night have to go to a home for the aged if it seeme
not for a program like holnemake; service.

Other times 11(14111llitier ltriVICI'S have
in homes where the mother, en' both parents:,

are mentally retarded. The homemakers have taught
the 'parents special skills in child care.

Change is often slow ;n-al may be very frustrating.
Rut we have to consider our alternatives. If we do
not try to help a situation change, we von' likely an.
going to be contributing to one of the factors that
may (Teak generations of welfare recipient. .

would like to go through the process of what
takes plac NOWII it family applies for 1 a Ilnelnaker
servic. F'irst, the family' must request homemaker
service. A caseworker makes a contact syd11 that
family, ele.seriluing the program and what the hom-
maker can and cannot do. The aseworker and till
supervisor discuss the family in terms of whether
not it is a priority that a homemaker should go into
the situation. if the illIS%Vt'r is pi iSlitiVe, the super-
\ itillT assigns a 1113111tillaliiitI Ul the it 1.-Xit
worker discusses and describes the land') hunetioo-
illg void saltation to the holot,m;11.(.1., and the cast.-
%soder introdnus flu' homemaker to the family iuml
continues her casework contacts.

liecruilmunt uf the homemaker is quite exciting.
Our main method of recruitment is through 111.55 s
releases. Vule do not have ;In ede...ational requirement
[or nor homemakers. Homemakers are hired because
of their knowledge. experience. and skillnut by
cause of their fu.urnal uteademiu background. Theo,
is not 0 ,0 it111 ler luornemakers.
'I here 15 all intilvic,a uoniliat10.1 ht Iwo people
um(' of )) hom most lone a master's degose in social
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Mrs. Elizabeth Hayward and Donald L. Schmid

work. The initial triOang is a 37-hour ceurse con-
&Lied in the local communities with instructors
from the locality.
Mrs. liaynardIn one of the first homes, I had a
chance to teach the mother new recipes using her
mnunedities. In another home, the mother was in
the hospital for three weeks. I cooked meals for her
m1'111 children. 1 taught the oldest girl, who was 12
years old, how to cook, also using commodity prod-
ucts. The mother was very pleased vi hen site came
back from the hospital. She asked me for more
recipes ond how to use different sorts of commodi-
ties. A week later the daughter called 1110 011 the
phone and prendly told me that she had baked a
cake all by herself for a school party and it turned
out just fine.

When one of my caseworkers asked Ille to start a
sewing class for AFDC: (Aid to Families with De-
pendent Children ) mothias and others, I didn't
think I could hccvntse f was not a professional seam-
stress, limit he asked me to try and referred me to the
Estensioil home agent who bad books, leaflets, pam-
phlets. and posters for me to use.

Fight women came ti the first meeting d IA I had
at my home. I Wati hippy that 1 forgot what to

It \t.1`. a !;00(1 tl fin; that I had posters ;mild other
oat. t his tha, they could read acid take home.

l';i1 551111.111 leatIWd to tiCW on a buttonsome-
thing she had never done before. Another could not
make a kinit at the end of her thread. They did very
well and learned quickly. They made slacks, shirts,

braided and crocheted rugs, hemstitched
;klid enthroidered ik AN CIS. and tops. They mad,.
over old clothes, hemmed skirts, and made Christ-
mas kilts I'm: things that were kit (AVE,

*In Extension
1-:lizrtb( G'rant Esh nsion 11,111e economist

rA tlo +fry of Nr.i.rask, Mrs. Alary ibill is Esh it.
hit home economist in Douglas COrtlIty. Vihrerska,

Mrs. Su raft Andruilr necks Its (1 (iide in
the i N011idl-Cf food and rrrifritinrt (lineation
"sirs. GrantWe represent the cooperallve Isten-
%ion ice's es panded its ,and nutrition education
OTOV,T,IIEI. his is n progr on that is relatively new to
Estiaision in Nebraska.

Mrs. AndradeWe had a training sesdon where
they trained us pretty' well. I called it a drill session,
\Ve still have weekly classes which I think are very
good because we don't teach a homemaker how to
make something if we don't know how to make it
ourselves.

We go into homes of low-ineorne families and help
them with their food and food budgeting. \Ve also
take them to other agencies, such as the food stamp
office, or, if need Ix', we even try to get them on wel-
fare.

We have classes for groups sometimes every other
week, This is where our homemakers that we work
with individually come. We try to gut them to bring
a friend along. We show slides and charts, and we
cook a low-cost meal.

One of the roost important things to me is that you
really have to like people in order to work with
them. If they don't have confidence in you, you
might as well just go home because you are not going
to get anywhere with them.

One of the problems we had to begin with was
that they associated (Is with welfare. Therefore, they
thought we were checking on them. We had to do a
lot of convincing irnd say, "No, we are not here
checking mi you." Then they wanted to know how
ranch our service cost. We had to explain to them
that it didn't cost anything. They couldn't under-
stand st hy they were getting something for nothing,.
Mts. !fall Sarah didn't mention it, but she is bi-
lingual. er Spanish is very helpful. Site is of Mesi-
can heritage and works with finite an assortment of
fanhies that we Ivould not be able to reach other-
wise,

We had zi policy that we should recruit or employ
aides who were well versed in the ways of low-ill-
COIlle families. Upon questioning, we fonnd that
there WaN not OW of those whom We employed who
did not know what actual hunger was. But the key
to what seems to have been a Very prO
grain is that our aides were not just ordinary ;rides
who knew what poverty might be. TO use MiLSIOW'S
theOfy of a hierarchy of needs, the aides are shove
the level of Raving ti, satisfy their basic needs such
as hunger. They all have that missionary spirit that
is very important to reach people, and an attitude
that Sarah mentioned of liking people.

Left ro righlt "If's. Mary //ern, Mrs. Soo-rdo Aldowdr, awl
.11es. ElizahrthGrant
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Another tiling that has helped us considerably is
that after recruiting, screening, and employing the
aides, lie trained them to the best of our ability. The
traimMg inograin was .set up by the Federal Exten-
sion ServiceAfter giving this training, we felt that
we had every reason to haw confidence in the aides.
And they have justified our confidence.

During our initial training program last February,
I asked the aides, "Do you really think that you can
get something done that I couldn't?" One of inir
Indian aides replied, "Yes, Mary, they wouldn't even
let you in the house." When 1 asked, "Why?" she
said. "()Ii, becaose of the way you wear our hair
and the shoes you wear." So if I 11.70111C1 he screened
imt at the initial point of knocking on a person's
door, I think we can realize how valuable 0111 01(10;

are. They are not a substitute for us by any means.
but they are 11(1:0111pliSiling things that we couldn't.

Our program is a three-way program of going only
to the homes of those who have need, triing to help
the families feed themselves more nutritiously, and
helping them prepare food more economically after
they purchase as ('Vol t enically as possible.

*hi School Food Service
Marie Penner is head of the department of institution

Illariagcmnt and director of the school food seiTfce

manager's short course at the (Tniversity of Nebraska.
Mrs. Donna Parker is manager of the cafeteria al East
hliqb S-haul in Lincoln.
Miss Penner Institutions are serving families more
and more and are doing things that we used to think
were family responsibilities. Home economics think-
ing has to expand and fit ir,h1 an institutit to family.

A number of years ago, the University of Ne-
braska was asked by a number of businesses. schools.
nursing homes. and hospitals to help in training per-
sonnel,

Since the University is a land-grant college which
has responsibility to the people of the state, (air de-
partment of food and nutrition decided to offer a
course iar food service supervision without any edu-
cational requirements and without ally college
credit. The course was taught under the University's
department of Food and nutrition, but we worked
closely with the home economies education facility,
Extension specialists, and people in the business
area. Our students were on-the-job penplr Nrlin ware
si it by the different organizations that had re-
quested help. The only requirement vs as that they
5.(10 working fond service supervisors.

In Omaha. the program is entirely under Home
Eciaminics Ile Wll Occupations (1 1E110) funds.

We also will have a course at the high school in
Lincoln that will he sponsored by HERO funds.

have 12 other classes going on in the state that
are primarily fin- nursing home and hospital person-
nel. However, since they are sponsored by federal
and to fluids, any food service worker may go to
these classes. Th:y are still under the c00 -hour re-
quireMent and very closely follow the outline estab-
lished by the American Dietetic Association (ADA ).
The classes are taught by ADA members.

The State Department of Education asked if we
woold set up a curriculum for accreditation of salmi
lunch workers, especially managers. Nl'e worked out
a three-year curriculum with representatives from
the State Departnient of Educationincluding both
home mammies and school hunch personneland
representatives from the health department, local
school systems, and the University departments. This
ciiricillum was started three years ago and this
liter we had e - first graduates. Each year the stu-
dents receive a certificate from the University indi-
cating that they have attended this class. At the end
of three years, the State Department of Education
gives them their ereditittion.
Mrs. ParkerI s.ars 0.ec. out as a winker, became all
elementary manager and assistant high school man-
ager, and since three years ago have been the man-
ager of one of the four high schools in Line.11n.

We serve approximately 1800 students daily. 1 am
directly responsible to our food service director. Slue
has two consultants who go to the schools and help
the managers with their problems and anything else
that might came up. receis0 moms from Ole
food service offit, usually six weeks in advance, that
fulfill the requirements set up by the U.S. Depart-
inent of Agriculture.

As a manager. I .un responsible for training other
W0111111. Nfost of them are housewives who have gone
back to wok after their children are in school. They
are not trained to use institotton equipment and our
large quantity recipes, so it a important that I have
a knowledge Of the ((uipntrrot and me1111S.

In lidLtratioi)
Afartha E. Artist is .sopi rubor of lipmermikiag dura.

thou for the Omaha Public schools in Omaha, Ni brat,.
tater(' Ala's. Off:Nine Mlnis is ern guiolt homemaking in-
Atrut tor and I f 8. Nay Lnr Is CI nntrifirin rind nit:Sntin'r
((h44.0tioM Vide.
Miss ArtistThe Vocational Ethivati1)11) A111111(1-

inculc of 1%S opened op new avenues that made it
possible to develop an innovative program. After
much stall' consideration and discussion with other
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agencies and educational divisions, we decided to
try a new approach. With Mrs. ilarris, we planned a
program to orient and train people to help with nu-
trition education and consumer education in various
neighborhoods, conducting both group meetings and
individual discussions in homes.
Mrs. Harris-1n order to organize the class for nutri-
tion and consumer education aides, we phoned time
women who had volunteered to assist the teachers
with Head Start activities. They all understood the
problems confronting us: (1) to help mothers plan
nutritious meals for their families; (2) to help
mothers evaluate and spend the farnily's food dollar
wisely; (:3) to help mothers learn new techniques in
food preparation; and (4) to help mothers better
understand hose to guide their children in develop-
ing positive attitudes toward meal time and food.

We had 10 women enrolled in the first class. After
attending lass twice a week for several weeks, five
of the ladies decided that they would rather not
a ccc elllpfuyinent in the community its in tuition
and consniner education aides. They all agreed that
they were receiving much information about nutri-
tion and consumer education that they had not been
aware 01, Ina they felt that they were not ready to
meet the public at this time.

LueProbalily you are familiar with this
"Gmdt, to Good Eating." As you notice. each of C,0
four fold groups is desigm.ated by a different color
frame. I go into the homes and we cut strips of paper
to represent the foods Ilse family is eating. We put
the strips in each individual section and notice which
food gramps are neglected. This is how 1 determine
how the family needs to improve its diet. The guide
tells us how many servings of the nnik, meat, fruits
and vegetables. and bread and cereals groups each
family member should have each day.
Mrs. Harris-11'e had a little plan to lower food
hills: (1) read the ads; (2) compare prices; (3)
plan the 111e7111, taking time to plan it around the
meat specials that yon purchase: and (4) shop

had a class teaching AFDC mothers consenter
education. One day after basing Mlle to class for
11117iy weeks, one lady came in leaning. I said, "Mrs.
Jones. what is the matttr with you today?" She said,

1 on %cry. very, Nur). happy because I have

Left era right: Alms. Key Luc, Murtha rind
Ccrofdinr. Ilarris

Ar-

,

been on AFDC it long time, and this is the first time
sine: I have been on AFDC that I am at the end of
the month and I have money left over. In the past I
have had to borrow from my family and friends in
order to feed my family. I have been doing every-
thing that you said, and I have money left over."

In Household Employment
Mrs. Donna Kennedy, a registered nurse, is the teach-

ing coordinator of the Homemaker Service Demonstra-
tion Project being conducted at Kansas State University.
Mrs. Juanita Herman is employed as a household aide by
the Shawnee County Social Welfare Department.
Mrs. KennedyOur project is one of the experi-
mental and demonstration projects under the Na-
tional Committee on Household Employment. It is
one of the seven demonstration projects in a national
pilot program to train household workers and to de-
velop, promote, and elevate the status of household-
related services.

Our project is directed toward the mature woman
the woman 35 years and older. NVe are interested
particularly in the woman 45 to 65 years of age. We
found that this woman has had many experiences
raising her own family; she has many homemaking
skills and an understanding of human relationships.
But she is in need of retraining for some homemak-
ing skills. pane management, and personal care of
others.

During the first year of our project, we trained 59
women from throughout the state of Kansas. We did
this in 10 training sessions. Many of our trainees were
untrained, unemployed, or underemployed. Many
lacked feelings of status, dignity, and self-worth.
During the second year of our training program, we
have as our objective to train a minimum of 48
women, to hold refresher courses for our previous
graduates, and to hold a supervisor's workshop for
homemaker supervisors.

Of the 77 trainees sao lase gone through our
training program thus far. 42 arc working as home-
makers, 13 are employed in related areas if work, 2
are employed in other jobs, and 19 are unemployed.
They are unemployed for various reasons: health:
family situations; and btymmuse Our program is not
limited exclusively to time low-income. we have peo-
pl wild have taken our training who plan to work
io time fm:ture but whose situation now does not make
it necessary for than to work. We have had only
one dropout.

Our training program has three objectives. The
hist is to help each trainer develop the necessary
skills, personal qualities, and understanding that will
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enable her to assume full or partial responsibility for
managing a home, ar d/or assisting an individual or
family in periods of stress or crisis. The second ob-
jective is to help each trainee dexTlop a f...eling that,
as a homemaker, she is an individual of worth and
can feel a sense of pride and dignity in the services
that she is able to render to families. Thirdly, we
.vant to help each trainee become aware of the im-
portant function of homemaker service in our society.

The unique feature of our training program is the
in-resident training Ivhkb affords the opportunity of
group living. We found that group living 13 an excel-
lent learning experience for Our trainees and an ex-
perience that can be related directly to their work
with other people tird families.

A graduate of our training program is trained to
assunle full or partial responsibility for a family in
time of illness ur other crisis or emergency. She may
do housekeeping tasks, but hoc primary function is
to maintain and strengthen family life.

The graduate of our training program can func-
tion most effectively when she is working as a mem-
ber of a team with the supervision of a professional
and the support of an agency. Working as a team
member in an agency. she enjoys the wend kind of
career ladder advantages as other professionals in
the agency.
Mrs. HermanThe duties and responsibilities of a
homemaker are about the Sallie as those of any
mother Or limicmaker. The only difference is that we
feel a little more responsible because see are dealing
with people other than our own families.

The homemaker supervisor works with the social
worker and the welfare board. The client has to make
application for help through the social %corker. It is
then passed upon by the board, The supervisor and
social worker 1)1;111 .1 schedule: the supervisor assigns
us written work. hours to he spout with a certain
family. anti our duties while there. We do have tune
in the office to Iii1V4.` a xisate conference with our
sail/el-sista to discuss vast can be done if there are
problems in the home. We also have the privilege of
calling her ally thin` Olit in the 111/111CS and

need advice.
lik,, this work vcr much bcanse I like people.

Sometimes one can bee011le very depressed 0,et their
[noble' ns. It is bard not to sympa tl die with them. but
,-tai don't want them to know that yon are feeling
sorry for them.

We :ire taught will the things for our clients that
they :ire 1111.11ge to till We learn to he a friend and
helper, riot a imod. We also 0.0 not deli/ ive them of
their self.respcct. All of my clients apdteciate the
things that I do for th tan. I wish I could do more.

In Institution Administration
Betty Jean Yapp is a dietitian in the Lincoln General

Hospital in Lincoln, Nebraska, where Mary McGinipsey
is a food Ntleiee worker. Mrs. Erva Sharp is food service
supervisor at Bryan Memorial Hospital, also in Lincoln.
Miss l'appDietitians have used aides and super-
visors for a long time. We found out long ago that
there were not nearly enough dietitians to go around.
Ifospitals and food service areas that employ dieti-
tians were always short - handed, and this meant that
see had to train people to help do some of the jobs
that were probably done better by them than by the
dietitian.

Most of on: training differs from the types of train-
ing that you heard about earlier in this symposium
in that loost of our training is iil-SerYi(V Or Olathe-j01)
training.

Mar) NICUI1111Sey Will tell you a little about the
jolt that she (lies as a food service worker. Theo Er %a
Sharp will idi you about What she is doh as a food
service supervisor and about the kind of training
that she has had.
Miss McGimpseyThe orderly bring.; down diet
lists by six in the morning. The dietitian has checked
the patients' menus the day before. If it is a special
diet, 1 swill circle it. Then I get the special diets and
the dietitian checks them for inv.

On the holder I put whatever kind of diet it is and
the silverware which is already wrapped from the
night or meal !afore. We also put a saucer and
caaster on the tray and the menu for the u"st day.

When they make changes in menus,,1 get tbem
ready and take the trays to the ft xirs, Then we clean
our stations. wrap silverware, :nal fix the condiment
holders for the next meal.
Miss YsppOn weekends when We bawd Only one
dietitian on duly, Mary also is our assistant who is
reNplInsibic for accking a selected mein fur a Wea-
ned diet, Slit checks it (1111% but hreakfast and the
dietitain checks it for the rest of the day. We Lace
selective moons for all of our patientN SO (hare is .1

choice that She 11.1S 10 Make.
Mrs. Sharp-1 have been it Bryan 1.2 years, 1 stiottql
out in Niletial diets and worked up to v.inking relief
Ion the (hetitians. Now I I he !Open isor for the
aartgeria and the coffer shop. feed about 1.7(1(1 a
day in the cafeteria and 1 don't know how many in
the coffee shop.

I do my own hiring, filing. and food pudding ha
the Indio that is written on a twooveck cycle. In
tither wmtls. I take Care of no owli. If I hale any
thing left Os ar, that's my pnotiNn. I Ihoo to take cart'
of it it camtot be yw astcd. t also 41, on
the weekend bet..itoo thun I and in Charge.
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SOME ASPECTS OF LEADERSHIP

Margaret F. Clark
Consultant

Short-Te.m Training
Division of Training

Rehabilitation Services Administration
Social and Rehabilitation Service

U. S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare

Washington, D. C.

The Monday afternoon and Tuesday morning sessions of the Workshop were
experiments in participative learning, designed to explore and highlight
leadership as a facilitating or helping role. Both sessions focused on
human relationship as the key to understanding problems in communication.

A "demonstration team" provided a bridge between the speaker and the
audience in the afternoon session. They served as "actors" in role plays
and as "reactors" and collectors of audience reactions to the role plays.

The second session relied on direct communication between the floor and
the platform. Although this was of necessity limited, the pattern of
participation which had been established the previous afternoon carried
over.

This article is a rewrite of the tape transcriptions and attempts both to
describe the process and report the key issues which were highlighted.

I. WAYS OF WORKING WITH PEOPLE

This session of the workshop departs somewhat from the issues involved
in the utilization of auxiliary personnel which are tackled directly is
other sessions. It also uses a somewhat different format. However, it
may not be so different after all when we put it all together.

One stated Ojective of the workshop is "to provide direction for confer-
ees in assuming leadership." It is the issue of leadership that we will
be dealing %ith here. Since valid leadership is the exercise of various
functions directed toward helping people, we will focus our attention on
some aspects of the helping process. They are applicable, I believe,
whether the function is helping a student to learn a new skill or helping
a professional to work effectively with an aide.

In every instance the helping goes on between people. The key to the
helping process is the helping relationship. Since relationship is key
to the process, we will attempt a format in which human relationship may
exist and not simply be talked about. "Participation" and "involvement"
are magic words these days. Today we are being invited to participate
together, to be involved in each other's learning as we explore some ways
of working with people. To the extent we succeed in participative learn-
ing, this afternoon will be an "educational happening."

1
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Participation and leadership are not mutually exclusive. Leadership, we
said, is the exercise of a variety of functions. That should be quite
eiident this afternoon for we have a team of volunteers who are parti-
cipants like the rest of us. However they will participate in a special
way, by demonstrating through role playing some facets of a helping
relationship. But, and this is important, they will not be doing your
learning for you. Everyone will be given something to do from which he
may learn. My task is to be stage manager of our learning efforts.
Together we will be involved in a mutual learning enterprise. That is:
participation for the sake of learning about the exercise of leadership,
and leadersiip for the encouragement of participative learning. To the
best of our ability in a group of this size and a room of this shape,
we will try to do what we are learning about.

The core of the helping process, we said, is the helping relationship.
One person is helping another to do something he wishes to do: to learn,
as with a teacher; to improve job skills, as with a supervisor; to come
to terms with himself, as with a school counselor; or to :econstruct
his ego, as with a psychotherapist. In all instances the objective is
that the person "helped" develops his own greater strengths, his own
greater capabilities. Thus defined, the leadership role is a facilitating
one rather than a directive one as in advice-giving. It therefore requires
the establishment cf a climate of trust and the acceptance of a mutual
responsibility.

This is tot a simple matter for human interaction. It is complex. Take

the matter of "communicatior." We often appear to assume that communica-
tion is a matter of words only. We seem to forget or fail to take into
account how ruch of our communication takes place by facial expressions,
gestures, body postures, tone of voice, tempo of speech and the like.
Even the words: themselves carry more than the dictionary definition.
Behind them there are preconceptions and assumptions. When these differ
and are not brought out Into the Lpen, confusion rather than communication
will likely result.

Confusions may arise for instance, because of different reference groups,
sometimes called "hidden committees." These may be family or sectional
differences or identification with one's own particular in-group and its
assumptions about what is important, what is standard or expected behavior.
The important thing to remember here is that it is such referents and not
the dictionary that really determine the way we use certain words.

Confusions may also arise when the real message is conveyed by the tone
and not really by the words at all. We are all familiar with this phe-
nomenon. One person says "I haven't seen you in a long time" and the
message I hear is "I've missed you." Another saying the same thing comes
through to me as condemnation; I feel Chat I am being faulted for not
having been seen.

One of the basic skills involved in this facilitating leadership is the
skill of listening behind the words themselves. For the next little
while we are going to be working on our listening skills. Our demon-
stration team will do a role play for us. Each section of toe audience
will listen for a particular set of subtieties. Section one will listen
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to the words, ideas and issues, but listen beneath the words to see if you
can detect the assumptions, preconceptions or prejudgment of the role player.
Section two will be particularly attentive to tone and tempo, try to pick
out any evidences of confused or crossed communication where a role player
says one thing but his tone conveys a different message. You may also be
able to pick out instances when the tone of voice or the tempo of speech
over-rides the words entirely. The third section will watch for non-verbal
clues, facial expressions, bodily attitude or posture and try to assess
their effect on other role players.

There followed a role-play of a sub-committee of parents, teachers, etc.,
preparing a report and recommendation to the school board on the contro-
versial subject of sex education with role players given various roles
designed to bring out the controversy. Reports were then received from
the three sections. In summary, section one reported that the role play
demonstrated that sex education is a problem, but apparently a different
kind of problem to "the different groups of people represented, from the
parents, from the school, from the community." The second section observed
the assumption was made that the school is really in charge of sex education,

and another assumption was that teachers are (or aren't) prepared to teach
sex education." The section observing non-verbal clues reported: "She had
a look on her face that said, 'I believe this way and you aren't going to
change my mind" and "the teacher, the principal and the pro-parent all
shook their heads (a:firmatively) nearly all the time they were talking.
And the other parent shook her head this way (negatively) quite a bit of
the time." The general conclusion was that the role play had provided
a good illustration of the complexities of human interaction.

Tf review briefly, we began by tying our leadership responsiblities to a
helping process which we asserted occurs in a human relationship based
upon open and accurate communication and mutual responsibility. Then we
looked at a simulation of a familiar situation: What may happen when a
group of concerned people, each of whom has a different way of perceiving
the issues, attempt to reach a mutually satisfactory agreement. As we
reflected on our observations, we were able to identify some major barriers
to accurate and helpful communication. Although we did not discuss it, we
may also have identified individually our strengths and weaknesses in
listening skills.

Now we are going to observe another role play. This one is focused on
giving and receiving help. Our two role players are an "aide" and her
"supervisor." Each half of the audience will observe the role player who
is seated on that side of the stage. Your assignment is to try to identify
with her, empathize with her position as the situation unfolds.

The situation is a simple one. This is an interview between supervisor
and aide occasioned by the fact that the aide has Got been keeping up with
the routine record-keeping tasks of the office.

The role play was allowed to run until the stance assumed by each role
player was clearly enough developed for her feelings to be identifiable.
At that point the players were asked to reverse roles and participants
asked to continue to observe the same person as she played the new role.
In the reporting session, participants described in detail ti,e behavior
and feeling tone of the players in each role. Participants appeared to
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be more "critical" of supervisors' behavior and be more "sympathetic"
with the aides in both role plays. Unfortunately there was no time to
examine this phenomonen in relation to the assignment to "empathize"
with one player regardless of which role she was playing. Nor was there
time to analyze the behavior manifested by the "supervisor" to identify
what was helpful or hindering to the "aide."

In closing the afternoon session, let us note again that the helping
process requires skill in listening, I believe we have again rediscovered
how difficult accurate, empathetic listening can be. I would hope that
this would not be an occasion to berate ourselves that we missed some cues
that others picked up. I would hope that instead we would regard our
listening skills as always inadequate to the task and always in need of
further development and so set ourselves to a stance of continual learning
and refreshing to these skills.

In addition to listening skills, the helping process requires an atmos-
phere of trust. In fact the two are very closely inter-related: where
there is trust, listening is more accurate; wnere there is empathetic
listening, trust forms, In this last role play, we began to see some
effects on the aide which we associated with the climate of the relation-
ship. Although we did not speak of trust as Such, I believe if you think
back on the action you will be able to identify points in which there
was no trust and other points where you could identify some evidence that
trust was beginning to form.

Finally I want to say again what 1 said in the beginning, I do feel
strongly that mutuality is the key to establishing a helping relationship.
Help is a mutual enterprise, a joint problem-solving endeavor, I am sorry
that the nature of our assignment here today precluded our joint identi-
fication of areas of help needed in working with people. Nevertheless, I

hope that mutuality of this enterprise has been evident here this afternoon.

II. WAYS AND MEANS OF COMMUNICATING

Yesterday when we were exploring ways of working with people, we actually
focused considerably on communication as an observable manifestati "n of
the helping relationship. I have found over the years that it is quite
difficult to separate training in human relationship skills and training
in the communication process. Thus, although our two sessions have
different titles, both can be said to deal with aspects leadership,

No session on communication would be complete without the parable of
the blind men and the elephant. Here it is in verse;
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it was six men of lndostan
To learning much inclined
Who went to see the elephant
Thuugh all of them were blind,
That each 13, observation
Might satisfy his mind.

The first approached the elephant
And happening to fall
Against his broad and sturdy side,
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At once began to bawl
"God bless me but the elephant
Is very like a wall."

The second feeling of a tusk, cried
"Ho, what have we here
So very round and smooth and sharp?
To me 'tis very clear
The wonder of an elephant
Is very lfke a spear."

The third approached the animal
And happening to take
The squirming trunk within his hand
Thus boldly up he spake,
"I see," quoth he,
"The elephant is very like a snake."

The fourth reached out an eager hand
And felt about the knee.
"What most this wondrous beast is like
Is very plain" quote he.
"Tis clear enough the elephant
Is very like a tree."

The fifth who chanced to touch the ear,
Said "E'en the blindest man
Can tell what this resembles most,
Deny the fact who can.
This marvel of an elephant
Is very like a fan."

The sixth no sooner had begun
About the brast to grope
Than seizing on the swinging tail
That fell within his scope
"I see," c...ith he, "The elephant
Is very like s rope."

And so these men of Indostan
Disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion
Exceeding stiff and strong.
Though each was partly in the right
They all were in the wrong.

I often envy these blind men. They have an excuse for their "selective

seeing" which I don't have. Yesterday we were considering this screening
process or "selective seeing" or "selective hearing." It is a phenomenon
that we are usually quite awcre of -- in the other person. Let's look at

it again:

The follcwing comments were illustrated by a street scene in which the
clues to personal selectivity were sketched as they were mentioned.
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Here we have a street scene. Suppose I was rushing along in my absent-
minded way and suddenly remembered that I hadn't cashed a check for my
shopping spree: what might jump out at me in this scene is this sign,
BANK.

Or suppose you were rushing along to get your shopping finished and suddenly
remembered you had promised to meet your husband for lunch at noon: you

might suddenly see this CLOCK with hands pointing to 12:15. Oops, late
again!

Now, what about you men? Suppose you were strolling back from lunch. Is

it possible that what you notice might be this MINI-SKIRT?

The scene was the same. The seeing was selective. Each of us 'saw' what
our circumstances predisposed us to see. We were just as selective in our
way as were the blind men.

Let's look now at another aspect of communication. To do this we will
play a little game.

In the first part of this experiment, the speaker described as carefully
as possible a drawing which the audience could not see. Participants tried
to reproduce the drawing from the verbal description. There were no ques-
tions and no repetitions. The audience was then shown the drawing.
Approximately 10-12 persons had drawn it correctly.

The second part of the experiment consisted of a similar task except that
questions were allowed and responded to. A large majority of the group
had reproduced this drawing accurately, but the time required was con-
siderably greater.

In addition in the latter experiment, one great gap in communication
occurred when different reference points were assumed by the speaker and
the questioner. After considerable interchange at the end of the experi-
ment, it finally emerged as : "The problem was that when I was referring
to the top line of the second box, you heard me as referring to the top
line of the first box." Chorus of voices: "That's right!"

So we were working on the differential effects of one and two-way communi-
cation. We saw that the former was more economical of time and the latter
was more accurate. But we discovered something else too -- how angry it
makes us when communication breaks down -- and how we tend to assign blame!
Let me suggest that we also illustrated how further two-way questions and
answers were needed to discover that the 'culprit' was a referent without
a fully described object, and thus to close the gap and reduce the blood
pressure!

Here was shown a sketch which was identified by a participant as the "side
view" of the auditorium in which we were working.

The construction of this audi'orium makes an assumption that communica-
tion in this place shall go from here (Ilatform) to there (seats) -- and
peLllaps that this is the normal arrangement for people learning in a
workshop: someone shall talk and the rest will listen and take notes.
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You remember how we had to use some of our demonstration team yesterday to
collect your responses in order to use a different form of communication
for our learning.

For a contrast, look at the sketch of the front of your conference packet.
That sketch implies another pattern of communication: people seated in a
circle reaching out toward the center and thus toward each other.

Here is a familiar picture (shows an organization chart). This branching
of responsibilities which this illustrates affects communication. Mes-
sages can move in all directions from the top, but tend to become screened
and limited to those messages directly affecting the receivers. Thus,

the further the organization box is from the top post, the smaller the
message. Those of us who work in such organizations also know that the
messages that go back up the line are even more reduced in scope. We

can infer that certain assumptions about appropriate communication have
been made in the organizational structure that this chart represents.

Let's look at another picture. It is intended to highlight some distor-
tion factors that may occur in communication between two persons.

The sketch shown consisted of two beads in profile facing toward each other
with shaded areas within and between the heads representing the distortion
factors discussed.

In summary this says the sender sends a message which the receiver receives
and to which he may respond with a message of his own. For this inter-
change to occur the message must pass through three areas in which distortion
may occur.

First, there may be distortion between the message the sender intends to
convey and that which he actually says. In our experiment of drawing boxes,
I intended to convey the idea: "top line of second box," What I actually
said was "top line." My message was distorted by omission of a portion of
the total idea as I "saw" it in my mind

Secondly, there may be distortion between what was said and what was
received. This can occur because of external or internal factors.

It is possible that I could have said "top line of second box" just as
your neighbor dropped her notebook so that the sound waves "of second
box" were covered by the reverberation of the notebook hitting the floor.

Or, the message might be distorted by an assumption made by the receiver.
We identified some assumptions made by the role players yesterday. To

use today's boxes as an illutration, the receiver might have been still
concentrating on drawing the first box and simply assumed that "top line"
was part of the set of directions for drawing box number one In that

way, the second half of the message could have been lost.

We do not have time to treat each of these filter systems in detail.
Even in this over-simplified form it is evident that much distortion can
easily occur. One is sometimes tempted to give up trying to get a message
through, but let's look at it another way. Remember how important we
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found the process of open questioning and mutual investigation to be in
working out the problem in communication that arose over that "top line."

There we had the great advantage of having all who were involved in the
confusion present for working out a mutually agreeable solution. This is

not always the case. Sometimes all we have is the message, or what we
think is the message, and not the sender. Nevertheless the receiver can
conduct an internal inquiry that can help open up blocked or distorted
communications. I would like to close by giving you some questions that
may help this process.

Your first question is "Who says it?" Here your task is to understand
the speaker in his context, in relation to his "hidden committees," his
role, his relation to the message.

Your second question is "What was said?" Here your task is to look at
the message itself, making an effort to understand it in its own terms
free from any distortions your own internal filter might invite.

Your third question is "What did he mean?" Here your taEk is to go be-
hind the message itself to what it might mean to the speaker. Remember
that the key to meaning lies not in the dictionary but in the speaker.

Your final question is "How did he know?" Here your task is to weigh the
probable validity of the message.

So our final word on communication is a question. The end of our story is
where we began: "When in doubt, ask!"
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NEW CONCEPTS FOR HOUSEHOLD OCCUPATIONS

Uvelia S, A. Bowen
Executive Director of HEART, INC.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

INTRODUCTION

Household employment is the third largest occupation for employed women.
It is also the poorest paid. Yet among the numerous programs being
launched to arrest, and hopefully to eradicate poverty, tnere is no
significant blueprint for action aimed at upgrading this occupation to
an ECONOMIC level of decency and dignity.

What is the nation's responsibility to the thousands of women engaged
in the occupation who have no united voice to speak for their rights.

This is a social and national problem depriving thousands of depressed
people of human dignity and a fair distribution of material comforts,

It is this very depriving of thousands of people that will lead me to
discuss the need for new concepts fox the occupation of household employ-

ment. Very briefly, the concepts - old or new, however we may view
them - which I will discuss today will be as follows;

I. New Concepts for Value Rating of the Occupation
II. New Value Rating of the Citizens Who Are Already

Employed in the Occupation and of Those Whom We are
Seeking to Attract

III, NEW Concept of Total Economic Upgrading for Those
Working in This Occupation

IV. New Concepts in Recruiting, Selection, and Training
for Household Employment

V. Who Shall be the Trainers?

VI. Job De'.elopment, Placement and Follow-up Counseling

Therefore, I would like to begin with the first concept nece.,,sary for
solving the dilemma which America finds itself in tad.y r,garding the
occupation of household employment

To solve this dilemma, we must identify and address ourselves to the
characteristics which must be changed. In artier to achieve respect

for persons engagei in the occupation, attitudes must be changed.
This means developing a major shift in value rating of the occupation
by the total society.

I. NEW CONCEPTS FOR VALUE RATING OF THE OCCUPATION

There is a universal low status attitude towards this occupation, both
conscious and unconscious The occupation is among the poorest paid,
therefore, those who work in it du not earn a fair wage for a fair day's
work. These :itizens are working but are the victims of exploitation.
Household wOrKers are exploited along with hoards of other poorly paid
labcrers and migrant farm workers, without whose dedicated service and
untiring efforts life in our society would be much less comfortable.
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It is evident that society must overhaul its attitudes. It simply requires
that we accept drastic changes in both attitudes and structure, including
our economy.

It appears to me that a major step in this overhauling is to dignify ALL
labor. The signs are more hopeful today that we can expect a change of
attitude towards various occupations in the future.

Let it be, if a man 'fishes to remain a laborer, a porter, a mechanic, a
clerk, or a member of any of the less formalized occupations, we must not
take away his right of choice.

There are millions of people who are more secure in jobs which require
manual labor skills. Let us hasten the day when these citizens will feel
a sense of belonging in society.

There is a need for more importance to be placed upon the housekeeping
vocations, ALL youth need to be taught respect for and given counseling
and guidance in these areas.

This is a touchy subject with the disadvantaged, e.pecially the minority
groups. There is justification, because we are ful), awara that past
experiences with vocational education have been a deliberate attempt to
relegate the minority groups, especially the Negro, to the category of
physical labor.

I can assure you if we are gathered here today with the hope of attracting
young people into this occupation, there must be a New Value Rating by the
total society of this occupation.

II. NEW VALUE RATING OF THE CITIZENS WHO ARE ALREADY EMPLOYED IN THE
OCCUPANC.; AND OF THOSE WHOM WE ARE SEEKING TO ATTRACT

As I have moved about the City of Philadelphia engaging in research for
more than 15 months in the development of my project, many of my friends
and colleagues have been very candid with me--they are skeptical, They
have said, You cannot do anything with these women, they are elusive,
undisciplined, lazy, dirty, and incapable of training and upgrading. They
do not wish any better. They want to live the way they live,"

I believe that the best way to combat an attitude of inferiority, in-
security or laziness is to create a pattern of wanting to be useful. If

we are successful in helping the women engaged in this occupation, who
lack initiative, to cultivate a feeling of self-worth and value to society,
it is safe to believe that we will rcap a harvest far beyond our wildest
dreams towards establishing an attitude of usefulness in their future
generations.

III. NEW CONcEPT OF TOTAL ECONOMIC UPGRADING FOR THOSE WRK1NG IN THIS
OCCUPATION

In order to begin work in solving tnis problem, HEART, INC , held a con-
ference on the Status of Household Employment last January 25. The following
were among recommendations trought forth at the conference.
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The conference recommended that:

1. Household employees be included in;

(a) FEDERAL MINIMUM WA7E LAW
(b) WORKI,INIS COMPENSATION ACT
(c) VARIED GROUP HEALTH INSURANCE

Household employees receive:
(a) A MINIMUM WAGE OF $2 PER HOUR
(b) OVERTIME PAY
(c) SICK PAY
(d) PAID HOLIDAYS
(e) BUSINESS LEAVE

3. The HEART, INC. Plan of a 7 HOUR DAY and MINIMUM WAGE of $15
per day be supported

4. The HEART, INC. Day Care Group Homes Pl.n be supported by the
community

WHO WELL TAKE CARE OF MY CHILD - OR RELATIVE?

This is one of the most serious deterrents to women entering
training and/or working after graduating

The agency has been unable to place some women at their maxi-
mum requested job ;:apacity because of lack of day care services
for their children or relatives

Some women now working three days a week would work five days
if they lad suitable day cote provisions for their dependents

In brit.7, thr objective of this program is to develop
neighborhood-based day care services on a "self-help" basis
with emphasis on parent involvement and home-life situations.

5. SOCIAL SECURITY be puid by employer and employee

b. A program be de,elopeJ by the Internal Revenue Service to
assist Household Employees with the responsibility to pcy
income tax

7. The community begin programs aimed at alleviating transporta-
tion problems encountered by Household Employees

8. Household Employees be covered by UNEM.OYMENT INSURANCE

A TASK FORCE is being formed in Philrdelphis to work towards bringing all
of these Recomm,,ndations into fruition.
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IV. NEW CONCEPTS IN RECRUITING, SELECTION, AND TRAINING FOR HOUSEHOLD
EMPLOYMENT

Recruitment of trainees will continue to be a tough job. To begin with,

we are attempting to reach one of the most disadvantaged groups in our
society. Many women working in the occupation have lost hope.

You see, the economically advantaged assume that most goals can be
achieved. For instance, they feel that a choice of a career, a business
venture, or a desire for higher education can become a reality simply by
one's willingness to accept the responsibility to work towards the
chosen goal. For them, many of their plans are realized. Therefore,

they too often feel that people who fail to operate in this manner
must assume full responsibility for their own lack of achievement.

Women working in this occupation feel that people who exhibit such harsh
and self-righteous attitudes against them because of their failures,
punish them for failing by withholding from them.

Therefore, to them it becomes a foolish man's decision to continue to toil,
make sacrifices, and attempt to reach goals which constantly have eluded
them. They feel that it is only a pipe dream to think of tne future with
the same positive expectancy for achievement as other Americans. Based

on past experiences, they have found it to be senseless, futile, and
disappointintly realistic.

Self-confidence must be restored to household workers. There is a possi-
bility that because of prior experiences many of these women will need
long and tedious personal guidance to help them find their way into
programs which will help upgrade their ability to function in the work-a-
day world.

Recruitment will continue to plague us as the most difficult problem to
solve until there is a shifting of the value rating of the occupation.

Women who represent a training potential can only be reached through
creative person-to-person efforts. We have found that women are extremely
skeptical and disbelieving that as a result of training they will enjoy

social and economic upgrading.

Many womer, are under scorn and ridicule from their families and neighbors.
"Why are you wasting your time training to do housework?"

Examples: 1. There was one young trainee whose mother kept her home
after she discovered that she was training to do house-
work.

2. Another trainee's neighbor called her house at 6:00 a.m.
to ask if she was still going to that school.

These attitudes exist because we have not placed a real value on the worth

of the occupation.
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SELECTION

Selection of persons for training should be handled as orderly and as
carefully as selection of students for any other occupation or profession,
Careful evaluation should he made of the recruit's attitude towards the
occupation, towards herself, the world of work, and of her physical
capability to perform at a satisfactory skill level.

In other words, this occupation is not to become a dumping ground for
persons who have failed at other occupations, nor become a haven for
persons who wish and are capable of working in other occupations but
have not been adequately motivated to try.

Selection for me does not mean "selecting out." It means "selecting in."
I am constantly reminding my staff that HEART was established to work with
the people in our society with whom no one else really wants to be bothered.
We have selected in some of "Society's failures."

TRAINING AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Household employees have been entrusted with the responsibility of managing
thousands of homes, including the caring for and rearing of children,
Household employees have been expected to give competent and efficient
performance without formal training, These responsibilities have required
skills and compassion of a high degree. Employees have resorted to self-
training which has often proven inadequate,

Becaise of the rapidly changing technological trend in household equipment,
cleaning supplies, new fabrics, etc,, which require more specialized care
and treatment, the need for training has become a necessity,

Unfortunately, due to a lack of knowledge about these new appliances and
equipment, household employers are unprepared to train employees. Most

employers do not possess the skills, do not have the time or do not wish
to assume the responsibility for training. Also, because of the low status
of the occupation and the lack of understanding and communication between
employer and employee, most efforts aimed at training are frustrating and
futile,

Therefore, to adequately meet the increasing employment potential and
opportunities in and related to this occupation, the community must assume
responsibility for upgrading by training employees and preparing employers
to serve as effective supervisors.

You will note that the last sentence made reference to preparing employers
to become eftective supervisors,

Yes, employers must be trained.

There is one school of thought whic) says: "The only way to get rid of
the master/servant stigma, as evidenced in household employment, is to
interpose private, professional domestic service firms between household
employer and employee. These firms would train, place and hire the
worker-secure the necessary working conditions, and provide fringe
benefits. The employer would pay the agency for the services of the
employee."
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I often hear persons equate the service with that of the Kelly Girl
Secretaries. It cannot be scaled in this manner. In spite of the role
of the intermediary agency, the permanently employed household employee
performs at a level quite sensitive to her employer.

Handling her personal belongings, caring in a most personalized manner-
foe her children--oftentimes because she is on the scene "unwantingly"
by both parties, is drawn into family problems and vice versa.

The new concept of the employer's role is that the employee comes to the
job trained in specific skills; the employer has a need for these parti-
cular skills in her home. It is to become a two-way horizontal, business-
like relationship.

In this type situation, mutual responsibilities are essential. The
employer has the responsibility of providing acceptable working condi-
tions--wages, hours, fringe benefits, work schedule, etc. The employee
must give an acceptable work performance - -in skills and attitude.

No longer s:Iould leftover clothes or leftover food be handed to the
employee in lieu of part-salary. The employee deserves the same right
as other workers to earn a reasonable salary so she may purchase her own
clothes and food.

Even when receiving an upgraded salary, how many 'Ames has an employee
been given a used item by her employer? Oftentimes the employee does not
want the item but does not dare risk offending her employer by refusing it.

The employer must look upon the household employee as a professional
worker. She is not to become a member of the family.

There should be sensitivity and respectful evaluation of conversation
content. In other words, if the employee is not to be asked for her
opinions on the Vietnamese War, the amount of money being spent on missiles,
the rise of promiscuity and drug addiction in Ivy League college campuses
and in the suburbs, then she shculd not be imposed upon to give her feelings
on illegitimacy in the slums, welfare chislers, or her coveted opinions of
Rap Brown.

There is a communication problem in this occupation because it was formerly
slave work. Employers have trouble engaging in a horizontal instead of
vertical communication experience with the household employee

Seventy-five percent (75%) of household employers are inadequate in their
ability to assess the skill level of an employee, ,o assign fair and
manageable work loads, and to supervise and evaluate the ivality of the
employee's work.

Seminars have been held at HEART, INC. to train employer-supervisors. We

hope to broaien this component of the project. Might I say that the idea
hap been received exceptionally well by the participants. Briefly, let us
look at the training of the employee.
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When I speak of training, I make reference to training and counseling,
geared at upgrading the ability of the women to function effectively in
our society.

This means a training program comprehensive enough to improve the pro-
fessional, social and personal status of the trainee.

1. A strong health component must be included. An attempt should
be made during training to correct varied remedial health prob-
lems. A sick woman cannot work with regularity and competence.

2. Counseling and social orientation should be of such that it
will equip the graduate to function in our complex society.
She must be equipped with basic knowledge and facts about con-
sumer and business education and given the tools to evaluate
the worthiness of varied community resources.

Oftentimes, it is necessary to help the trainee to re-evaluate
the value of a particular agency, because of a prior negative
experience with the agency. Some training should be given as
to how to pay one's bills, how to act responsibly by paying
Social Security and Income Tax, where to buy, what to buy.

3. Personal development should aim to develop self-awareness,
respect for the occupation, self-esteem, and the ability to
assess her worth as a person to her family, friends, and
society as a whole.

4. Professional development - to develop a discipline and con-
scious use of time and talents. Skill ability must be brought
to a high level.

Therefore, training and counseling must be highly specialized and individu-
alized in order to realize the greatest skill and potential of each employee.
In most cases, training means changing old attitudes. Training of employees
also in many cases involved retraining, changing old habits and obsolete
methods of performing household tasks. These old methods are awkward,
time-consuming, and very often, inefficient in performing tasks relevant
to the rapidly changing technological trends. Many employees will exhibit
hostile attitudes and built-in angers towards the occupation, even though
they will choose to continue in this line of work.

Very often I remind my staff that we are attempting to make a difference
in a tremendous problem. The only way we can make any impact is to pro.
vide society with a skilled professional person whose services are highly
marketable.

This leads me to my fifth concept of

V. WHO SHALL BE TRAINERS?

In other words, what will we do about the age-old problem of assPmbling
competent, sensitive and effective staff.
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Training and retraining of household workers calls for persons with
specific skill and know-how, with special emphasis on the ability to
relate to trainees who need a one-to-une relationship in teaching.

Skills development must be done la a laboratory on a one-to-one or small
group basis.

I have found that a number of staff have tremendous difficulty in relating
to the trainees on an at-ease basis. Too much conscious effort to establish
rapport is put forth. The trainees quickly identify this and repel the
effort. It is not enough to possess academic credentials in any field of
higher learning to qualify to work in such a training program.

Example: A volunteer nurse came to assist in drawing blood in medical
screening and social orientation of recruits. At the end of the
day she came to my office to say, "I cannot work with these
people. I have to talk down to them."

I would like to put in a plea here for America to take a serious look at
how to help mothers who wish to work find ways to return to the world of
work. My most competent and effective staff are women who have young
children between the ages of 2 - 10 years old. in the last six months,
I have been through repeated cases of flu, mumps, measles, and chicken pox.

VI. JOB DEVELOPMENT, PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP COUNSELING

Job development and placement must take on a new look. Nancy Love,
writing about the HEART Project in the Philadelphia Magazine, quoted
me this way:

"People call for information, but the preliminary telephone
screening by the school seems to turn some of them off. It

may be the money, which is higher than the usual rate - $15
for seven hours. In addition, the employer is expected to
pay her share of Social Security; but the HEART graduate is
expected to pay her share too, her own carfare (exclusive
of taxis), furnish her own uniform and bring her own lunch.

Or the potential employer's resistance might be to all the
conditions she is asked to agree to. She suddenly realizes
she is the one being interviewed in the initial contact, that
something is being asked of her beyond what she's used to
giving. She is supposed to give assurance that this is a
permanent job, that there will be no layoff time without pay,
that she will work out arrangements for paying for vactions
and sick leave. She is expected to list in writing what work
is to be done, to mske available a private, comfortable place
for changing clothes, to give a receipt for Social Security
deductions, to turn in evaluation, sheets on the performance
of the employee, to assign no heavy cleaning."

Once we find the employer with whom we can see eye-to-eye-and we do find
them, Post Placement Counseling keeps the triangular wheels of communica-
tion rolling between the agency, employee, and employer.
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When the women graduate, they still need much assistance, and only through
the cooperation of employers can we continue retraining, changing of nega-
tive attitudes, skill, ability and habits. Unfortunately, many employers
expect the Training Center to do in 11 weeks what many colleges, univer-
sities, etc., cannot do in four to six years. Therefore, it is imperative
that the employers cooperate with the Agency and recognize the need for
communication.

Each party must live up to the agreement. Sometimes this takes a lot of
doing. Very often we reminJ our graduates, who become somewhat elusive
until there is a crisis--that we are here to be helpful--"don't forget
the bridge that carried your across."

SUMMARY

Whose Responsibility Is It To Implement These Concepts?

It is an American problem which has been left to fester and grow into
gangrene state for 300 years, Therefore, it is an American responsibility.

In order to cure the problem we must make high quality resources available,
Sedatives will not suffice. Surgery is needed, and only the skilled crafts-
man need apply Anything short of this will mean placing band-aids upon a
cancerous growth. A superficial solution will simply intensify the problem,

Who Will Pick Up the Tab?

The federal, state and local governments must play their role in financing,
To ,ddequately do the job, per capita cost is going to be high, and right
fully so. Yet it will be low compared to the cost of educating a youngster
in a city college--who may then choose to live in Hippieville.

Adult education through already established institutions is, of course,
important. New end creative adult education projects must continue to be
developed--both private and public,

A new thrust to include the housekeeping vocation in our regular school
curriculum should be initiated Private foundations and industry should
be tapped extensively.

Fragmented Efforts Will be of Little Value

Unfortunately, because of the overwhelming degree of deprivati9n and
degradation which has permeated the occupation, our (resent major programs
.1st be of remedial content, Yet these programs must not be developed on
a short-term, fragmented demonstration philosophy, We must alter the basic
cultural environment. You cannot alter one isolated problem and expect that
you have made great progress Therefore, care must be taken to avoid an
abundance of quick, exciting, "Pilot Research" projects.

Piecemeal approaches directed toward alleviation of partial problem will be
ineffectual because they will not begin to meet the long-range requirements.
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Cooperation A Key to Success

We must seek the cooperation of every social agency, every church, every
community instititon. We must garner in every imaginable scrap of insight
and information which they can share with us. We must sift this informa-
tion, delete that which seems to bear no promise of help and immediately
integrate all of the ideas which show promise. !'egardless of how inadequate,
fumbling and unimportant we think that the past attempts of these people
have been, we cannot afford to gamble away the poszibility of losing one
valuable idea.

Actually, if we examine the concepts which I have put forth today, we can
see that very few of the ideas are new or original. All of these, ideas

ha-re been previously suggested by individuals or agencies, But these
agencies have been frustrated for years in their efforts to implement
their ideas because of lack of funds and competent personnel.

It is evident that the National Committee on Household Employment should
move swiftly to really launch a national effort whereby they will assist
each local community in how best to do "its tning" about this problem

I consider it a defiance flung in the face of God that in a country as rich
as ours we have 250,000 women heads of families, making less than $1500 per
year, existing in a sense of degradation and unfulfillment. We leave them
in a sense of shame and without honor and respect for their occupation.

We are now in a War on Poverty. We cannot falter at this task of upgrading
the status of one-fifth of our nation, w.ch includes the household em'
ployee, because for the first time America has been brought to trial by the
World Court of Public Opinion. But foremost--America is on tC,al before a
just God. Today the eyes of the world are focused upon us. Nations are
requesting answers to some very pertinent questions about our rightful
Place as a world leader.

I can assure you that they are not interested in reports on how beautiful
are our national parks, and waterways, how tall our skyscrapers, how we
successfully reached the moon, or how efficient our highways. There is
one question to which all the world awaits a truthful answer. It is

simply this-America, how well do you care for all of your people?
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SOCIETAL NEEDS TO BE SERVED THROUGH AUXILIARY PERSONNEL

Dr. Elmer W. Schwieder
Associate Professor, Department of Family Environment

Iola State University, Ames, Iowa

I have made a switch. Though my training and degree are in sociology, I
am in the department of family environment which is in the College of
Home Economics at Iowa State. I have been there exactly one year and I
am happy to be there.

I feel in some ways like the little boy who gave his canary a bath in his
mother's laundry detergent. Afterward, he went crying to his mother be-
cause his bird was dead. "Dear, you shouldn't have washed your canary in
that strong detergent," his mother said. "The detergent didn't seem to
bother him," sobbed the little boy, "it was the wringer."

All of us at least recognize what the story means; but can you imagine the
response of a group of college students today? In ten more years the
wringer won't mean anything to them,

Another story says something about where we are. It concerns a pastor who
found a little boy in the vestibule after a lengthy morning worhsip service.
Said the pastor, "Son, are you lost?' "No," answered the boy, "I was just
wondering what those things on the wall are." "Those are plaques in
memory of people in our church who have lost their lives in the service."
The little boy said, "Oh, really? Eight-thirty or eleven?"

1 have sat through several of these meetings, and this may be eight-thirty
or eleven. I have no real disagreement with the points I have heard, and
I take my departure from the conference objective which says in part, "the
utilization of which will be predicated upon societal needs." I am in

complete agreement with your purpose. I am in harmony with the analysis
and the objectives, knowing the qualifications of those on the platform
with me Ls well as you. I believe our common purpose will be much better
served if others speak to job opportunities and task identification.
Therefore, I take my departure from the last portion of tie objective,
namely, "societal needs."

This phrase does slme interesting things to me. It calls up the past,
puts pressure on us for the present, and projects us toward the future.
This requires some further discussion and consideration.

It's my conviction that the discipline and the profession of home economics
has had a rather variegated and interesting past. Iii many respects, it

represents a toehold, if you will, in higher education that took certain
dimensions largely because of the reluctance of the male-dominate sphere
of academia to give any credence to the gentle sex except maybe in the
safe and sane arts of dorestic activity This is where you came in the
door. In many areas, the profession has gone beyond this--in fact, in
most areas. Like it or not, to many people the discipline still represents
a field of endeavor that is relegated to "pots and pans" no matter what
the level of sophistication.
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Now I know what this is doing to you; this is making you angry. I will
not dwell on the point any longer except to say that I think there is a
tremendous need for the field and the discipline. We haw. to meet the
challenge, and I say "we," jointly. Somehow we have to move this image,
which is perhaps the beginning point, but which is certainly distorted
at present.

1 am aware that inwatdiv you dislike this idea or projection, and I point
out to you that a sore often gets a little more painful as it gets scratched.
As a man now almost two years old in this discipline, I am getting tired of
the snide remarks of contemporaries as to when I am going to start carrying
a purse, When I say, "Look, I was trained with you; I worked longer with
you than I have in my current endeavors; do you see any great change?"
they usually say "No."

Before we mount a white horse and ride off to do battle for this "image"
let's pause h minute. I think the heritage of the past and the heritage
of the family has strengths that we need to look at as a group. I recognize
that certain other disciplines and professions give some dimension to this
phenomena known as the family, However, it appears to me that home economics,
grounded as it is in th's fundamental social institution, might make its
greatest contribution by pursuing and stressing "where to as well as "how
to." I know you are doing a lot with "how to," and I think in some respects,
you are working in this way in terms of "where to," This dimension changes
our focus and consideration again and it demands that we give significant
new consideration to the basic issues of where we came from and where we
want to go.

I applaud the usually effective, widespread, and innovative programs
launched by home economics in the deprived sector of our economy, I

totally support the endeavors to feed, to clothe, and otherwise sustain
our citizens; but I am also sure that in this respect, we may be looking
at the world and the family in segmented portions. In some ways we are
not willing to broaden our horizons to include as much of the total scene
as we might. I am convinced that there needs to be a pulling together of
our separate efforts beneath an overall umbrella,

Certainly I would urge that the needs of pulling together in this broader
evaluation and that the dimensions of the workaday job be given the possible
impetus of "where to." I recognize that the paraprofessional or the auxiliary
worker needs your know-how, and that you have it to give to him, I am

also convinced that a lock with him at where we are going might be useful.

How does this brief introduction fit into the auxiliary workshop?
would like to mention three ways.

First, there needs to be a bridge built for the goals and objectives
between the professional and the auxiliary workers. I know what you are

saying, You are thinking, "Oh, my workers and my paraprofessionals and
my staff all know where we are going." Are you sure?

I'd like to issue a challenge to you. 6,, home and hide all the funding
proposals that you put out; hide all the paper factory that si.ells out
the objectives of your program- Theo sit down and say to your staff,
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perhaps to youtFelf, certainly to your auxiliary personnel, "Where are we
going ? ?" If you really want to live dangerously, ask them to answer the
question, "Why are we going this way?" If you can see some discrepancies,
maybe this is the spot whLrc we work together and say, "This is where yoo
think we are going, this is where 1 Lliiuk we are going."

We hear a lot these days about the :4enerition gap. I an suggesting that
in our workaday world there is an "objective goal gap" as sell. I have
attended entirely too many meetings, for example, called for a clearly
stated, specific purpose and then had the chairman begin by saying, 'Well,
I guess we all know why we are here." Often we were completely unable to
proceed because all the people assembled didn't, indeed, know why they were
there. I think this is a constant reaffirmation that has to be made and
that effort must be put into it. It 'an't be assumed that wha., we knew
six months, two months, three months, or a year ago is still apropos or
that everybody understands it

I know that most of you have a direct relationship with higher education
and that the students I see keep crying for relevant courses. From tLiE.

perspective, I might also call students auxiliary workers, except that
there is an interesting difference. Upon completion of a reasonably well-
defined program, students have the rights of passage, they graduate, and
they enter into the fold. Then we call them. contemporaries. It crosses
my mind that these rights of passage might be epelled out for other
auxiliary workers, and they, too, might pass.

Returning to the original point, if there needs to be a bridge between
students and those engaged in home economics, how much greater the need
for the bridge between home economists P.nd those we call paraprofessionals
or the workers who usually don't have the clearly defined goal of graduation
to admit them to the inner circle.

This brings me to the second srcietal need. Assuming that we can arrive
et some agreement on purpose or goal, how do we get the job done? That's

why we are here.

Laying asi,e the dietary needs and any social graces that might be rele-
vant, I assume that every human being in this room this morning could
define in fairly clear empirical terms the need for food, If he couldn't
at this point, he certainly wolqd be able to do it if he got hungry enough.
I would like to use this as an analogy, since I have shared several meals
with you

Imagine that at mealtime I strapped a board to every person's aims so he
couldn't bend his elbows. Some would say, "Well, I can't eat." That's true,

you couldn't. Some would sit back and say, "I will stare to death." It

would ultimately dawn on someone, "If I feed you and you feed me, we are in
business." Can you imagine what great joy there would be in trying to feed
another person under these circumstances? What would you have to do? First

of all, you would have to ask questions: "Are you ready now? Bow do you
want the food? Oh, you don't care to have jello salad right after meat?
I see. You are not going to eat your potato today? That's all right."

In this cooperative analogy and in this suggestion it is obvious that we
need to tell people how we feel, and we need to ask whit their feelings
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might be at the moment. The reason I suggest this, and the analogy is far
from perfect, is that in most training sessions, working with other people,
we lay out the whole route from goal one to goal nine and then we turn to
them and say, "Do you have any questions?" The question that we are asking
is riot the one .7e think we are in a lot of cases. We are saying essentially
that this is the way we are going to do it; my way is the right way; do you
have any questions about how to do it my way?

I suggest to you that if you will stop and look at how sae treat people that
we call paraprofessionals and how we treat our colleagues there's an
intriguing difference. Someone calls me on the phone and says,"Elmer, I
have a problem; maybe you can help me." You and I know how good it feels
to progress this way and not be forced to say, "I have to do it thl: way;
can you help me."

I have a true story chat fits in here, one that I hope you will remember.
A farmer friend of mine bought a house that had to be moved four miles
and settled on a new foundation, He managed to get the house onto some
telephone poles he had before talking with the only house mover in the area.

Three thousand dollars was the man's price for moving a house, "Ive
already done part of the work," explained my friend. "Shouldn't I get
a discount off the regular fee?" The house mover stuck to his figure.

Using hiG own tractor, my friend pulled the house to the site and meneu-
vered it over the foundation. Then he called the house mover again, who
came out with two pickup trucks full of house jacks. My friend asked,
"What's your charge now?"

The house move: said, "You have the house, I have the jacks, and the
price is still three thousand dollars."

My friend called on a handyman in the neighborhood who has at best a
fourth or fifth grade education. The man sized up the situation, left,
and returned with several eighty-pound blocks of ice. These were scooted
under the house, and as they melted, the house could be eased into place
perfectly.

The story isn't completely foolproof, of course, this approach is fraught
with danger. I am convinced that 99 percent of the people in our world,
with pro and con feelings about Vietnam and the policy concerning it,
wish to see the horrors of war end; but the path to that end an take very
different routes. However, you will never know what the other man's
suggestion will be unless you are willing to ask.

In listening to paraprofessionals I point out to you that they are col-
leagues, and it is a subtle but sig"ificant point. Recently I talked with
an assistant coach at a large state university. He said, "Schwinder, how
would you like to have a job where your reputation, your ability, your
skill, and everything else depends on what some 19-year-old boy does
in front of 50,000 people on Saturday afternoon?"

11.1 coach has skill and so have you; the coach has knowledge, so do you.
The coach has technology, he has objectives, he has goals; but the point
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is that it is a joint effort. The coach can't win the game. As a matter
of fact, he can't even play in the game, I am arguing at this point that
this is precisely where we are with our contemporary workers, with our
system.

This brings me to the last point: home economics through the auxiliary
workers must take a projection toward the future. I am convinced that
you give absolutely the greatest dimension to the family that any dis-
cipline does. I respond to you by saying that we have bicome segmented,
Wa all do, However, I have heard from you today and from others that I
have talked with, "I have learned so much from the auxiliary workers."
Did you ever tell them so? More importantly, did yca ever sit down and
talk together about what tnis means for tomorrow?

T use another true story with a point that I have never been able to
implement. I tried to get acquainted with some of Coe foreign students
in our c=munity and at our university, and Eck Soon Bai was a lad from
Korea. We learned to appreciate Eck Soon in our family and he went
with us on a number of occasions, including an overnight :amping trip.
He came to our home the nignt before we left and s'.1.o,ged gre.lt interest
in our icebox. We packed it full of food and put ice in, and he kept
asking questions about it.

We pointed out to him that we would be in an area where there was not
a great deal of refrigeration available and, therefore, we had to take
it witli us if we wanted fresh meat. Eck Scon said, "Oh, then you are
takin6 all of that equipment to keep meat fresh?"

We said yes; and Eck Soon laughed and said, "When we go on a trip in my
country, we take a live chick and a little feed. Whir. we are, ready

have fresh meat we kill ':he chicken. It works ve,y well."

I have never screwed up my courage to the point to try it, 1 have been
a little curious about what uould happen in the next carper if at 5:30
in the morning a "cock-a-doodle-do" was heard. 1 am sure I would be net
with a club.

You people get to the meetings; yuu meet people with similar experiences;
you read the date. What about your auxiliary people? Could you bring a
person from another agency, another program, in to talk with your group?
I am sure the problems are common; most of us have had th,. occasion to
learn they are. In fact, students indicatt tha necessity for interchange
when they talk in class and another student responds, "That is the way it
is with me, but 1 thought I as the only one who felt that way."

W-it would happen if you projected enough toward the future to interact
at least with directors of paraprofessionals on your respective programs.
Your auxiliary workers might not feel quite so isolated and you might
even get some new aimensions.

I will close with a couple of thoughts. 1 could have taken tie dimension
of societal problems, the big, broad ones. I think we have to be con-
cerned about some of these; and 1 woul,' Ilk( to point out just one, the
birth control pill and its use. This is the most dangerous thing in the
world to talk about, because everybody ic-rediately goes to tht pre-martial
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use of te pill with sex going rampant. Let's move from that idea for a
moment ac.d discuss the use of the pill with people who are married.

I see a group cf human beings who for the first time on earth have some
arrangement of birth control. Right or wrong, good or bad, whether you
would use it or wooldn't, is irrelevant. Ninety perceLt of the girls I
talk with say "Yes" when I ask, 'Do you expect to use some kind of birth
control device when you are married?"

When I ask about their expectations they say, 'Oh, we have to buy a car
and a house. When I get married, I plan to have my babies four, five,
or six veers apart, and I'm going to earn until that point."

I say to these youngsters, "Okay, that's what eecilnology has brought
you Have you ever stopped to consider what it would mean to you to
lose six thousand dollars a year as income, and then choose the time
Lo have the baby? Are you and your husband planning to have a decrease
in income, or are you just assuming that by some stroke of luck you will
be able to do it?" Th:s shakes them up. They haven't thought of it
tliat -nay. This is the kind of projection that I am talking about.

We are working in the ghetto urban areas and in the inner city; we are
concerned about this. We have known, as home economics people, that this
environment has existed for a long time. You are acquainted, and so am I,
with some of the 2roblems present.

1 have a concept which I call "keeper of the street." Where I grew up,
the storemal lived across the street, down the block, or over the store.
The gas station operator lived within walking distance end often next
do.r. The "keel..vr of the street' was the keeper of the community. This

is not so today. We know people moved to the suburban areas and that the
"keeper of the street" then took his role from eight to five. When he
locRs the doors and chains the window he then disappears. Out of the
woidwork come all of the people who have the community for the other six-
teen hours. It seems to me that those of us who have been looking at home
economics, who have been looking at the family in the future, might well
have said, "Knowing that this trend is taking place, we r..ould have antici-
pated some of the problems that we are seeing." I challenge you, then, to
look toward the future.

I have presented three points and would like to repeat theN,. First, there
has to be a bridge built between the professional and the auxiliary worker
in the area of objectives and goals. We can't just say, "this is what
we are geing to do; we want you to help us." We have to inve?ve them in
planning how lae get there.

Second, assuming that some level of agreement is reached, how do we get on
with the job? 1 respond by saying that this is a sharing relationship.

Finally, assuming that a mesh ensues, home economics professionals and
those with whom we work must be willing te share our knowledge with some
projection toward the future. I think that if we meet these three
points, or at least try to, we are moving toward what I would call "the
utili7ation of societal needs far the discipline of home economics."
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DAILY EVALUATION FORM

FOR USE BY REGIONAL LEADERS DURING WORKSHOP

Date: Session No.: Subject:

Region:

PART I: PROGRAM; DISCUSSION AND WORK GROUPS; REGIONAL MEETINGS.

1. What was good?

2. What was not good?

3. What will you try?

4. What do you feel may not be workable?

5. What do yol! think can be adapt.A or enhanced?

6. In ghat ways can AHEA further assist you in this area?

Part FILMS AND EXHIBITS (state comments briefly)
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FINAL EVALUATION FORM

This Workshop has:

1. Increased my understanding of the philosophy, preparation, and use
of auxiliary personnel.

Much

Comments:

Some Little

2. Helped me explore ways of extending the reach of home economics by
utilizing human resources more efficiently.

Comments:

Much Some Little

3. Helped me to examine existing job responsibilities in the various
professional home economics careers, and to identify those tasks
which can be assumed by and are attractive to auxiliary personnel
iri home economics.

Much

Comments:

Some Little

4. Helped me to explore existing legislation related to auxiliary personnel
and to consider the need for initiating new legislation at local, state,
and national levels.

Comments:

Much Some Tittle
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5. Gave me direction for assuming leadership at state and local levels
in the utilization and training of auxiliary personnel in the various
areas of home economics.

Comments:

Much Some Little

6. What additional ways do you suggest for AREA to assist in utilization
and training of auxiliary personnel?
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FORM FOR EVALUATION OF
FOLLOW-UP ACTION, APRIL 1970

As a result of the Workshop on Auxiliary Personnel:

1. Have any surveys of agencies using paraprofessionals in your state
been made? Yes No

If yes, what

2. Have any studies been made of common cont_erns of training for
auxiliary personnel in your state? Yes No

If yes, ,-at

3. Have you communicated information gained at the workshop to others
through a home economics state, regional, or local meeting?
Yes No

If yes, what

4. Has any analysis of professional jobs been made to determine what
can be done by paraprofessionals? Yes No

If yes, what

5. Has any investigation of legislation been made relative to para-
professionals in your state? Yes No

If yes, what

6. Has your state home economics association appointed a working com-
mittee on auxiliary personnel? Yes No

If yes, for what purpose

7. Have you encouraged home economists in local areas to seek out and
work with agencies that have auxiliary personnel?
Yes No

If yes, what

8. What addiO.cnal ideas from the workshop have you used as an
individual?
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9. Has any additional action been taken by you or the state association?
Yes No
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"SUBPROFESSIONAL"

A Definition*

The title subprofessional is used interchangeably with other titles:
nonprofessional, new careerist, aide, assistant, and many others.
Subprofessional is preferable to nonprofessional because it connotes
a relationship with professional activity rather than the absence of
professional status; new careerist, as a title, has no nacessary con-
nection with professions. Subprofessional is a working title, defined
by the following principal characteristics:

Subprofessional jobs consist of sub-sections of work, heretofore
dune by professionals, for which full professional training is
not necessary, or of new functions that expand the scope of
professional service.

Jobs are designed at the entry level so that persons with less
than the training or the academic credentials that usually
accompany professional status cl.r, in relatively short periods,
become sufficiently skilled to perform the work.

Jobs allow opportunity for individual developmeiic, regardless
of traditional credentials or other arbitrary symbols of status,
and permit advancement to duties of greater challenge and respon-
sibility. Advancement is accompsnied by increments of faroings and
access to promotional avenues which are not dependent exclusively
on full-time formal training financed by the individual.

*Lynton, Edith F., The Subprofessional, From Concepts to Carters
National Committee on Employment of Youth, New York, N. Y., 1967, pg. 2.
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Berenice Mallory, "Auxiliary Workers, Key to
Enlarging our Potential," Journal of Home
Economics, Volume 60, No. 8 (October 1968),
pages 623-628.

Reprind by permission from
JOURNAL OF HOME ECONOMICS
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BERENICE MALLORY

AUXILIARY
WORKERS

KEY TO ENLARGING OUR POTENTIAL

In this prim ;resented at the second general session of the 5 9 ( h annual
meeting of the American Home Economics Association in Minneapolis, Dr.
Mallory outlines some very tangible ways in which home economics can
move forward to train workers in the area of family service,

THE TITLE of this presentation indicates
that my focus is on auxiliary workers as
they relate to service. This topic is certainly

in harmony with the commitment of home econo-
mists. That 'family service" has always beer. the
concern of home economics is emphlsized by
McGrath and Johnson in their report "The Chang-
ing Mission of Home Economics," in which they
project expanding needs for home economics per-
sonnel in teaching. dietetics. Extension, business,
industry, and associationsareas in which about
90,000 persons are employed today. NleGrath and
Johnson also indicated that increased international.
ism, shifts in population, and expanded social :vol-
fare are creating new o2cooations which must he
considered in future planning for home economics
education. Each of us is aware of the shortage of
personnel who can ?arry out present responsibili-
ties. We have great difficulty in foreseeiLr ways to
provide staff for expanded services; therefore, it
seems most -ppropriate and timely for us to seri-
ously consider the use of auxiliary personnel to
enlarge our potential for service.

Other professions hax c moved in this direction.
In nursing we find registered nurses, practical
nurses, and muses aides; in dentistry there arc
dental assistants; in engineering there is a host of
supporting technicians; in medicine there is in-
creasing use of technicians to assume re. pool-,ihili.
ties formerly carried out by physician:,; and in
secondary and elementary schools aisles perform a
variety of tasks previously performed by teachers.

I have used the term "auxiliary werkers" in the
title of this paper. You have no doubt heard such

workers referred to as subprofessionals, paraprofes-
sionals, nonprofessionals, and similar names. Their
jobs may have such titles as aide or assistant.

Whatever their titles, the work that auxiliary
workers do, consists of (1) jobs which were for-
merly clone by professionals but for which full pro-
fessional training is not required or (2) new jobs
that expand professional service. Auxiliary workers
always \void( tinder supervision.

USE OF AUXILIARY WORKERS NOT NEV
TO HOME ECONOMICS

You are all aware that professional home econo-
mists have been using auxiliary workers in a variety
of ways

Food service in institutions and commercial estab-
lishments. Dietitians have long recognized tie
many ways in which auxiliary personnel can assist
in providing quality food service for groups of
persons. Committees of the American Dietetic
Association have defined duties and prepared job
descriptions for food service personnel who work
under the supervision of dietitians. The Association
directs a correspondence course for training super-
visors.

The Association has also prepared, under a con-

rDr. Mallory is scnisr prograir, officer of SCCOrtctilly
and posts -con lacy fragrant in Me Dig ision of
veragon4 and Teil,nieet Education, Ogre of
Vluratiqn, Its. Doortn,rni of 11(410,, Education,
and Welfare, Wactinvon, D.C.
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tract with the U. S. Office of Education. a sua-
gested post-high-school curriculum for institutional
food service supervision. This material is being
well received and is stimulating the establishsuent
of programs to prepare for managerial, supervisory,
and other types of food service oreaipations which
do not require professional-level preparatiqn per-
sonnel.

The view that such workers are needed is sup-
ported by a survey of food service in hospitals by
the American Dietetic Association; this survey re-
vealed 9,000 persons in food supervisory positions
and opportunities for 10,000 more, if trained per-
sons were available. Recently we have seen the
passage of several significant pieces of federal
legislation dealing with expansion of health, educa-
tion, and welfare service. Therefore, we can
assume that there will he r en greater needs for
food service personnel in . spitals, in the increas-
ing number of nursing and retirement homes, in
child :,re aetitutions and centers, in schools
higher education institutions, air! in other age eies
and organizations. There is also a wide variety of
jobs for auxiliary personnel in commercial food
service.

Cooperative Extension Service using home eco-
nomics "inor.tgrair. aides." The Cooperative Exten-
sion Service is experimee'ing with the use of home
economics program aides. Some of these are paid
wuikers and others are volunteers, but they are all
trained and supervised by Extension home econo-
mists. Their responsibility is to establish contact
with the hard-to-reach lowincome families and to
teach them better ways of homemaking. The Eatc
and county Extension workers who are using pro-
gram aides have been provided with materials on
several levels by the Federal Extension Service.
These materials Include a guiee to be used by the
rrofessional home economist responsible for teach-
ing and supervising the aides, a guide fe the pro-
gram aide to use in working with families, and
wallets for homemakers of limited education end
resources. In addition to a period of initfal. training.
provis:on is made for continuation of the training
while the aides work with families.

The emphasis of the functions of the aides is on
teaching ethers rather than on performing services.
Aides uteally begin by working with the individeal
homemaker and her family; as soon as they are
ready, they are moved into group experiences.
Their goat is to help homemakers and their families
help themselves

The careful evaluation which is being made of
the training, supervision, and use of these program
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aides will be most valuable to many of us interested
in using %corkers with similar tys-es of responsibili-
ties.

Auxiliary workers in services 1c families and civil.
dren. Recent education acts end the amendments to
the Social Security Act have eicreased the grants
available for expanded services fur mothers and
children.

Auxiliary workers are being employed as mem-
bers of health teams in projects for maternity and
infant care and in comprehensive health services for
children and youth. These workers have titles such
as home management aides, health aides, or nutri-
tion aides. They work under a home economist or
nutritionist and go into homes ;n a teaching role to
work with mothers. While the number used is not
!wee, experience with the nearly &J workers now
employed has been most satisfactory. They have
been well received by families and by the teams of
professionaLs. They are being recognized and
appreciated for providing needed services !hat pro-
fessionals do not have time to give, and for supple-
menting professionals with services that often can
be more adequately given by persons other than
"professionals.*

Auxiliary personnel with such job titles as child
care, nursery school, or day care aide and nursery
school or day care assistant are working with pro-
fessionals in various public and private programs
for children. That such programs ace expanding
rapidly should not surprise us when we consider
that the number of working mothers is increasing
rapidly; that working mothers need day care serv-
ices and nursery schools for their young children
and after-school programs for school-age children;
and that the early education of young children is
highly important to their later development.

The family life education programs in Ohio are
typical of home economics programs for adults
throughout the country which are supported by
vocational education fimds. They are often con-
ducted in centers in Public Housing projects and
furnish opportunities for low-income families to re-
ceive assistance in various aspects of home and
family living. In Cleveland, residents in each of the
four housing projects where the progiam is oper-
ating have been trained to serve as "connectors'
Ivetween the center and the residents. They get in
touch with fellow residents, inform them about the
center and its opportunities, maintain these con-
tacts, and help families in a variety of ways to help
themselves.

There is a growing demand for homemakers or
homemaker-home health aides who work ',s part of



a team of professional workers; i.e., nurses, social
workers, home economists, and physicians. These
homemakers provide vital services which help main-
tain and preserve family life that is threatened with
disruption by illness, death, ignorance, social mal-
adjustment, or oater problems. In 1963, about 300
public and private agencies employed 4,000 home-
makers. About 11,000 homemakerhome health
aides are employed today; the estimated need for
200,000 such workers is a measure of tho distance
the field must travel in the years ahead.

Schools using aides extensively. Elementary and
secondary schools are making extensive use of auxil-
iary personnel. One estimate is that there are 80,000
paid teacher aides in schools. Predictions -,re that
by 1970 we will have at least 1.2 million ei them.

The aides in schools assume variety r I responsi-
bilities, They help in the office, assist in the library,
do monitoring duty in the lunchroom, work with
indi-idual children under the teacher's direction,
prepare materials for teachers, and operate audio-
visual equipmant. All who have ever taught school
can list the numerous nonteaching functions per-
formed by teachers that can he assumed by non-
professionals.

Auxiliary workers in welfare services. Social work
is another field with severe manpower shortages. In
r963, Wilbur J. Cohenthen Undersecretary and
now Secretary of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion, and Welfarerecognized the scriotsness of
the gap bets cen the need for and the availability of
social work manpower. He set sir a task force in
the Department; one of its responsibilities was to
estimate future manpowe: needs and identify types
of action needed. The task force identified one
major need to be that of defining and classifying
social welfare tasks so that available manpo.ver can
he properly iitiliz.c1 Another need was for research
and demonstrations to define and delineate lilac-
tims of ancillary and technical personnel (auxiliary
workers) who arc currently utilized or who may be
required in the future as new programs of soPial
welfare are established or as existing programs are
expanded.

In 1965 the Bureau of Family Services 'n the De-
partment of Health, Education, and Welfare pre-
pared some guides that state and local public wel-
fare agencies might use in developing staffing
patterns. Auxiliary positions in providing family
cervices were identified two categories: (1) those
that are related to administrative procedures neces-
sary to provide services, s-1.:h as "administrative

aide" -nd "research statistical as.;istant," and (2)
jobs which involve direct service to clients, such as
"h9rernakers," "neighborhood workers," and "home
aides."

Under a contract with the Bureau of Research in
the U. S. Office of Education, four junior colleges
in the Chicago area and the YMCA of metropolitan
Chicago are .conducting a social service aide project.
They have defined subprofessional roles in the
social service field and are planning curriculum for
and training of subprofessionals. The training pro-
grams are to be planned so that persons who com-
plete them will have sufficient academic base to go
on for further training if they wish to do so.

Use of auxiliary workers by home economists in
business. The information I have about t:se use of
auxiliary workers by home economists in business is
limited, Several persons from food companies who
replied to letters I wrote iu preparation for this pre-
sentation were using few auxiliary workers with
home economics training. I would like to quote part
of what one respondent wrote:

. the day may well come in the not too distant future
when it might be wise to investigate the use of auxiliary
orke.s with some home economics training. I thin*-. I

would be hesitant to Ctink in terms of high chtool gradu-
ates with only a year of special training because of their
youth and Inexperience. I am sure, however, that 1 tvould
be interested in r,Ider women who have been practical
homemakers who mielt have had special training in
adult education or in a junior college in good foods
practices.
. . . professional home economists could direct these
won.en and .. . they could be of great assistance to the
profess'onal ks trained home economists become
more scarce and as their salary level increases so that it
is uneconomi,.! to use them for routine 1:reparation, I be-
lieve that this is an area which we must investigate and
eventually adopt .

It seems to rne, too, that the possible use of aux-
iliary wor!sers should be inve:qigated by home econ-
omists in business. This quotation points up the
need for, possibilities of, and problems in their use.

Auxiliary workers are beg g prepared. Since funds
from the Vocational Education Act of 1963 became
available, training programs under vocational edu-
cation for all kinds of occupations recalling less
than the bachelor's degree have expanded greatly,
Home economists in vocational education, while
continuing to promote and develop programs of
ho,ne economics education centered on improving
the quality of family living, ha ,e added another
major purposeto prepare individuals for gainful
employment in occupations requiring home eco-
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nomics knowledge and skills. The occupationally
oriented programs have served pupils in high
school, out-of-school youth, and adults; and an in-
creasing number of one- and two-year post-high-
school training programs are being offered in junior
colleges, caominueijty colleges, technical institutes,
and four-year institutions. The occupations for
which persons are being prepared are in the areas
of food management, production, and service; care
and guidance of children; institutional and home
management; clothing management, production,
and sec. ice; and home furnishings and equipment
services. These training programs aro providing
initial preparation for jobs as well as upgrading for
persons already employed, and enrollments and
completions have grown steadily each year.

THREE CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRESENT
AND FUTURE

Based on this brief review of the present use of
auxiliary personnel, I would like now to consider
three things: (1) reasons why it seems important
for us in home economics to give serious thought
to further use of auxiliary workers, (2) the concept
of "new careers," and (3) some tasks ahead.

Home economists need to give thought to the
potential for use of maim personnel. A prime
reasin for giving attention to selection and use of
auxibary personnel is that they are already being
used and their number is projected to increase,

Some estimates for such workers were included
in th Winter 1987 issue of the Araerican Chad,
whie'i was devoted to a symposium on the new non-
professional. It 7eported that already in the United
State; there were probably about 75,000 such new
nonprofessionals, most of them in jobs created by
antipoverty legislation. About 25,000 were esti-
mated to Le in human service positions created for
`indigenous" nonprofessionals by the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunity, and probably another 25,000
or more part-time aides were employed through
Head Start. Other estimates are that there are
400,000 nurses aides out of 3,000,000 health service
workers and 90,000 psychiatric aides in state and
county mental health hospitals.

A,u'g with the increase in auxiliary workers,
there is a lack of adequate professional rnanp.-.er
for staffing present needs--in schools, in higher in-
stitutions, in Extension, in dietetics and nutrition,
And in business and industry. The McGrath report
predicts growth in all of these fields, as well as the
need for personnel in international service and
social welfare. These situations suggest that use of
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adequately prepared euxiliary workers can serve
some important needs for us in home economics;
to be specific:

They can help extend the service of profes-
sionals.
They can provide jobs for the unemployed and
underemployed.
They can provide needed services not possible
with existing manpower.
They can help us meet the expanding needs
for services.
They can perform some tasks as well as and
sometimes better than the professionals.
Also, there is the possibility of a cost benefit
both from the standpoint of cost of service and
cost of training.

The "new careers" concept. Wherever there is a
discussion of auxiliary workers, you hear such terms
as "new careers" and "career ladder."

Those of you who were fortunate enough to
attend the 1965 American Home Economics Asso-
ciation workshop on Working with Low-Income
Families heard Dr. Frank Riessman discuss the use
of nonprofessionals and other ideas which he and
Arthur Pearl developed in their bock New Careers
for the Poor.

The new careers theory as described by Dr.
Riessman proposes that all human service occupa-
tionshealth, education, welfare, etc.can be
broken down and reorganized to provide more effi-
cient service and allow people with little or no train-
ing to play a productive role in entry service posi-
tions.] hese untrained workers have the opportunity
to leao on the job and to advance, even to the pro-
fessional level.

The theory includes reorganization and redefini-
tion of jobs for both professionals and nonprofes-
sionals, IL breaks the job into component parts and
may suggest new aspects of a job to be performed
by nonprofessionals and professionals. In short, the
theory proposes:

That nonprofessionals with little or no training
can perform a great many tasks now performed
by professionals
That there can be developed a hierarchy of
these jobs, which require different degrees of
training
That training can be acquired on the job itself
and through systematic in-service training and
job-based courses

That this reorganization will free professionals
to perform a higher level of specialized serv-
ices which require advanced training and ex-
perience



As this theory of new careers has been studied
and discussed, many questions concerning it have
been raised. Particular concern is expressed about
securing all training on the job itself. Many believe
that worker satisfaction depends on some orien-
tation to a job, an understanding of personal re-
lations, and skill in getting along with people.

Crucial to the implementation of new careers
programs in schools, health and social welfare
agencies, and other organizations is the develop-
ment of strategies for institutionalizing these pro-
grams. Research is needed to restiucture occupa-
tions so that there are meaningful roles at all levels
of the hierarchy. Methods must be designed for
gaining professional acceptance of auxiliary person-
nel and for overcoming other institutioral con-
straints to their employment, such as accreditation
procedures, licensing requirements, and Civil Serv-
ice job specifications.

The ;Asks ahead. What would it mean to put into
motion this idea of expanding the use of auxiliary
workers?

First, we will have to convince members of the
professionourselves--that the use of auxiliary
workers is desirable. For example, some teachers
welcome aides but others see no need for them. The
idea that a person who is not "fuily qualified" could
take over some of the tasks of a teacher or work as
member of a health team may be rejected by some
professionals. Also. professionals may not want to
give up their simpler tasks and may find it difficult
to see that restructuring their responsibilities may
improve quality and extmt of service. There may
be fears of encroachment cn the professional
domain,

Another List: will be to design models for career
hierarchies in :r.rious professional areas served by
home economics. The increase in the use of auxiliary
workers got its impetus from efforts to put dis-
advantaged people to work. The jobs are often row
tine, made up of tasks professionals want to get rid
of, and provide little or no opportunity for advance-
ment. A sounder approach is what this presentation
is all aboutthe use of auxiliary workers as ngan-
power strategy aimed at expanding services and, in
some cases, creating new jobs, the career concept
also adds another dimensionthat of developing
plans which include possibilities for entry-level jobs
with training and education built in to allow for
progressive advancement in keeping with an indi-
vidual's desires and capabilities.

A first step in determining Icacibility of develop-
ing career levels will be to redefine professional
functions to provide intervening levels between the

professional and the entry worker. This should be
done by various professional groups in home eco-
nomies. They need also to analyze the jobs, prepare
job descript;ons, define the qualifications and train-
ing required, and plan ways to provide for pro-
motional possibilities from entry to professional
level. Another responsibility will be to determine
the opportunities for employment for various levels
of jobs.

For example, a course in high school prepares for
the job of child care or nursery school aide; a two-
year program in a junior college, community col-
lege, technical institute, or four-year institution
prepares assistants for day care centers, nursery
schools, kindergartens, playgrounds, recreation cen-
ters, and hospitals; a four-year degree program is
required for such occupations as nursery school
teacher and director of day care centers; and gradu-
ate work for higher level jobs,

If these programs are to provide for both vertical
and lateral advancement, they will need to be
articulated so that a person starting out as an aide
may advance to a higher level jobfrom the sub-
professional to the professional level.

Another responsibility we shall have to assume is
to plan for and provide programs to prepare aux-
iliary workers and to keep them up to date.

The new. carer IS concept aSSI1 TIV's defining jobs
at various levels. it is further assumed that provi-
sions will be made for the necessary training for the
vrrious jobs. Wither than enrolling students in a
program which contiiares uninterrupted until pro-
fessional credentials ale achieved. VOI LA'S will
move in and out of course wank k and jul, (Aptliene
as they inert rerjoireirionts for various job levels.
Vocational educators slierild play a major rol, in
Providllg programs for thr entry- and ter larician-
level jobs. The training programs will mod to he
cooperatively ptineed in ord( r to provide oppor-
tunities for the training and work experience needed
to advance in a career from entry level ten profes-
sional revel. Also it will he necessary for employers
and staff in institutions to work together in planning
courses and occupational experiences.

In Oregon a project which has the goal of devel-
oping a New Careers" model in education seems to
meet these criteria. It in\ o!v. s the School of Edu-
cation at Oregon State University, the State Depart.

Lt of Education, and two local school districts.
Briefly, it (I`VISIOrlS involving high school students
in the iVaCiling process early in their aeach mic pro-
gram. Upon high 5(.11nol era/Illation. students in-
terested in education will he given the oppoitunity
of functioning as teaching aides for two years rather
than going to the Vnivtisity for the teacher
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tion program. Such students will receive college
credit for the on-the-job experience as well as Ex-
tension courses offered by Oregon State University.

After a two- or three-year experience as a teacher
aide, the stadent will return to the University for
one year of intensive course work in various curricu-
lum areas. He will then return to the school system
for a one-year internship before he is certified to
teach in Oregon. This is a teacher education pro-
gram in which most of the training is in the schools
rather than at the University and in which the
University courses evolve from the job experience.

Still another challenge will he that of working
for higher status for entry-level jobs. Some entry-
level jobs do not enjoy a high rung on the status
ladder. A number of factors influence status. For
example, a job title of "aide," "assistant," or "trainee"
has a different connotation from the title "laborer"
or "helper." Selection procedures which establish
standards of acceptance for training and qualifica-
tions for job entry affect job status. Salaries for some
entry-level jobs are frightfully low and will not
attract or hold workers, Fringe benefits such as
vacation and sick leave, pen-den plans, health in-
surance, and services such as credit unionsare
important. Possibilities for advancement and oppor-
tunities to get the additional education needed to
advance also contribute to job attractivenes.

I truly believe that the use of auxiliary personnel
is a key to enlarging our potential. For these jobs
to be rewarding, the workers must know that they
have the support and respect of those under vhorn
they work and by whom they are supervised. Pro-
fessionals and others who supervise workers some-
times need help in learning to use an auxiliary
worker effectively. It is like learning to use a new
piece of equipment; it's easy to say, "I'd rather do
it myself or "It takes more time that, it is ..,..orth."
But if use of such workers means more service to
families, it will he worth all the effort it takes.

In closing, I want to call your attention to some
other important values of expanding the service of
home economics through use of trained auxiliary
workers. As we prepare these workers through
courses and on-the-job experiences to assist pro-
fessionals in home economics, we shall make it pos-
sible for persons with varying backgrounds and
capacities to got into worth.-vhile jobs. For some
workers, this job will be a step toward a profes-
sional career. For others, it will be tire opportunity
to become productive, contributing members of
society. For all of them, the knowledge, understand-
ing, and skills of home economics which will be part
of their occupational training will help them to be
better family members and parents.
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A PERSONAL CASE REPORT

ProblemE Encountered in the Recruitment and Use of
Auxiliary Personnel in a Comprehensive Health Care Program

I am a nutritionist in a Comprehensive Health Care Program for Children
and Youth, centered in the city's Children's Hospital. ft is a community-
based b '1th service. The area in which the hospital is located is very
deteriorated and has qualified as a Model Cities Area.

I am very much involved In a training program for New Careers. Less

than a month ago I couldn't have told you that I would be doing this.

Let me tell you how I was involved. We have an inter-discilinary staff -
nurses, physicians, speech and hearing specialists, psychologists, and
nutritionists. Each of them has advocated acquiring and traini' aides.

When I started with the health program two years ago we had three social
work aides. Each discipline had formally requested aides. This request
was channeled into a committee which drew up a research and training pro-
posal and submitted it to the funding agencies. That was back in January-
February 1969. For a while nothing seemed to be very promising and
discussion was dropped, but it picked up again rather suddenly in June
1969 in our regular chief of staff meeting. There it was announced that
our proposal had Leen approved. It was also announced that beginning
June 16th the six New Careers employees would start. Also we learned
that each discipline would have to be ready for the first training sessions
on Monday, June 30. This was the first time that all staff had seen the
proposals for New Careers. The career ladders and job descriptions were
proposed for the medical area and the social work area.

Though we were pleased with the prospect of having a training program and
being able to employ aides, we were not pleased with how things seemed to
be set. In the first place, the job descriptions were prepared by the
medical chief of staff and a social wveker without consulting any of the
other disciplines. 3'condly, the tasks in the job descriptions overlapped
with other disciplines' areas of experience. For example, each medical
aide was to take temperatures, measure height and weight, collect specimens
for laboratory analysis, give screenings for hearing and vision, take
history, and counsel parents in well-child care. Many of these tasks were
done by nursing and nutrition, yet neither had been consulted about the new
jobs.

I would like to be very enthusiastic about having the program, but this is
very difficult in view of the fact that I don't know what tasks I'm training
for. I have tried to throw together a training curriculum and use what
materials I have to make the classes appropriate to the learning level of
these New Careers people. Because I was not prepared, these trainees may
not get a fair shake.

Meanwhile, the nonprofessional staff that was already employed by us wonder
why no one asked them whether they wanted to go into a New Careers Program
for training and promotions. They wonder wny we "go out and pick up people
off the street," offer tie same starting salary or a better one than the
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one they started with several years ago, promise promotions, and provide
training that they had Yo purchase on their own.

The nursing aides and licensed practical nurses particularly felt that
the program was unfair, since the new job description in the medical area
contained many of the things that they were doing. They not only felt
that their jobs were going to be taken away, but that this training had
been "given on a silver platter to new people" and this seemed very unfair.
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AN EXPERIMENTAL TRAINING PROGRAM FOR

FOOD SERVICE
PERSONNEL'

MARTHA M. BUNGS, MAR;ORIE M. MckINLEY,

A,;D GERALDINE M. MONTAG

This semi:arch on the effectiveness of in-service training fur fond service
employees, including the relationships of gain in jolt knowledge to length
of experience, education, and Sob responsibility, has relevance for all
home economists concerned with the teaching-learning process as well
as for those involved in the edacation of food service personnel.

Eli. TRAINED food s;..rvice employees
are needed to maintain desirable stand-
ards and to contribute to economically

feasible operation. As technology and automation
replace human energy, large corps of workers are
rooting front the goods-producing industry to the
service-Producing industry. Many of these workers
are entering and cinitinuing to sv,trk in the food
service industry with little or no previous training

(Aperience in food service.
A research project was undertaken by the institu-

tion management department at 'Iowa State Uni-
versity to study bases for socational education for
furl service employees, .Ns a part of this project,
the objectives of the study reported here were to
determine the effects of an in-service training pro-
grain for food service workers and the relationship
of selected factors to the e fectiveness of this train-
ing. The ever-intent was based on a program for
school lunch employees in Iowa which is sponsored
annually by the institution management department
of the Univekity and the school lunch division of
the Iowa State Department of Public Instruction.
The training program consist 1 of 3 short courses
of .5 days' duration oath.

This ,t111.1). oat (111111.141111 pm( of a po,jud
1,. the ()ffi(e of l'.S. I)r.pArtinunt of

Width, Education, and Wulf dr, waevo of I ,ar111 No

5.0129, Contvict 01-:-fi-s-, n2t 11,,011 Etm-

110111il 1.11%.1

I'llOCEDURE

Three groups of school lunch personnel were
selected to participate in the study: a 1-year ex-
perimental group, a 3-year experimental group, and
a control group. The 1-year experimental group at-
tended 3 one-week short courses within a period of
.5 weeks during the summer of 1967; the 3-year ex-
perimental group had attended 2 short courses in
previous years and the third short course during the
training experiment; the control group dirt not at-
tend any short courses. The 1-year experimental and

This article is based or a thesis submitted by Miss
Runge in partial fulfillment of her MS degree at
has', State University. Dr. Mckiniey, professor
and brad of the Iowa State University department
of institution management, was leader for the proi-
cut concerned with studying bases for voca-
tional. education for food service employees, of
which this experiment was a part. Dr. Montag,
associate professor of institution management and
industrial engineering, was supervisor of the total
training ciperiment and served as Mist Bunge's
research adviser. Dr. Roy D. Hickman, assistant
profi ssor of statistics, assisted with the statistical
design and mialycis. The authors also gratefully
iteknoulcdge the contribution of Dr. nester
Chmiderdon, Isofcssor of home economics e hea-
th:iv
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FIGURE I, Design of training experiment showing the
number of participant in the 1 -year experimental,
3-year experimental, and control groups according to
the selection Friieria: length of experience in food
service, level of education, and job responsibility.

control groups were comprised of 43 persons each;
the 3-year group consisted of 35 persons.

Selection of the participants for the study was
based on these criteria: group; length of experience
in food service-7 years and under and 8 years and
over; level of educationgrade 11 or less and grade
12 or more; and job responsibilit --cook and man-
ager. The design of the experiment and the number
of persons in each cell are shown in figure 1.

The objectives for the short courses and the basic
!earnings were identified. Eleven broad subject-
mew r areas to be taught in the short muses were

Evaluation instniments based on the basic !earn-
ings were constructed for each subject-matter area
in cooperation with Knauf (1) and Ninemeier (2).
The test items were of several types: true-false,
inulliple-choice, matching, and essay. The instru-
ments were pretested and revised several times be-
fore being used in the experiment.

The instruments were administered before and
after the short-course training periods. The pretest
battery, administered to the 1-year zxperimental
and control groups, consisted of the 11 subject-
matter tests. A battery was administered to all 3
groups after the training and consisted of the in-
struments in the pretest, as well as an additional
miscellaneous subjectmatter test and aptitude tests.
Administration was standardized as to the physical
environment, procedures followed, and amount of
time.

The aptitude tests were selected from the General
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ltJ.

Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) (3). Five subtests
of the GATB were administered to obtain scores for
intelligence, verbal, clerical perception, numerical,
and spatial aptitudes. The first three tests are con-
sidered to be occupationally significant for the posi-
tions of food service supervisor and head cook in a
school cafeteria. (4)

Both pretest and post-test responses to the subject-
matter instruments were scored at the same time to
obtain greater consistency. Since a total score across
subject areas was needed, it was necessary to weight
the score for each subject-matter area test. The
weighting factors were based on the relative amount
of time allocated to each subject area during the 3
short courses :

SUBJECT-MATTER AREA

Food preparation
Supervision
Menu-rnakirg
Type-A lunch
Record-keeping
Nutrition
Purchasing
Sanitation
School- community' rolatiInS
Work methods
Philosop'ay of scl,00l lunch

VE4uENr us 'fuse:
ti

1',1
I,

19

6.6
4.9
4.4
4.0
01
1:1

Test scores svere transferred onto punch cards for
computer analysis. The statistics of m.?an, standard
deviation, and correlation coefficient were computed
where appropriate to the hypothesis being tested.
Analyses of variance of the multiple-classificatien
type and multiple-Jassifications-with-repeated-meas-
orements type were made where it was necessary
to analyze the total variation e f the data by the
components, length of experience in foe:! ors ice,
level of ed :cation, job responsibility, and associated
interactions.

FINDINi;s
Evaka it , t-aioing program w.e. :!( pen,l-

ent on the ildt,U '.icy of the subject-matter (.5.11uat ton
instrornent criteria wire used: r hie

validity. and r: lity. The tt U, P -A,

to possess usabil he arse thu svae easy I

and understand, easy to administer, and most items
were easy to score objectively. Content valiiIity wis
assumed. since the achievement N as were huill
generalizations taught in the 3 school latch slick
courses.

The test-retest method was used to estimate relia-
bility (.5). This method provided a coefficient of
stability type of consistency, and the el effieklitti
were obtained by correlating pretest and posttest
soles of the control gimp. A co, &lent value of



I

.75 was accepted as a minimum (). Coefficients
for across subject-matter areas and for th_, subject-
matter areas of food preparation, menu-making,
Type-A lunch, nutrition, purchasing, and school-
community relations exceeded the .75 level. Those
for the subject-matter areas of supervision, sanita-
tion, work methods, and philosophy of school lunch
fell below the .75 level. With the exception of the
test for sanitation, the inademmey of the tests was
attributed to an inadequate s,..apling of test items;
the 4 tests were concerned with or estimated 21
percent of the short-course content. Consequently,
acceptable reliability may be expected from one
testing to another for the total test as wc11 as for 7
of the !I subject-limner areas.

To determine whether the 3 groups-1-year, 3-
'car, and controlwere like groups previous to
training in regard to aptitudes, analyses were run
comparing the iiptitinle mean scores of the 1-year
group with those of the 3-year and control groups.
'Ale Mesh, it sealed no significant differences among
the :3 groups with reference to the 5 aptitudes
studied.

j013 KNOWLEDCE BEFORE TRAINING
The T.ainces. knowledge of fact and ability to

know and apply generalizations taught in the school-
Inuch short courser will be referred to as job knowl-
edge. Joh knowledge Wits measured for the 1-year
experiinentol and control gonips prior to training.
The hypothesis tested was: There iv no significant
difference in job knbteledge prior to training be-
tween tile 1-Tp.or experitarntOf and control ;romps.

slillipd' classificatian analysc,; of variance were
performed Oil the pretest scores across subject-
matter areas and for each of the various subject-
limner areas fir the year experimental and con-
trol groups. l'he selection criteria were Croup.

Edlicdiirni and Joh, Significant mail,
(fleck from tho analyses of variance on pretest
scores are summarized in toble I. None of the ill-
term-firms ;Iinnlig the criteri,i attained significance.

main effect of Comp, which resulted from a
comparison of the putt raining job knowliclge of the
1year experimentol And control groups, did not
vary signifisuntly across snlijc 1-natter areas or for
individool subject onotter areas except that a dif-
ference significant at the 5 percent lure' was ob-
taintA for school-comumnity relations. At thy time
of the pretest. the Iyear experimental and control
groups were like glomps tutaceriling job knowledge
for all subjectnotter areas except school-community
relations.

The Experience selection criterion was not signif.

TABLE 1

Summary of significant main effects from analyses of
variance on pretest scores

SUBJECT-MATTER AREA

SELECTION CRITERION

Group
Experi

enc.
Educa-

tion Job

Across subject-matter al 20S
Food preparation
Super vision t
Menumalring
Type-A lunch
Recordkeeping
Nutrition
Purchasing
Sanitorioet
School-communiff relations
Work methodist
Phltosophy of school lunch}

1.

Stfintrcont at the .05 level.
** SigniPtoni at the .01 level.
T Reliability of evaluation instruments below.75.

icant across subject-matter areas or for the various
subject-matter areas tested. Employees with longer
work experience did not possess significantly more
job knowledge prior to training than did employees
with less work experience.

The Education selection criterion was significant
at the 5 percent level across subject-matter areas
and for -I subject-matter areas, in-nu-making, pur-
chasing, schoolcommunity relations, and philoso-
phy of school lunch. A significant difference at the
I percent level was obtained for the subject-matter
area of nutrition. In the 5 subject-matter areas, ill
plc.? try who had! grade 12 or more education pos-
sessed more job knowledge prior to training tban
employees who had less than 12 years of formal
education. For the remaining 6 subject-matter areas,
there was MI significant difference in jolt knowledge
prior to training.

The Job selection criteriou significant at the
I percent level across subject-matter areas and for
the areas of Type-A lunch, nutrition, and purchas-
ing. The areas of food preparation, intim-making.
rccord-keeping, and school-community Illations
were significant It the 5 percent level. In all but
sill jilt-ironer employees working in super -
s is n a., "smogers possessed significantly more

knowledge prior to training than employees
working in nonsupervisery roles as cooks.

CAIN IN JOB KNOWLEDGE
One o'bjec c of this study was to determine the

nuteoines Of ;in in-service training, program on fool
service in rsciiiiiel aril factors r..lated to the nut.
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FicurtE 2. Total pretest and post-test scores for such
participant in the I-year experimental group.

combs. Using pretest and post-test scores of the 1-
year experimental and control groups as a measure
of the effectiveness of the training program, this
hypothesis was tested: In-service training does not
result in gain in job knowledge in the carious sub-
ject-matter areas.

The effect of the training program on the 1-year
experimental group lends itself readily to visualiza-
tion the plotted total pretest and post-test
sbotes of the 1-year experimental and control groups
shown in figures 2 and 3, respectively. The diag-
onal line on each graph represents plots of equal
value for pretest and post-test. Plots falling so the
left of the diagonal line indicate that higher scores
were achieved oa posttest than on the pretest;
plots falling to the right indicate that the reverse
was true. For the 1-year experimental group (figure
2), all of the scores lie to the left of the diagonal;
for the control group (figure 3), the scores are
scattsnd above and below the diagonal, indicating
that on the average the scores remained about the
same from pretest to post-test.

A slight improvement was f01111(1 in 1110 5e171e4 of

the control group from pretest to post-test. This can
be explained in part by ih practice in techniques
of taking the test and also by the fact that certain
nicollnrs studied between pretest and piist-test. On
the post-test information form. 13 of tlie 43 in the
control group indicated that they had simlitd
their own after the pretest.
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CILISSifiC11th711 analyses of variance with
repeated measurements were performed using pre-
test and post-test scores across subject-matter areas
and for each of the specific areas for the 1-year ex-
perimental and control groups. The difference be-
tween pretest and post-test subclass means is re-
fernd to as gain. Interactions involving Test in the
e.naly.scs of variance C.7171.11) by Test,
Cron]) by Experience by -1.1:5t, Grouf, by Education
b., 1, ,t. Cramp by Job by Test. Fiodings from the
.inalyscs of variance on gain in job knowledge for
the 1-year experimental and control rztoups are stun-
mariced in table

1 he Croup by Test interaction was significant at
the 1 percent level across S111111:11-1Dattur areas and
for these specific areas: food preparation, supervi-
sion, inensmnaking. TypeA block. record-keeping,
natritjon. purchasing, ;Ind school-community Ida-
thins see table 21. In these S areas, the 1-year in
In imental group gained significantly from train
ing 1.1ilit101 group show eC, little or no gain
from pretest to post-test. The null hypothesis was
rcj I; the in- service training program resulted in
gain ..: 1..17 knowledge. However, the fact that there
were significant interactions with other selection
(lib Tie across tests and for two of the subject-matter
area most be taken into tonsiticu,lion.

'IL, essay hits cutions Croup oy Expellent': by
6nuip hs Eilocation by Test, and (gooll by

J. hestmeasured the relationship bAsseco



gain in job knowledge front twining and the 3
selection criteria: length of experience in food
sets ice, level of education, and job responsibility.
The significant interactions indicated the extent to
which there was lack of uniformity of performance
between the two classifications of each selection
criterion within the 1-year experimental and control
mouiss from pretest to post-test.

The Gump by Experience by Test interaction was
significant at the 5 percent level for across subject-
matter areas and for the subject-matter areas of
Type-A lunch and philosophy of school lunch (see
Mids. ). For the subject-matter area of menu-mak-
ing, the interaction was significant at the 1 percent
level, Across subject-matter areas and in the 3 sub-
ject- matter areas of menu-making, Type-A lunch,
and philosophy of school lunch, the high experience
classification of the control group made slight gains
from pretest to post-test; but the scores of the low
experience classification of the control group re-
mained just about the same, This was not the case
fur the persons who participated in the training pro-
gram. Trainees in hods experience classifications
of the 1-year experimental group made gains dur-
ing the training, lint it was found that the low ex-
perience trainees gained -lightly more from pretest
to post-test than did the high experience trainees.
Ibis suggests tlr)t trainingparticularly in the sub-
ject-mattur areas of menu-making, Type-A lunch,
and philosophy of school lunchwas especially
be iwricial hi persons with little experience.

TABLE 2

Summary of significant interactions from analyses of
variance on pretest and post-test scores

INTERACTION OF SELECTION
CRITERIA WITH TEST

SUBJECT,MATIER AREA Group Group
by by Group

Experi. Huta. by
Group cote }ion Job

Across cut1ect.nkaller Oren)
Food predorolion

00Sopervoni
Menrnokinp
Type-A lunch

110',cord-keeping
Nutrition
Purchasing
SoniPahont
Schcol-cornrn,nPy relotiont
WoI rnelnodtt
F1,1 Jsocony of school lunch+

Sion,ftconl or the .05 level.
5 g,,Fcant of the .01 revel.

Pei,ob I ry 01 evoluor,on ins?r4menft below .75.

The Group by Education by Test interaction was
not significant for across sidsject-matter areas or for
any of the specific subject-matter areas. This finding
indicates that people in the 2 education classifica-
tions had similar gains from the training.

The Group by Job by Test interaction did not
attain significance for across subject-matter areas.
Significance at the .5 percent level was obtained for
the subject- matter area of menu-making. In this
subject-matter arca, the mean scores of the man-
agers of the control group increased slightly from
pretest to post-test; however, the mean scores of
the cooks in the control group diminished from
pretest to post-test. Trainees in both job classifica-
tions of the experimental group reacted positively
to the training, but the cook classification made the
greater pin.

One might expect that people with less experi-
ence, less education, and working in the capacity
of cook would obtain lower pretest scores and that
the groups with the lowest pretest scores might
make the largest gain. To consider these questions,
the mean pretest and gain scores for the 1-year ex-
perimental group, classified by the selection criteria,
were studied even where in some instances the
differences in scores were not statistically significant.

The data tended to support the expectation tha'
people with less experience, less education, and
working in the capacity of cook had lower pretest
scores, but the evidence was not conclusive on these
compaii51105. low experience and low oluca-
tion groups usually tended to have the higher gain
scores. For the classification of job responsibility,
however. the es 'deuce was partiodally inconclusive.
The 111( 111 gain for managers ssas higher than that
for cooks in 6 of the subject-matter areas. wink
cooks attained highs]. gains in the remaining 5
subject-matter areas. Dillercnues were significant
only for the area of menst-making, in yl.iels cooks
had the higlur gains,

:'onsignificant Group by Test interialions were
obtained for the areas of sanitation, work methods,
and philosophy of school lunch. The teas for these 3
areas were among the .1 tests %shish %sex not feand
to yield reliable estimates; hence. failure to obtain

differences well be attributed to
the unsatisf,.chay measurement of the learning ;0
the: e areas,

ONE-YA11 ANI) EXPEHIMENTAI,
GROUPS

Te compile Ideation (4 Oh kinmledgc taught
in the shoot (1unst s of the ear experimental group
%shish testis ed (ono ntrat. d training in one slim)-
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With ITc;,1i011 of the 3-year experimental group
which receiver! spaced training over a period of 3
years or more, this 11011 hypothesis was tested: There
is no difference in achieremeNt for employees who
recciP' concentrated training and those who re-

spaced training.
Cho mean post -tent scores for the 1-year experi-

mental and 3-year 4-,eritaental groups were sub-
jected to t-tests. Significant talues at the 5 per-
cent level were obtained for the scores Cl) total across
sulsjectmittur areas and the subject-matter test of
incial-making. Significant t-values at the 1 percent
level were obtained for the areas of Type-A lunch,
nutrition, and purchasing. The mean post-tttst scores
of the 1-yeas group :exceeded those of the 3-year
group in all areas except school community raa-
tio,is. work methods, and philosophy of school lunch.

apparent higher achievement of the 1 -year

group in relation to the 3-year group may hay.t re-
sulted front the effect of responding to the pretest
by the 1-year group or the effect of tlw longer
periods of time that elapsed for the 3-year group
between the fi-st and second short courses and the
period of testing.

DISCUSSION ANI) SUMMATX

In a training experiment, 3 groups of school food
service employees were compared; a 1-year experi-
mental goilip that had completed 3 short courses in
One summer. a 3-year experimental group that had
completed the 3 short .;rirses in 3 different years,
and a control ,i,roup that did nut participate in the
short courses. The Objectives of the study were to
determine the effects of an in-service training pro-
gram for food service workers and the relationship
of se-Nett-el factors to the effectiveness of this train-
ing.

evaloation instruments used to measure job
khewledge in the training experiment were judged
to be ris,thlr .10(1 valid. Satisfactory reliability
indicated for the combined test as sycll as for S of
the II suhiett-inatter areas. The 8 evaluation in-
struments 11),It did meet the reliability criterion
were concerned with subject matter that constituted

perct nt of the training program.
"Elle Iyear experimental group and the control

group were like gionps in respect to jot knowledge
prior to training :old in respect to intelligence,

thrieal poception, numerical, And spatial
aptitudes.

No sigrificant differences in job knowledge prior
to trainint, were 1151101 for employer's who had had
little wrak experience in 111151 set-ske and those who
had had consieh raid': work experience. In other
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words, length of experience in feud service was not
associated with job knowledge prior to training as
job knowledge and length of experience ',sore de-
fined in this experiment.

The eff«-t of amount of formal education on pre-
training job knowledge %vas evident. Employees wit()
had completed at least the 1 2th-g;ade possessed
significantly more job know-ledge in 5 subject-matter
areas prior to training than did those who had had
less education. As the trend for continued edosittion
gains impetus, education may become a more im-
portant criterion in the employment of food service
personnel.

l'r1.'r to training, the personnel employed in su-
pervisory roles as managers possessed significantly
ono; -.' job knowledge than did those working in non-
supervisory roles as cooks in 7 subject-matter areas.
Highly significant differences between cooks and
managers sere apparent for 3 subject-matter areas
in which the cooks would -usually not have had re-
sponsibility. Ths nature of one's responsibilities on
the juh was related to type of job knowledge prior
to the training program. The desirability of offering
separate training sessions for supervisory and non-
supervisory personnel for at least selected subject-
matter areas was ,:vid:nt.

The findings of the experimental training pro-
gram -Irovided evidence of the positive effects of
the training program for food service
workers. In general, the tesults suhstantiated the
potential worth of this type of educational program
for learning facts and generalisations and how t
apply generali/ations. The relationship betsveen
length of esperieme ;0101 gain in job know ledge
rusuiting from training %vas not conclusive. Across
subject-matter art-as and for 3 subject-matter areas
the low experience group had significantly gwater
gain than the high experience group. cueater
gains May li,nr been at least in p.0t a funution of
the low job knowledge scores before training even
though the pretest scores were not significantly
lower.

Although there was es iklouec !LA
knowledge had a positive relationship to for .mil cr],
11(oti m ;111d job responsibility a toss sohir et-matter
areas 00(1 in certain speedie snhjert-matter areas,
Ihcse too selection rriteria Iv/ re ;:(it significantly
related to gain in job knowleeh.Lo !roil the training
program except in one sethject-matter area.

One question al !se's ;1,; LO Nhrlhrr Innro advanced
pro-rani content may have been appropriate for
trainees in the higher education clas.afieatio,, and
for personnel r mployed in supet ism y rolls as m ui-
ai.ta is, Higbee- gain scores hose resulted for



these groups had the program been more advanced.
A second question arises regarding other changes
resulting from the training. It is recogni..ed that
the evaluation instruments may not have measured
some of the learning related specifically to the sub-
ject-matte: areas and that other types of learning
not measured by the subject-matter irrtrannents
may have occurred.

To study the question of whether higher gaits
scores would have resulted for trainees in the highs
education classification and for persons employed
as Managers if the program had been more ad-
vanced, the results cf the testing were examined.
The tests used were designed to reflect the job
knowledge taught in the short corrses, and the tests
provided for measurement of achievement beyond
that actually ttchieved. One possible conclusion,
therefore, is that level of education and nature of
job responsibility may he more positively related
to learning in on- the -job and other informal ler.rn-
ing situations than to formally strtit:tured training
programs. A comparison of the findings reflected
in tables I and 2 depicts the basis for this conclu-
sion. Since the training program, and hence the
evaluation instruments, did emphasize areas of job

iwiedge that were related to the managers' re-
sponsibilities, it was not surprising that trainees
whose past experience had been as cooks had sig-
nificntl less jolt knowledge before the training
program in many areas. The relationship of educa-
tion to pretest and ,gaits scores has particular perti-
nence. however. for ii tench to support especially
the desirability of preplanned systematic training
programs, snit as the short courses provided, for
emplit.eus of lower educational backgrotaid. Some
question rt 1.1 }111WF% Cr, as to whether some-
what Iliure advancedICL'd Ill'Ogr content would have

changed the findings. To study this question fur-
ther, an item analysis of the evaluation instruments
and some other considerations are planned.

Other changes which occurred its a result of the
training were reflected in assessments made by
the trainees and their superiors before and after the
training. These findings will be presented in a sub-
sequent report. Further insight into the findings of
the present study will he provided by a report by
Ninemeier (2) regarding the relationship of out-
comes of the training program to aptitudes of the
trainees.

Other sto lies are in progress to relate the out-
comes reflected by paper-and-pencil tests to on-
the-job behavior and to compare retention of the
1 -year and 3-year experimental groups after a 2-
year period has elarsed.
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ADVANCE ORDER FORM
FOR TAPES OF WORKSHOP PRESENTATIONS

High fidelity, edited tape recordings (7-1/2 or 3-3/4 inches per second,
depending upon length of session), mylar base tape for strength. Individual

tapes $7.50 each postage paid, or seven tapes for $42.00 if complete set is
ordered at the workshop. (Sets ordered after the workshop will be $47.25.)
Orders placed after the workshop should be mailed to: The American Home
Economics Association, 1600 Twentieth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009.
Please check tapes desired:

COMPLETE SET CHECK

Please send complete set of seven tapes (A thru G) @ $42 a set . . .

INDIVIDUAL. TAPES

($7.50 each)

TAPE A 3 speeches:
(Approx. 120 min.) "Objectives and Overview of the Workshop,"

Mrs. Clio Reinwald
"The World at Work," Milton W. Elert
"Guidelines for Designing New Careers,"

Dr. Sidney Fine

TAPE B "Ways of Working With People,"
(Approx. 90 min.) Mrs. Margaret F. Clark

TAPE C "Societal Needs to be Served Through Auxiliary
(Approx. 105 min.) Personnel," Dr. Elmer W. Schwieder

TAPE D "Auxiliary Personnel in Home Economics,"
(Ailprox. 120 min.) (Symposium), Mrs. Mary C. Kennington

TAPE E "Stresses, Strains, and Joys of Utilizing
(Approx. 120 min.) Auxiliary Personnel,"

Dr. Sheldon S. Steinberg

TAPE F "Legislation Affecting Auxiliary Personnel,"
(Approx. 90 min.) (Speaker to be announced)

TAPE G 2 speeches:
(Approx. 120 min.) "The Task Ahead," Dr. Irene Beavers

CLOSING ADDRESS: James Farmer

(A form for mailing was attached.)
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